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·PREFACE 
The author of this thesis, n teacher of mathematics in 
the O. K. McClatchy Senior High School, in Sno:ramento, Ce.li-
fo:rnia, has believed. for mr:my yenrs thnt the teaching of 
mathematics needed. some revision, both in the content ana. 
in the method of teaching. He has investigated this problem 
through reao.ing the available opinions of leF.~.o.ers in the 
fi~ld. of mathematics in text books and in periodicnls; he 
has listened to lectures rmo. hns pnrticipateo. in resultant 
discussions; he has a.tt ended classes on this subj P-ct; r..ncl 
he has discussed problems relating to this topic with his 
colleagues. 
As a result of the above study, the w:ri ter hAs concltto.-
ed that the courses, as genere.lly taught in the h:l,.gh sc11no1, 
should and could be revised in order to bring about e. e;ren.t-
er correlation among the various, rather disconnected but 
not totally independent, topics and courses in ac1vanced high 
'school mathematics. The writer has also concluded that the 
student in these courses in me. ac-
.complishing.mo:re and of achieving a greater mastery in mnth-
einatios the.rt he ordinarilY does at the present time. This 
.mastery is perhaps particularly ve.luable for those 
preparing for advanced work at the universities. 
'. Fronr:o-bs~vat1~on-r-t~h-e-wr1-t-er-has-a..-rr1-ve0.~Rt-:-the-GGnGlusion.--~ 
that· the· great majority of high school students learn one 
,. 
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topic or course ana. then proceed to forget it •,•rhile stud.y-
1rtg e.nother because the content of our trnn.it:tonal courses 
· 1n mathematics are so compartmentalized. Furthermore, be-
fore attempting advanced work in intermediate algebra, the 
etud.ent ha.s to re-learn his elementary D.lgebra, and then 
proceed in his second year s.lgebra by smaller compnrtment s 
or topics. Sometimes this intermeo.iate algebra course is 
·. ' interrupted in the miC1Jlle or follo.,Yed by a hnlf year course 
in trigonometry or solicl geometry. Often, too, vrhen the 
student has e.dvancect to the noint where he is stuclying n 
trigonometric equation, he does not recoGnize it as similnr 
to an algebraic equation nor cnn he aoply the alrendy 
learned algebraic processes to the field. of trie;onometry. 
It is often impossible to tie-in every topic. How-
ever, the writer believes that many topics ana. courses cn.n 
be combined. to Sf!.ve time, usually given to re-learning oP 
reviews, Rnd unifieo. to associate the Vl'trious processes of 
mathematics in IDD.ny fielc1s, such as algebra, geometry, tri-
and so on. To be specific, 
the writer believes that an attem!>t shoula. be mnde to re~ 
organize the content of the usunl intenaerli9.te fllp:ebrn 
course, the trigonometry course, ancl the solid g8ometry 
course into a whole, well-unified course, to which some 
elementary crtlculus could be intervvoven. 
Vi 
The writer has presented his views and discussed them 
· with the Chairman of thf'l !',1c:tthAmntics Department, Mr. Robert 
S. Fraser, who hns offered mo.ny suggestions c:md has encour-
aged and. advised the writer. The leaflet, 11 How to Stucly 
Mathematics," and the chart, "Personal Resnon~ibility Rat-
ing Chart, 11 were developed. by r.~r. Fro.ser for the mathema-
tics department and were used. by the writer in this course. 
Therefore 1 the writer is ino.ebtecl to Mr. Fre.ser, as well P.s 
to the administration of the C. K. HcClatchy Senior High 
School of Sacre.mento; Mr. s. A. Pepper, principal; Mr. 
Malcolm Murphy, vice-princip0.l; ana Miss FrHnces Milnes, 
vice-principal for their cooperation in this stuc1y. 
The writer hfl.s nlso discussed his ~Jlnns e_ncl received 
much help and. many veJ.uable suggestions from Dr. J. W. 
Harris, Denn of the School of Education of the College of 
the :Pacific, Professor C. E. Corbin, anc1 J?r. G. R. FeP:.sn, 
members of his thesis committee of the se.me college. 
The materinl presented for this thesis covers the '''ol'l\: 
of one semester of a projected four semester course, in 
which the usual and equivalent courses in adve.ncea_ high 
school mathematics will be included.. The arrangement and 
unification followed in these units is not by any means the 
only possible one. Future trials will very likely bring 
about revision in these units; however, it is an attempt n.t 
Uni-ficat~ on or-tl~opi_c_s-an-d-c-ourses-1n-n.o:vanced-highc-. ----~ 
•·· .. school mathematics beyond the first two years of elementary 
mathematics. 
\ ' 
CHA.P'rER I 1 
INTRODUC rri ON 
This thesis is the partial product of a project ·b~e;un 
in an effort to build a unified course in advanced high 
school mathemntics beyono. the first two years of elementary 
study. It is a course intended for the acv.demic student 
who is preparing f'or the fields of enr;ineering, the sciences, 
or pure mathematics. It is a coul''Se nimed at a unification 
··and. greater correlation of the various courses rmd to-pics, 
and at an $,SSOCie.tion of the variOUS mathematical !JrOcesses 
involved in the various fields. It is also e. course nirnerJ 
at mastery of mathemntics anc1 of its 0:9erations as a whole, 
a.s e. unity, not as s0parnte compv.rtments. Furthermore, it 
is a course wl1ich aims to give int'.l.i viclual instruction in n 
class room situation ano. to meet as nearly e.s possible the 
individual needs and. abilities of the students in the class. 
For the pre sent, attention has been focusec1 upon the '!n~oblem 
of unification of the units and topics ns presented in the 
traditional courses in advanced hir;h school mathematics 
intermediate al trigonometry,. n.nd solicl geometry. 
As soon as this phase of the revision and unification 
has been completed, the writer intends to devote his efforts 
to the unification and enrichment of the whole two-year 
course by first, me.king all the possible correlation with 
such as the sciences and 
socie.l studies; and second, by making the course as function-
' 
.I 
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' ttl. a.s possible by means Qf the anplication of mathematics 
to everydE.l.y situations in the rnany fields of life 1 s endeavor • 
. l:t is the ?Triter's hope to provide for individual needs and 
interests espec1e.lly in this second phase, the practical ap-
plication bf mathematics. 
The method of procedure, followed in the building of 
.this course, has been as follm,rs: First, the writer made a 
f!ltudy of the various weaknesses of students beginning their 
third. year of high school mathernRtics. This gave rise to 
the second unit of the course (Chapter II in the Thesis), 
11An Inventory of My Stock in Mathematics, 11 a unit composed 
o:f',di~nostic tests in elementary algebra, arithmetic, and 
:,Plane geometry. Second, the writer dealt with the unifica-
···. :tion of various topics, such as the combination of exponr-mts, 
< 'logarithms, and the slide rule, which make un the third unit 
of this unified course (Chapter III). '.rlu;-oughout the course, 
the ·mechanical processes have been dealt with incic1ehtally 
to the study of the topic it self, as for example, the re-
view e.nd further study of factoring has not been taken up 
·.as. a separa.t e unit but has been woven in with the solution 
.. of equations in the method of solving equations by factor-
·ing. 
As explained in the first unit of the course (Chapter 
Introduction to the Course, 11 the instruction and the 
/ 
pro~ress in tne course nas-oeen-:ind]:v:r-a.uallzea.-t o as great 
an extent as possible. Ee.ch student is made aware of his 
3 
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• .·, ·! · • 1ndiv1dua~l deficiencies and. thee~ n.re remeo .. 1·ea a.s f·EtSt eros 
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possible under the supervision of the instructor. Pro-
· '· vision is also made for the more capable or more indus-
·, 
··. trious student to pursue further an indepeno.ent study, to 
enrich his. mathematics.l horizon, and to help fellm·., stu-
a.·ents in the class. As explained nbove,later it is hoped 
··to make this phe.se an actual part of the course it self. 
The content me.terio.l is su:pplementecl by references 
to e . . text-book issued. to stua.ents as ·well as to other 
·. text~books in Jl'lt3.themt=ttics. Exercises are orawn from the 
te:xt-book as well as from other sources. This phase 
trains the student to use many sources for his content 
material. Some sections of these units are rtmene.ble to 
. the lecture form of instruction. This methoa. is aimed at 
training the student in obtaining instruction and infor-
mation through a. lecture, with actual emplw.sis on takinc; 
notes and recording them in correct form. Actually three 
methoa.s of instruction are utilized in this course, that 
of 't1he individual methoo of instruction, of group instt>uct-
ion, arid of class instruction. 
In the conclusion to this thesis, the writer will sum-
. marize the administrative proo'ea.ure foll0\7ed in the opera-
tion o:f' these units in the classroom. He will describe 
ious methods em loyed and. the results ob-
ta1ned. He will also give his reactions and suggestions 
based on observa.tiott. 
; I, 
l ! 
CHAPTER II 
THE COURSE 
4 
A. Aa.ve.nc.~d Mathematics in the High_ Scb.Q.91 and this Cou:rg 
Usually high school mathematics is presented in sepa-
rate topics or compartments. First, a year of algebra is 
given; then, a year of plane geometry. These two yea.rs Il1a;)r 
be consia.ered as the elementary or fundamental courses ln 
mathematics. In the advE~nced courses ln high school mathe-
~atics, a year of advanced or intermediate algebra and a 
half yea:r of plane trigonometry, sometimes given between 
'' ' 
the t"'Wo he.l ves of advanced algebrA, is all the "higher" 
mathematics the student can take in high school. From 
tim~ to time, whenever the demand is sufficient, a couroo 
in solid geometry is also offered. Recently an effort iw s 
been made to give more and better courses in aavanced 
matheme.tics in the high schools all over the country. In 
order to save time because of the necessa.ry l~eview befo:r.•e 
one could return to a branch of mathematics whose continu-
ity had been interrupted by t=~.nother course; in order to 
mathematics in approximately the same manner e.s :lt 
used in the various practical anplications in the 
.professions and trades; and also, ln order to make mathe-
niatics more functional, this course has been developed. 
nothing 11 new"· in mathematics, but it is a new 
elementary and advanced algebra, plane and solid 
., 
,• 
geometry, trigonometry, ancl some concepts of . elementary 
analytic geometry and calculus. All these topics have 
been combined or "unified" as much as possible andare 
being presented throughout the course in an arrangement 
thr•ough which the student will receive all the necessary 
training for advanced work in mathematics or the sciences 
in the h~gher institutions of learning, as well as to pro-
Vide him with a richer and more practical course. 
B. yrp.y Study Ivlathema tics? 
To answer this question one has only to investigate 
either through actual observation or through reading and. 
5 
study the various training required for the various trac1on 
and professions. This investigation will reveal thRt a 
thorough knowledge of mathematics and its application is 
quite essential. Whether the student plans to continue h:l.n 
education and training beyond high school or not, a cot~se 
.. 
in advanced mathematics such as this one will give him suf-
ficient training to perform many tasks requiring mathemnti-
cal ability in trades, semi-professions anq. professions. 
:t•se should prove ac1e-
·quate; for others, this course will provide the necessary 
preparation for more advanced work in mathematics requirec1 
·. f'or advanced studies in colleges, universities, and tech-
nical schools. 
6 
velop in the student an a:ppreciation for the contribution 
of mathema.tics to the world's progress. The student will 
understand why mathematics has been called 11 the queen of 
all the sciences." Also, through the stuc1y of mathematics, 
the student will receive valuable tre.ining in reasoning. 
In the math(!matica.l processes involvec1 in problem solving, 
the stud'ent of mathematics will finCI it impere.tive that he 
concentrate on his work; that he use correct language; Hnd 
that he express the facts in he.nd in precise ste.ternents 
ba.sed on accurate reasoning. The student will P-.lso r;n.in e. 
mastery of certain techniques or methods in solving pl'O-
.blems, in working out mathematica.l operations, f'.nd in the 
use of mathe~~tical devices such as the tables and the 
slide rule. Another reason why mathematics is worth while 
studying is the subject in itself, for its own sake, the 
study of pure mathema.tics regard.less of its value and. ap-
plication to other fields. It is a stucly where the thou~~ht 
processes involved will challenge the mind of the most 
capable student. 
The study of the historical ·development of mathematics, 
of the part it played in the culture of the many civiliza-
. tions, of the relationship of mathematics with the \vork of 
the world, nll these are reasons why one should study mathe-
ou who stud this course should 
study 1 t riot only as a. course int enrled to train you in the 
7 
mathemntical technia.ues, e.s you will need them in other 
fields of endeavor, but also ns n bt:?..sis in the theory of 
ma.thematics and as a foundr:~.tion for the study of advanced 
mathematics. 
C. Genera1 Directions ana. Suggest ions on How to Stucly 
This Course 
No teacher and no set of instructions, units, books, 
or suggestions can teach you a subject, es·qecinlly that of 
mathemf:l.tics, unless you yourself want to be to.ught, thnt 
is to say, unless you do your share and. stuc1y the course 
11 actively 11 for yourself. 
Specific suggestions for a plnn of stucly for each 
individual student is not possible, but some suggestions 
will be mB.de and the student should e.c1opt ns mnny of theae 
s.s possible, ma.'tcing such modifications as will suit his 
indivic1unl case or situation. Consult your instructor o.nd 
discuss your stucly problems with him. AsJc him for advico. 
He will be glad. to hel·~) you. 'J.1his is one of the first and 
most important steps in th~ stucly of this course. This is 
your respons 
analysis of your study habits and nnl\.e plans for effective 
study. 
Further on in this unit you will find. a leaflet en-
titled 11 How to Study Mathematics 11 • This leaflet will give 
~------~~~~y-eu-gene-Pa1.-sugf:'ie-st1ons~on-how-"to-study-as-well-.as-some~~----­
specific study helps for mathematics. 
T', -~----~---. -
: '( : 
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Ane.lyze yourself. Study your habits and fino. out your 
·-weaknesses. The chart entitled 11 Porson2.l Responsibility 
Rating Cho.rt 11 which you will find. at the end of this unit 
will help you d.o this. Stuoy it. 
D. !Low This Coy:t:se. Will be Tau~ht 
Ideally each student should be taught 11 individually 11 
by a teacher or under a tl')acher 1 s <U:rection anc'l. guidnnce, 
receiving such help ns he might need.. Under a class or-
ganization plan this is often impossible. Hovrever, .this 
course is planned to give you the ma.,•<:imum of in<'Uviduo.l in-
struction and attention. In this section the plan of or>-
ganiza.tion is presenteo.. Study it o.nd. uncterstand it. lCnow 
your part in the plan and learn what becomes your l"esnonsi-
bility. Learn nlso what the contribution an<l the responrd-
bility of your instructor is. Do your she.re rmd. coonerr,_te 
·with your teacher. 
As stated above, this course will provicle for in0.1~~ 
vidue.l progress. Beginning with the second unit, 11 An In-
lf-'--"-------\L1i'H+-~rP/--thh--c-l!JW-----W'~&K-~H---J~"'**'!'ffi!At i c s 11 , you •Ni 11 wO'r'k--a.-~>t----¥y_goltlHll'r'---.:.c__-----
6wn pace, keep record of your own progress (on a Progt•ess-
- Record Chart), and receive indiviclual help with your own 
.particular_ e.nd peculiar problems and difficulties • 
. In the first place, you will be p;iven a set of review 
~---',--,----'*-'t'!t-et'~'--+.-l"\-l~-,..+.-,o+,"t-1~~h-J!!>',.._.!J'n1_,:--t:tr e prep are a. to proceed with 
-----
' the ad.vanced course; that is, whether you hnve a sufficient 
'r.i 
;,r 
•!. 
I ! 
g 
mast.ery of the fundnmental mathema.t ics which you have stu-
. died so far -- arithmetic, alr;ebra, and plane geometry. 
·These tests will be scored. and stuo.ied to find out your 
· wealtnesses. The results from these tests will be E.mn.lyzed, 
•. charted., and. graphed. The tests are called 11 cliagnostic 11 be-
cause they are built so as to reveal those processes with 
·which you have difficulty ancl which you should strenp;then. 
• If you e.re weak in some f'unc1F.Jmente.l processes, it is to 
your advantage to get down to ,_.,orlc and to strengthen these 
before going on ahead with worlc which requires a mastery 
of these f'undrunentals. From here on your progrmn in thi,s 
course is based upon your own needs and sJ{ill. 
In order to provide for group and class Cl.iscussion the 
class will be divided in two or three groups on the basis 
of your present knowledge of elementary mathematics as re-
vealed by the tests in the second unit. ..These groups will 
not remain fixed throughout the course as it will be pos-
sible for o. student to move up into the faster groups, or, 
ter group. · Thus, 
the personnel of each group mny change and the number of' 
groups may change, accordingto the l11c'llte-tip of the class. 
E:vr:m· though you \vill be associated with one of these groups 
in the clnss, you will continue to work individually. Each 
. . · or two periods, preferably in the middle of the week, for 
-···: ,' discussion.or seminar sessions. During these discussion 
10 
periods ·with one group, the other groups will work alone 
on their units of work. r.rhe other three days of the week 
the instructov will become a tutor to the whole cle.ss and 
will help inoivid.uals with their in<'l.ividuo.l problems. He 
will move l=!.bout the room, sit down with you ana. he.lp you. 
On these days it will be his duty and responsibility to 
actively supervise your stu(ly nnd to become your personal 
teacher for as much time as he cnn possibly devote to you 
as a member of the class. Indiv:l,clual adjustments will be 
made so as to make this plo.n flexible to meet 1ndivio.ual 
needs. It will be your duty to plnn your w·ork, to have 
questions ready, preferably written, so as to have these 
well thought out and so as to waste neither your nor you1 .. 
instructor's time. You must cooperate with him ::mo. with 
the class to enable him to distribute his time, his effor•ts, 
ond his energies most efficnciously. Reinember that you hnve 
·demands on the teacher, but so ho.ve others in the class. 
Learn to share and to cooperate. 
dividual interests there will be 
. al'l opportunity given you to \vork on problems which interest 
you. References a.nd problem sets in various fields, such 
. ,as physics, chemistry, insurance, business, auto, radio, 
.·.sports; etc., will be assigned to you as part of your pro-
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~so that you m.~ay~a~p~p~J~y~· --------~------
mathematics you are studying to practical problems 
'·~.. I';""" 
I, ;·::· ·. 
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which interest you. 
And. so, by this combination of 1nc1.1vio.unl an<1 group 
organization, you will. receive the aclve.ntages of personal 
a.ttention and the benefits of group and class discussion. 
Each unit or 11 piece of work 11 will have to be mastered 
before you will be allm~rec1 to proceed to the next one. 
Each unit will have a 11 minimum 11 amount that you will hFtve 
to accomplish and there will be n minimum score with which 
you must pass the mastery test on the unit before you will 
be allovved. to proceed. If you don 1 t achieve this passing 
score, you will be required. to restudy the unit e.nd tn.lte 
another test. You will not be allowed to go on until you 
have mastered the unit sufficiently to insure your success 
· in the next one. At the end. of a certF.lin number of units 
you will be given "cumulative" tests; that is, tests over 
all the previous work of the course. It :·is not passing 
tests, getting grad.es, and. then forgetting that counts in 
the long run. It is learning, mastering, and retaining 
~~~~---wRA~~»-+P.~n-±e~~~~~~~-.~eally counts. 
This then is the plan. Your teacher may deem it a.d-
viss.ble to make some slight and necessary changes to meet 
the needs of the·clnss. 
E. Personal Histori 
Your teacher is always rea.Cly and willing to help you. 
He urges you to ask for his help. Do not hesitate to con-
'.~ .. 
sult with him. 
Remember, even though you receive a grade inth1s 
course it is not the grade alone that counts but· rather 
the knowledge you gain. If you master the subject this 
12 
will automatically take care of the gra.d.e. H0 wever, there 
are some fe.ctors which may influence your worl~. Your e.bi-
lity, your interest, your home situation, your study habits, 
your futul~e plans, and. others, are all factors which con-
tribute d.irectly or ind.irectly to your success 1n this 
course. On the bln.nk entitled. "Personal History", attached. 
at the end_ of this unit, please answer as mf:l,ny quest ions as 
you can. The more your instructor knows e .. bout you, the 
more he will be able to help you. This :tnforma.tion is r·-~k­
ed of you for this purpose only. 
F. Conclusion 
In conclusion, your instructor hopes'· that you will fol-
. 
low the suggestions made in this unit nnd that you will feel 
free to consult him often. Remember that 11 there is no roynl 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-anu~at work done by yourself will 
benefit you while work dol'le by others will benefit them. 
Ma.ke up your mind to apply yourself wholeheartedly to the 
·study .of this course. ·Determine to make good and keep at 
it at a steady pace. 
c ~-~'~··;- • --
;· 
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HOW TO STUDY I..1ATHF.MATICS 13 
Mathematics should not be difficult for the high 
school stuctent who, at the beginning of hls work, will 
actopt an efficient plan for his study. Success in mathe-
. matics depends upon accuracy, clear uno.erstnnding of the 
principles of the work, complete fulfillment of each da~l' s 
lesson, and periodical review·s of the preceding work. 
Study habits vrhich are acquired in other studies help in 
· mathematics but there are other habits which are peculio.r 
to mathematics. In order to help you complete your ms.the-
matics successfully the' follov.ring features of good stuc1y 
are given you. Make every effort to add these hr.tbi ts to 
your work in mathematics e.s early as possible! 
General Condi tiona for Gooa. Study 
1. Keep physically fit. Talce time for exercise, ro-. 
creation and rest. Eat nourishing food. Matho-
matics demnnds D. clear head for straight and a.o .... 
curate thinking. 
2. Develop the habit of studying mathemntics at a 
allow yourself sufficient time and you will be in 
a place which you have made convenient for study. 
· 3. Rave all necessary material at he..nd. Do not be-
gin to study without necessary paper, pencils,. 
4. Know your assignments. Do not leave the class-
14 
room ·without an understnnC..inp; nnd a written record 
of your assignment. 
Special Study l1A.bit s for Mntheme.tics. 
1. Review your '.vork. 'rhink over rnpic1ly the out-
standing points of the previous lessons so far as 
they belong to the present asaie;nment. Keep the 
fundamental processes of Algebra ana. Arithmetic 
e.lways fresh in your mino.. Write a summo.ry of the 
lesson when it is completed to assist in future 
reviews. 
2. Learn methods for reading mathemnti cs. The:,r ar0 
the following: 
a. Reading the pP.rap;re.ph as e. whole without 
trying to understand difficult word.s o:r~ 
sentences. 
b. Reac1ing again with the topic, problem or 
central theme in mind •. Every sentence 
read must now contribute something to the 
clearness of the topic. The pupil must 
constn..ntly be awn..re of the contributlohs 
which the sentences or paragrHphs m~tke to 
n topic. 
c. re uen ly to rereaa, to summar-
ize, to generali7,e, to supplement, ·t;o 
apply, to reflect, to refer be.ck to pl'·e-
vious principles. 
d. Making certain that the mee.ning of all 
words is clearly understood, and. that new 
concepts are clear. This may call for 
the use of the index and the d.ictionary. 
,~~--:--~~e~ -a.-r_y-1tlg--the--!'n e_of_rea ing __ accordlng_ .. to __ --'------------ ----------
the value, importe.nce, or difficulty of 
what is read. 
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f. Compnring the date. in a verbal statement 
with the corres"9oncting fe.ct s illustrated 
in a drmving. 
g. In read.ing instructions in geometry, or 
in symbolic notation, to perform each 
step as it is read. 
h. l'r-wing cnroful attention to footnotes, 
hints, and suggestions. 
i. Relating nne. supplf.Jrnenting problem situ-
ations with knowledge acquired through 
former experiences. 
j. Maki~!2; sure in reacling symbolic notation 
that the symbols are recof,nized and 
understood. 
3. Concentrate. Mf1.ke U!J your mind to lee.rn mo.themt'-
tics. The "I can't" student is beaten before he 
begins. The 11 I will ].earn II student is ·well on his 
wa.y to success. Do not permit small disturbnnc~es 
to clistra.ct you from your work. Stucty the OX!)lrt-
nation in your text nnd solve the type problenw 
e.ccording to the Cl.irections given. Do not nsk for 
nor accept h0lp until you are sure you can proceed 
no further. Read carefully e.n<1 remember all your 
s to t'he pnrtj cnJ ar prob1 r>m 
at hand. Try to get an "insight 11 into the pl~lnciple 
involved rather than to depend on memorizing. 
Organize your work. Set down each step of the work 
in its proper place. UnderstE~.nd why you d.o each 
~~~~~----------~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~-*E~-eHl~n~~K·o~r~k~~-----------­
to the rules you have let.trned. Rewrite the rules 
5. 
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and problem proceclure in your own wbrds. Drill on 
your work until you ~:u•e convinced you are the 
m.:~ster of that topic, and tht=m review it from time 
to time in the futur•e, the first review as soon a .. s 
possible (within a week). 
Check your work. Estimate yoUl"' answers whenever 
possible. Check your answers as to v;rhether they 
are reasonable or not. Be neat ancl ce.reful in your 
work. Neat, well arranged yrork usually helps in 
attaining accuracy. Lle.ke your numbers, fieures e.nd 
eXplanations legible. Too frequently accuracy is 
lost because a 5 looks like a 2 or an 11 a 11 looJ.~s 
like a 11 d 11 • 
6. Ap"91Y fF.l.cts learned. Look for })ractical applica-
tions of the problems and techniques stuclled. 
Apply each new methoc1 learned.; continunlly seek 
a.pnlications in which you can test the new powers 
you are acquiring. Solve old problems by your 
newest methods, to increase your command of short 
7. Relate each achievement to the preceding one. Try 
to connect each new topic to what you have lee.rned 
previously. 
8. Review. Review every day. Recall the previous 
l~ UP YOUR MIND TO SUCCEED. 
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PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY RATING CHART 
Directions: 
Mark each i tern at the correct nlace; ao.d tdl numerical 
values; scores above 95--A, 85-94 inc.--B, 75-84--C, 65-74--
D, below 65--F. 
1. 
PUNCTUALITY 
Always 
Pr.esent and 
' working be-
fore begin-
riing of 
period 
Seldom 
absent, 
never tar-
dy. Starts 
work with-
out being 
told to do 
so. 
Not e.bsent 
or tardy 
without 
cause. 
Starts work 
when told 
to clo so. 
Frequent-
ly absent 
or tardy. 
Slow to 
start 
work. 
Truancy; 
too fre-
quent ab-
sences or 
tardiness. 
Very slow 
to start 
work. 
10 9 s----------=7 ----~.'-----6 
f6RK. COMPLETED PROMPTLY TO SCHEDULE 
Lessons 
always com-
plete before 
date due. 
10 
3. 
All les-
sons com-
plete on 
date due. 
9 
Most les-
sons com-
pleted on 
time. 
8 
HAS NECESSARY EQ,UIPMENT FOR WORK 
All mate-
rial in 
before tar-
dy bell 
rings. 
Occasional- Uses rnode-
ly inter- rate amount 
to 
to secure 
additional 
material 
9 
get mate-
rial in 
readiness 
for study, 
after tar-
dy bell. 
8 
Reauil'•es 
urging to 
complete 
work. 
7 
Always 
lat;e w1 th 
lessono. 
6 
Never htts 
pencil::, 
or otheP 
etc., e- • 
quently. Never pre-
Seldom pre- pared to 
pared. to begin 
begin work. 
work. 
7 6 
4. 
STUDIES PURPOSEFULLY 
Studies all 
the time. 
Rarely dis-
tracted. 
Studies all 
the time. 
Not easily 
distracted 
Stu.cUes 
most of the 
time. Easi-
ly distrr-wt-
ed. 
--~ ----·--'---·-----. .1---· 10 9 8 
5. 
IS SELF RELIANT AND RESOURCEFUL 
Is usual-
ly able to 
direct 
·own work. 
10 
6. 
Needs 
little 
assistance 
in his 
work. 
9 
UNDERSTANDS AND FOLLOWS 
Follows 
directions 
to utmost 
of abili-
ty. At-
tempts 
more dif-
ficult in-
struct ions. 
Follows 
directions 
well. Makes 
no attempt 
to follow 
more diffi-
cult in-
structions. 
Needs 
frequent 
assistance 
in his 
work. 
8 
Follows most 
simple di-
rections 
without new 
explanation. 
Wastes 
much 
time. 
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Stuc1ies 
little or 
not at 
all. 
·~----------J-----7 6 
Needs much 
direction 
in his 
work. 
7 
Pays only 
casual at-· 
tention to 
directions. 
Co.n do no 
work 
without 
constant 
direction. 
6 
Ignores 
instruct-
ions 
entirely. 
----~~--------~-------------~-----------l 10 9 8 7 ----,..---1-...--6 
7. 
IS ALERT IN ALL CLASSROOM ACTIVITIES 
Gives mark-
edatten-
. tion in 
class. Is 
prepared to 
to give 
thoughtful 
contribution 
tC> class 
Gives good 
attention • 
Not always 
prepared to 
enter class 
discussion. 
10 9 
Attentive. 
Offers com-
ments when 
asked. 
8 
Attention 
moderately 
good. Sel-
dom contri-
butes to 
class work. 
7 
Is seldom 
attentive. 
Very in-
frequent-
ly con-
tributes 
to class 
work. 
6 
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8. 
USES REFERENCE N~TERIALS, OTHER TEXTS, DICTIONARIES, 
MAGAZINES, ETC., IN CLASSROOM AND LIBRARY 
Tak.e e every 
opportunity 
to broaden 
hie know-
ledge in 
the sub-ject. 
10 
9. 
Frequently 
uses all 
reference 
rna t er ie.l 
9 
Occasion-
Hlly uses 
reference 
material 
8 
Uses refe-
rence ma-
teriF1 only 
e.fter much 
urging. 
7 
Seldom or 
never uses 
reference 
me.tel"'is.l. 
6 
DEVISES SPECIAL METHODS FOR REVIEW, STUDY, AND USE FOR 
HIS MATHEMATICS 
Has devised Has de- Has de-
and uses vised nlans vised 
regularly for st'itdy plans but 
special and review.seldom 
methods for Do~s not uses them. 
study and use them Seldom 
review. regularly. applies 
Applies his Occasion- his know-
subject to ally ap- ledge in 
out of plies his out of 
class knowledge class 
situations. to out of situa-
claee tiona. 
situations. 
----~~--------L--------10 9 8 
• 
Has no 
regular 
plans for 
stucly. 
Studies 
in a hap-
hazard 
fashion. 
WORK IS NEAT, LEGIBLE AND WELL ARRANGED 
Lessons are Lessons are 
always neat,untidy at 
legible and very in-
Well ar- freauent 
ranged. ihterva.ls. 
Lessons are Lessons 
occasion- frequent-
ally diffi- ly diffi-
cult to cult to 
read. read. 
Han no 
plans. 
Studies 
ver·y 
little. 
6 
Lessons are 
difficult 
to read 
most of the 
time. 
STUDENT 1 S PERSON.t\L HISTOHY RECORD 
( Conficlent inl) ---
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A. Name: _______________ .l·\r~e: _ _yrs ._mos. 
School: _____________ . _______________ Class. ____________ __ 
Counselor: ______ Homeroom Teacher ______ _ 
Math0matics Course ___ _.... ____ Teacher ____ ~----
B. J?~!'_g_ona.l History 
Health: General --~-F.ycs _______ Hcnring -----
Any difficulties------·--------
Do you work?_Which o.fl.ys? _________ nours? __ '"""" 
Doer::~ work interfere with. your stucies? __ _ 
When do you study math.?~~----------------~~------
Ho·w lonr; nn.ch O..ny? ______ .At one sittinc~? 
At rer;ulnr or irrer;ulnr times? __ _ 
Where clo Jrou stucly? Quiot ___ Noisy __ , 
Cen you study in a noisy place? 
Do you hnve a quiet plnce to study? -----------
Do you play the radio ·when ·you stut'Jy? -------
Do you stuc1y n.lon~? __________ Always? ______ ...._.. ____ _ 
·Other remarks about your study he.bit 8---~---.:....----
He.ve you any difficulty in ReaoJ.ng?_Wrl tine? ____ _ 
Spelling?~ __ Neatness? _____ Concentration? _____ 
Arty other subjects? .....___ Which? ____ ..;..__ ___ ~-
Any specific topics? 
-·-----
'il ·' 
···:· .. "ii . 
: ~ 
II' 1 
··,..i.. 
~· ' 
.. ·::-"'·""""--~ ..... -· ·.·~ .... ,. '- . ~ ..... ~· ·-
'-····-,··. 
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Do you participate in school activities? 
Which? 
:Any sports? 
----------- Which? 
How much time do you spend in amusements or social 
activities d.uring school clays? (movies _ dances __ 
parties_ rides_ )? 
c.· .Scholastic Record and Future Plans 
,.· Number of schools attended. since 8th grade: 
Where? 
Course in high school: General _ Acar:lemic _ 
Vocational _ Commercial Other? 
What are your future plans? 
What ."Profession d.o you plan to follow? 1. 
2. 
Do you plan to go to: University_Junior College 
Other -------~---~--
What studies do you plB.n to follow? ___ ._______ _ 
D. . Ma thema. tics 
Do you plan to continue in higher mathematics? 
Why?------------~--------------~------------
, •· __ ......... ____ _.(Do_nQt_w.r:ite_below_thi!! linel ___ _ 
~.Achievement • and Test· Records 
Teacher: Secure this information from the counselor. 
2. . Ma. thematic s: Test: 
22 
:3. Mathematics Coul"ses: _______ Gracles ---~--
----
4. General Diagnostic 'I'ests Results (from Chn.ptel" II) 
---------------------------------------~---------~----
5. Remedial Suggestions (O·enernl) ______ _ 
--------------------------------~----------~--------
6. Other pertinent informe.tion: 
' l' 7. Notes and Remarks: 
--------------·----~----------------------
' •• < 
-rr~ ~, 
I . 
I· -
I • 
l. 
I , 
I' 
!· 
I 
I. 
... 
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INDIVIDR~ PROGRESS RECORD CHART 
Name: Class: 
Teacher: Date: 
p====r=======~F=r=~=~~=z=a==p======================~====== 
Unit Test No. Sc~r· Sc~r· Notes !==== = !======-==:::: ~=======~== 1=::::::::::::::::§:: -===========:::::==============:::=::::::::: 
. 
r-----~--------4-------~----------------------------
~----~--------+-------4--------r------·------------------------··--
r-----+-------~~----~~----~~----~------~------~--------
CHAPTER III 24 
AN INVENTORY OF MY S':eOCK OF Iv1ATIIF!M.A:TICS 
How much mathematics do I know now? How thoroughly do 
I know it? How well am I prepe.red to go on? 
This unit is intended to r~veal to you and to your 
teacher your present mathematicnl knowledge and ability. 
In this way he will be better able to help you. Just as a 
doctor makes a study of a patient, your instructor, with 
the aid. of a number of tests (d.iagnostic tests), will try to 
. I 
find out your strength and your werucnesses in mathematics. 
Have you maste1~ea each fundamental principle in elementary 
algebra? Do you know the fundamentals of plane geometry? 
Is your skill in arithmetic good? You may hnve fOl"gotten 
some of these principles, facts, or skills; or you may not 
have mastered and retained others. 'rhe test results will 
reveal where you are strong and where you a.re weeJc. Your 
instructor will go over these tests with you and will pre-
scribe. remedial '-YorJc "''here such is needed. Follow his in·-
structions ana. advice as it will help you and save you time 
in the end. 
And now let us study how best we can take these tests. 
, These. suggestions '\Vill help you in the future, so you should 
remember these for use later on. 
In the first place, it is too late to worry over what 
work to the best of our abilit and do 
discouraged if you cannot solve every problem or 
· exercise in e. test. ·Just do your best from start to fihish, 
[ ' 
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and do it all by yourself. 
In the second place, realize that you are testing your-
self,·and that you are trying to find out whether you know 
. ·all or some of the basic operatlons and concepts of ele-
mentary mathematics. 
In the third place, remember these rules for taking an 
examination. 
1. Understand directions. Read them carefully. 
2. Have tools in good shape (nencils, paper, ruler, 
eraser, etc. ) 
3. Assume a good posture. Take a few deep breaths. 
Rest for a few seconds now and then • 
. 4. Write neatl;y: and legibl;y:. Write numbers and let-
ters distinctly, making all the y's to look like y 1s and 
not like x's. Make the+ an<1 the - signs clearly. Organize 
your work in logical order so it can easily be followed~ 
5. Whenever space is provided for aa answer, write 
the answer in the space allotted to it. These tests will 
be corrected with an Answer Key having slits in it throu~1 
which your answer will have to show. Therefore, please 
write your answers within the space provided for it, in 
mediwn sized letters. 
As soon as you have thoroughly understood the above 
instructions you are ready to proceed with the tests. Re-
port to our instructor and he will arrange for your taking 
the tests in arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. 
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DIRECTIONS FOR Al;>MI~ISTER:q~G _AND SCORING DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
To the Instructor: 
Adrninist ering .the Tests:_ 
As soon as you have ascertained that the student has 
und.erstood the directions for taking an exrunination e.nd the 
purpose Of' these tests, as e::-::plained in the first page of 
this unit, he is reudy to begin with the tests. 
As each test is completed ancl returned to the instruct-
or, give the student the next test, and so on until ~11 the 
tests have been completed. 
Scoring the Test~: 
Answer Keys v1ill be provided for the scoring of these 
tests• Care should be exercised that these keys are not 
being used incorrectly by the student assistants, if they 
are used to score the tests. 
Each answer key will contain directions for the scor-
ing ana. marking of each respective test. Whenever advFmcecl 
students are used to assist the teacher, he shoulo. checlt 
carefully to see that they understand the directions and 
are following the sam~. A set of instructions entitled 
11 Test.Check1ng 11 should be given to each test checker for 
hi~ study of the same before attemptlng to score the tests. 
Recording the Tests Results: 
~-----~~-----"-~~Qn-t-heJSt-ut=fen-t-Ls-Di-ag-no st-1-c--T-es-t-Reco-rd-11-chart-t-rans-.~~~~­
fer the score and the percentage equivnlents for each p~trt 
·•' 
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·of each test. In the column marked "Status" record the· 
initials W.P., S.P., or U.P. according to whether the stu-··· 
'dent 1 s 11 well prepared," 11 sufficiently prepa.red,tt or 11 unp!'e-
pared"• These results will be secured from a table of scores 
giving the eQuivalents in percentage and status on each 
.answer key. This recording may be clone by the student him-..' 
· self on his own test and on his own chart. From these re-
i sul ts he can make his own "Diagnostic Profile" graph. 
. follow-up of Testing Program: 
As soon as all the tests have been scored, the in-
structor should make a diagnosis of the test results. A 
person~l conference with each student will be most profit-
able at this time. Arrangements should be made for an ear1y 
remo~al of deficiencies. 
GENERAL DIRECTIONS 
DIAGNOSTIC 'rESTS 
Test Checkin_g 
Test.Checkers: Read very carefully. 
Answer Keys have been worked out for every page for 
every test. Correct or check one page at a time for a set 
of tests before proceeding with the next page. 
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Place each test Key so that the top and left side e(1ges 
of the Key coincide exactly with the respective sides of the 
test page. 
Only answers given in the key can be counted as correct. 
Where more than one answer is possible these have been given 
on ·the key. 
Do not mark in any way the correc~ items. Check in red 
pencil with a small check through the slit in the Answer Key 
and on the test page ONLY those answers which are incorrect, 
or wrong. 
On the Key you will find a statement e.s follows: 
· · ·· 
11 Total: 12 (or some other number) - No. wrong.= 11 By 
.counting the number of wrongs for that section and perfol~ming 
you wi arrive a correc 
i~ems, Which is to be recorded in the proper blank thl"ough 
the slit in the Key. 
On the Key youwill also find two tables of equivalents. 
EQuivalent will give you the code letters 
H~~~f'-t~'YI-IIWc~."J-4---'P~~:~rn"·""''c:.·A-'11----. .. ---c·tu.p.,, __ ,, R uf'f-ic±en-t-ly-Prepared.:"--~u!"~'-·Acnla.__:.~~---~~c-·----­
IIUnpreparedll - UP. Record these letters in the proper blank 
.:\ 
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space. 
The other table, that of Percentage Equivalents (to the 
nearest .5) will give you the percentage. Record this above, 
·below or to the right of the number of sign, as.follows: 
11 No. Corr. : 10-$3. 5cf.u. 
Do not write or mark the Answer Key. Use care in mark-
ing through slits. 
Other "Specific Directions 11 will be found on the re-
spective .answer keys. 
Whenever you have any questions about your checking, 
consult the class instructor. 
UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
UNIT B: Student's Diagnostic Test Record (Diagnosis) 
Namo: 
--------------------- _____________ Date: 
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=========================================================== 
Ari thrnetic 
Test 
' I ' Fundamental Operations 
A: Ad.di tion ••••.. , •..••.•.• Score :_c~ :_Status:_ 
B: Subtraction ...•....•..•••••.• ·-
C: Multiplication ............•.•• _ 
D: Division ...................... _ 
E : L. c • M'Ul t . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. -
II Percentage and Decimals 
, A: Change Fractions into Decim •• •..;.,..._.._ 
B: Change percent. into fra.ct •... _ 
C: Calculating percentage •......• ____ 
D: Change Dec. Fr. into i········----
E: Simple interest and "f. ••••.•••• _ 
AlF;ebra 
III A: Qperations With Algebraic 
Expressions ...•.......•••.. _ 
B: Earentheses~ ................. ·-
IV Operations With Signed Numbers 
..................... ·-
B: Subtraction ••••••••••••...... ·-
C: Multiplication ••...•.••..•.. • ·-
D: Division ..................... ·--
E: Miscellaneous Operations ••.••• _ 
V A: Order of Operations •••••.••••• ____ 
B: Operations with 0 •.••.•••••.• ·-
A: Reducing •••••••••••.•••• · ..• • ·----
B: Add1t1on~·····················--­
C: Subtraction ••••••••.••••. ••• • ·-
D: Multiplication •••••••••••••••• ____ -
.i 
':i 
,:{/ 
i ~fk:~i~~: 
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E: Division •............•..... • _i: _Stl:l.tus: 
F: Oomrn. Den., .•...•.........•• _ 
G: lVIisc. Oper • .•• • ...•........ ·-- --
H: Signs fract ••..•........... ·----
VII Fe.ctoring 
A: Expanding Exl)ression ••....•• _ 
B: FEJ .. ctoring ................... ~ 
C: Fact. by coml.squares ••.•..• _ 
D: Factoring cubics •......... ··-
VIII Equations 
A: 
B: 
C: 
D: 
E: 
F: 
Identities ana. Condl tion •... _ 
Linear Eqts. (Solving) •...•. ____ 
Systems of Lin. Eqts •....... ___ _ 
Fractional Eqta ••.....••... ·--Quadratic Ents. (roots) ....• _ 
Q.ue,dr. Eqts. (Solv. and 
- Form) ......... ____ 
IX Powe~s and Roots 
A: P0 wers ••••...••..•...•.••••• _ 
'-:B·: Roots •.................... ··---
C: Simplifying Radicals ••••..•. ____ 
D: Rationalizing •.•........ ····----
E: Performing Oper. with 
racti.cals .••• ·-
X The Formula 
A: Making Formulas •.•......•.. ·----
B: Solving Formulas ...........• _ 
C: Evaluating Formulas ••...•.. ·-
XI Ratio-Proportion-Variation 
A: Ratio ••.•••••............ · · ·~ 
B: Proportion •.••..•...•.•.••• ·-
0: Var·ia tion . ............. · · • · ·---
XII Graphs 
A: Cartesian Coord. System •.•.• ____ 
.B: Finding Table of Values ... ··-
C: Line Graphs •••..•••••.• •. • • ·-
38 
Geometry 
Test 
XIII Geometric Constructions •....••. ~~: ____ Status: ____ 
XIV Geometric Formulae ...........•• ____ 
XV Geometric Facts •.....•.•••.••.• _ 
., \. 
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CHAPTER IV 
lVIATHEMATICAL COMPUTATION 
PART I. Logarithms and Exponents - The Slide Rule -
Numbers 
34 
Two very useful and time saving mathematical devices 
in computation are the logarithms and the slide rule. The 
slide rule is nothing more than a mechanical device for 
performing the operations with loga:rithms and so it may be 
considered as part of the stucly of loga.ri thms. And, since 
the theory of logarithms is based on the theory of expo-
nents; we shall study it along with these topics and we~ve 
them all in in order that we may see clearly the connection 
of one to the other and also that we may learn better each 
because of these connections and. associations. Since in 
computation va.rious degrees of accuracy are required for 
various types of work, we shall include in this unit the 
study of significant figures and the method of aoproxima-
tion. By tieing these topics together; by seeing their 
relationship; by seeing how one is dependent on ~nother or 
how one gives rise to the other it is hope~ that the mastery 
of each will be made easier and more functional. 
At first the computation with loga.rithms, even in the 
simpler exercises, will seem longer e.nd more complicated 
rather than shorter and easier, aside from the fact that 
i-thrne-tical-processes-i-ncrea-ses------~~-------~ 
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the chances for errors. The fact is that, like in every-
, thing else, a process appears harder when first used and 
easier as one develops more skill in it. And so it will be 
with the learning and use of logarithms. Professor F. Cajori 
made this statement: 'It is no exaggeration to say that the 
invention of logarithms by shortening the labors doubled the 
life of the astronomer'. That is true for the astronomer and 
his countless and difficult and complicated computations. It 
-is also true for all other fields of human endeavor in which 
a great deal of rna thematical COP1Duta tion has to be performed. 
John Napier (1550-1617) devoted most of his life time to the. 
problem of simplifying arithmetical operations and gave the 
world the great discovery of logarithms. You as a student 
bf mathematics will need to perform many complicated mathe-
· rna tical colllpute.tions in science, engineering, business • 
statistics, e.nd other fie los. You should become thoroughly 
familiar in the use of logarithms and the ~lide rule. From 
now on practice whenever possible and use these two aids to 
computation. Do not wait until you get out into the vmrlo. 
school work. 
In the study of these topics we shall not take up one 
· .. at a time, but will develop only as much theory as necesnary 
··, . from bne to apply 1 t to the other. Then, when this is done 
Thus it is believed that the topics will 
.·"., .,,·· 
' '' 
. ' 
' 
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be ~ore meaningful to you and that you will l~arn them more 
easily and that you will master them. 
We shall approach the stud.y of lognrlthms from facts we 
already know. This procedure will be followed throughout 
the course to the greatest extent oooaible. Try at &11 
times to tie up new facts with already known facts. Thus 
you will build a continu.ous cl1D.ln instead. of sep9.rate and 
disconnected links. 
Powers of 10 
Le·t us begin with a familiar exa.mple, such as the wri-
ting of the number 100 as 103 ; of 1000 as 103 ; etc, 'rh:ts 
is, as you know, the exponential form, and is Also par~ of 
the scientific notation, which will be dealt with in full 
later in the course. 
By arithmetic, 1000 X 100 = 100,000 
By the use of exponents we may write this same exercise 
using powers of 10, or in scientific notation, as 
103 X 102 = 10 6 
Or, this same exercise may be written in the expHnded form 
(lOxlOxlO) (lOxlO) = lOxlOxlOxlOxlO 
By remov:i.ng the parentheses, we know that this is eoual to 
10, used as a factor five times, or 106 • Therefore: 
103 xl03 =10 5 
Similarly, we derive the following examples: 
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Notice that the exponent, or power, of the product is 
equal to the sum of the exponents of the fA.ctors in the 
multiplication, no matter how many of thesP factors there 
may be, as for example 
9~x9~x93 x9 5 = 912 
This is really (9.9) (9.9) (9.9.9) (9.9.9.9.9), or 9 used 
as a factor twelve times, which we write as g12 
We are now in the position to generalize this opera-
tion by taking any numb~r, term, or expression which we 
shall call the base, and any exponent (for the present we 
shall use only positive integers). We mqy write the above 
in the general ·form 
xa• xb = x(a+b) 
or, for any number of factors, (the continuity of whici.'l V!(~ 
~ express by three dots) 
i ( ) ~· xe. xb xc xd ..... a+b+c+o+... . ~ • • • • • • •- X 
I. 
; j 
'i 
·~ 
t 
- ···I·· 
.. 
These examples will further illustrate this law: 
a) x:a•x 3 = xs b) (ym):a (ym)" = (ym)s -· yem!l 
c) (x+y )3 (x+y)a (x+y) = (x+y)s 
We are ow read to formule.te OUl" first law of exnonents, 
LAW OF ~IDLTIPLICATION WITH EXPONENTS 
To multiply two or more factors hEWing the same base 
and each raised to any positive integral exnonent, or power, 
we express the prod.uct as that same base raised. to an ex-
---,vn-:tcn--i~-qual-~o~t:rre--sum~or-a-1-l~the~exp-on-ents-of~theo---­
factors in the multiplication. 
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A few exercises will fix this law in your rnlr;1d. 
(NOTE: Your instructor will assign these to you and give 
you directions for working these out and for correcting the 
same). 
Our next stud.y will be that of division with exponents. 
Again, let us begin from known facts. Let us consider the 
example 
1Q.QQ - ? 100 - or, 1000 + 100 = ? 
Expressed as power of 10, or in exponential form, this is 
Written as: 10
3 
103 
it is equal to 10 
= ? We know from arithmetic that 
Since the three factors in the denominator, or divisor, will 
cancel three fectors in the numerA.tor, or o 1 vidend, leavinG 
two factors in the numer::tor, the quotient is lOxlO, or 10<1, 
Note that the exponent, or power, of the quotient is 
e exoonen 
the divisor. However, in a division there may be two pos-
sibilities arising from the fact that one exponent will 
usually be greater than the other. Of cou1 .. se, they may be 
eQual ancl this case will be discus sed later on. 
-1--ci!;,----~---~J.Jit:}-u·----ul-B--~Gns~de-r-the~twG-p G s s-1-bi~i-tie e-.---F-i-rst-, -when~the ·---·-----------
exponent of the numerator is greater than the exponent of 
the denominator, or a>b, in the general form 
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As shown above, the auotient is the expression raised 
to a power equal to that of the exoonent of therumerator, 
or d.iviclend, minus the exnonent of the clenominator, or cli-
·visor. This case does not give rise to much difficulty. A 
few exe.mples will illustrate this case. 
a) x5+x 3 =x~ b) 83 +8=8~ 
c) (x+y)3+(x+y) = (x+y)3-• (exponents)= (x+y)a 
Mean~ng of ~he Negative Expon~nt 
The second possibility arises when the exnonent of 
the divisor is greater, that is when a< b. 
In the exercise: 
103 10•10•10 ---10~5- = 10•10•10•10•10 = 1 =_J._ 10•10 102 
we arrive, by the reasoning followed above, at the fraotion-
al quotient having a positive exponent in thf~ denC>rninator, 
If we were to apply the generEd rule, that is, that the ex-
ponent of the quotient is equal to the exponent of the .divl-
·dend minus the exponent of the divisor, or {a-b), we would 
obtai.n, , by anplying the rules of algebra, 3-5 = -2, or 
103 = lo-a 
105 
This introduces a new notation, that of the negative 
exponent. Thus we define ,the following meaning of the 
· Any expression raised to a negative exponent is equal 
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to the reciprocal of the same expression rs.ised to an expo-
nent having the same absolute value but positive in 
character. 
Thus, by definition, m-x = 
Any expression, or a factor of an expression, having a 
negative exponent may be written as a reciprocal of that 
, Sf!:rne expression or factor with Et Positive exponent. Also, 
.,., ·an exponential expression ma.y be moved from numerator to 
denominator, and vice versa, by merely chf.l.nging the sign of 
··its exponent. The following examples wlll illustrate thJ.(1 
principle. 
a) b) 
c) 1 
Meaningof the 0 Exgonent 
There is a third possibility. It is the case when the 
exponent of the numerator is equal to that of the denomina-
tor. Let us see how the rule of division by exnonents ap• 
es to this special case. Consider these examples: 
xa . (a-a) _ o xa 
-- = x - x • Since ----xa = 1, it follows that 
xa 
x0 = 1. 
Similarly, 7° = 1; (st) 0 = 1; (5x)0 = 1; 
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Thus we define the following meaning of the z~ro exponent: 
Any expression, excent zero, reisecl to the zero po·wer, 
0 
or exponent, is alwa;'lS equal to 1. In general, E = 1, 
where E is any algebraic expression. 
We have developed the steps in division with exponents. 
We have considered all possible cases. Now we can state 
these 'in the general law. 
LAW OF DIVISION WI'.PH EXPONENTS 
To divide one quantity or expression raised to any 
positive exponent by another equal exnress:l.on raised to any 
exponent we express the quotient as th8.t same expression 
raised to an exponent which is equal to the algebraic dif-
. ferenoe of the exponent of the dividend (numerator) minus 
the exponent of the divisor (d.enominator). 
These exercises will give you practice and drill in tlw 
use of the law of division with exponents. 
(NOTE: Your instructor will assign these exercises) 
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Let us now leave the theory of exponents. We still have 
to develop the laws of involution and evolution (raising to 
powers and extracting roots). We shall return to these later 
on. For the time being we shall use the two laws of expo-
nents just developed and proceed to the study of logarithms, 
, and see first, the connection between exponents and logari-
thms, and second, how the laws of exponents apply to the 
operations with logarithms. 
Once more we shall begin with known facts. 
Any number can be expressed as some power of some other 
number, or base, say 10. For examole, 100 may be exprentH:':t.l 
as 102 • , 1000 as 103 • , etc. Also, 1 P.S 10° , and 10 as 10 I • 
Writing these in tabular form we have the following table: 
10° 1 1 1o-• :::: .1 :::: 10 = 
10 1 = 10 1 10-3 ~01 100 = = 
103 = 100 
1 10-3 = .001 103 1000 1000 = = 
etc ••• etc ••• 
Let us how consider these facts in a somewhat reversed 
order. Let us ask the question: "To what power, or expo-
nent' must we raise the base 10 to get the numbers 1, 10, 
.lao, 1000, .1, .01, .001, etc ••• ? 11 The answer will be: "To 
the powers, or exponents, o, 1, 2, 3, -1, •2, -3, etc." 
their respective exponents are positive or negative integers, 
I, 
E ·-.~f, -~ j ' .•' 
. :~':t· ' [:- ;.-.._: .. ,\~:.' 
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or zero. But there are other numbers v.•hich are not multi-
ples of 10, such as 7, 53, 182, etc. Let us <1Emote any 
number with the letter N, t'he exponent with the letter x, 
and the base with the letter b. We can use any be,se other 
than 10, but the base 10 is the one used in the common 
system of logarithms. We shQll have more to say about this 
later on. 
Expressing the above st.e.tement in literal form, our 
question becomes: 11 To what exponent (x) must we rr.dse a 
base (b) to get the desired number (N)?" Or, bx = N 
Then, ~ is the exponent of b which will give the 
number N. 
The Logarithm of a Number 
The exponent x of a base (usually 10) which will givo 
us the number we want is tr~e logarithm of that number. 
Here, then, is the connect:lon betvreen exponents and log.?.-
rithms. The logarithm of a number is the exponent of a 
base which will e.;ive us the desirecl number. 
Expressed in symbols: 
This is read: "The logarithm of N to the base b 
is equal to x" 
An example, written in two forms: 
Exponen tia.l: 
Logarithmic: 
s 
103 = 1000 
log 101000 = 3 
N'otice in the above logarithmic example the subscript 
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10. This or any other subscript, denotes the .base we are 
using. Each base will give a <'lifferent set of exponents, 
or logarithms. Thus, there are as many systems of loga-
rithms as there are bases. There are, however, twa systems 
of logarithms in use. One is the commonly used system, 
generally known as the "common system" of logarithms, and 
this is the system to the base 10. Since this system is 
' us~d so generally, we usually understand that whenever we 
speak of logarithms we mean that system to the base 10 and 
we omit the subscript, just as we have agreed to omit the + 
· sign before a positive algebraic term at the beginning of 
an expl"'essi on. So, instead of writing the above example 
With a subscript, We slmply write: log 1000 = 3. 1rhe Othi':r' 
system is the one which is used mainly for theoretical pur-
poses. It is the system to the base e, the letter which 
stands for the number 2.7182+. This letter ~ is another 
symbol a student of mathemtttics should become acquainted 
with. Just as we use the symbol TI for the number 3.1416, 
so the letter Jl stand.s for this number 2. 7138+. 
our exponents to integers. Let us now show that there exist 
exponents, or logarithms, which lie between these integers, 
·as 1.7349 ••• ; 3.0643 ••• ; etc. 
Since log 1 = 0; log 10 = 1; log 100 = 2; log 1000 = 3; 
r':'!ali ty it is equal to • 78, to the neB.rest second decimal 
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place. Similarly, log 15 lies between 1 and ~, or approxi-
mately 1.18. Notice that log 50 is a1~mroximately 1.7 and 
not half way b~tween 1 ana 2 just becnuse 50 is equal to 
one half of 100. 
Just as the logarithm is the exponent, so the rules of 
operations with logarithms are the eame as the rules for 
the operations with exponents. That ts, when we multiply, 
we add exponents; ~hen we multi 0ly '''1 th logarithms, we add 
the logarithms. And similarly for a.i vision: we subtract 
exponents, and, therefore, we also subtract logs.rithms. 
The .Use of... Logar_i thrns in .Multinlice.:tion 
From the laws of exoonents we know that 103 xlO~ = 10~. 
Since ·the exponent is the logari thrn of a number, Wt~ can rtl'hl. 
the logarithms of the fA.ctors in the mul tinlication anc1 no 
obtain the logarithm of the product (P). Thus, log 1000 = 
3, and log 100 = 2, therefore, the logarithm of the product 
will be equAl to 5. This, then, gives us the power, or ex-
ponent, to which we must raise the bnse 10 to get the pro-
a.uct, or 10 15 which is 100,000. 
:Hex•e ~:·the log of • 01 = -2, and the log of 1000 = 3. The 
sum of the. two logarithms is -2 + 3 = 1. Thus we get the 
product 10', or 10. 
Applying this procedure to numbers other than multiples 
18 X 34 = P = 10? 
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The problem is to find the logari thrn of the P,rocluc t P. Be-
·fore we can finc1 this logarithm we must find the logarithms 
Of ,each of the two factors. If we let .2£ be the logarithm 
of 18 and. X. the logarithm of 34, tren we may express the 
above example as: 
lOx X lOY = lO(x+y) 
'rhus; since log 18 = x B.nd. log 34 = y, then log P = (x:+y). 
1
. Ir we oa.n find the values of x and of y, we can also find. 
·· '.the ve.lue of (x+y), and once this is found we can raise 10 
to this exponent and get our oro~uct P. 
These examples show that the ope}:>ation of multiplica-
tion with logarithms, as with exnonents, can be performed 
. by the process of addi tlon provj_cJecl. \Ve can express any 
number as a power of 10. It should be P.lways kept in mincl 
that logarithms are exponents and that the operations with 
logarithms which we.shall develop are derived from the lnws 
of exponents. 
The other questions now before us are these: 11 Hovr enn 
we find X and y, the logarithm of any number?" And, once 
we find x andy, and (x+y), "How can we raise the base 16 to 
this power, which is usually not an integer?" 
Every positive. number can be expressed B.T)Proximately, 
and to any degree of accuracy, as some power of 10, and since 
·.these powers are logarithms of these numbers, it follows that 
all the logarithms cannot be integers as was the case with 
The number zero is said to have no real logarithm. The 
' i 
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fact is that its logarithm is negative infinity, (-00). 
The negative numbers have no real logarithms, since 
all· real powers of 10, (the base) f.tre positive numbers. 
More extensive discussion of the logarithms of zero 
and of the negative numbers may be found in text books in 
matheme.tics. For our purpose in this course we shall take 
the above statements without further proof. 
Considering once more the problem 18 x 34, we know 
that the logA.ri thms for eHch lie be tween 1 and 2, so that 
each must be greater than 1, or equal to 1 plus some 
' decimal part. Tables of logarithms h2.ve been calcu1:'1 ted, 
and in these tables decimal parts are given for all num-
bers between 1 and 999. From these numbers any number can 
. be formed and its logarithm found, as will be explained 
.later. Tables have been computed to. any desired accuracy, 
or number of decimn.l places. The table most commonly used 
•in high school work is a four decimal place table, although 
sometimes a five decimal place table is used also. The 
larger the number of decimal places the more accurate will 
utation be but one must choose those tables which 
· Will'give him the needed or desired accuracy. Notice that 
·these ·tables give us only the decimal part of the logarithm 
. . . 
and the student must supply the integer. To this decimal 
a name has been given. It is called the "mantissa" of 
s 
integral part of a logarithm is called 
·. :the "characteristic". You must remember that the decimal 
,. i L • ' 
',,.;,: 
i.)· 
r .. , 
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part is always positive, while the integer may be positive, 
negative, or zero, as will be seen from the study of these 
illustrative examples. 
log 18 is 1 plus .2553 which is written as 1.8553 
log 34 is 1 plus .5315 vrhich is written as 1.5315 
Therefore, in our example 18 X 34, the urod.uct P will be 
equal to 10 rE~.ised to the exponent equo.l to the e~um of 
. ·these two logarithms, or 1.2553 + 1.5315 = 2.7868. P is 
,, .:then wr.i tten as: 102.7868 
Since this exponent, or logarithm, is between 2 and 3, the 
prod.uct will be a number between iOO and 1000. We could 
·. obte.in this product by raising 10 to the power of 2. 7868, 
or by raising 10 to the 27868th power and then extracting 
i the lO,OOOdth root of this value. This may be written as 
' ' 
! : 
1000 V1027868 27868 or (10)10000 
This would be a very difficult and tedious operation. 
However, with the use of tables we can find the correspOll(1-
ing number as soon as we know its logarithm. This is called 
which corresponds to a ltnown 1ogar1 thm. We shall learn how 
to do this very soon. 
Let us study 
another example: 
73 X 135 = P. 
From tables: 
log 73 = 1.8633 
II 135 = 2.1303 
In this example we have used the two parts of a logarithm. 
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~he integer part, or "characteristic" and the.decimal part, 
or "mantissa". This latter one is obta,_ned from the tables. 
, Exercises on multiplication with logarithms will be· given 
farther on. 
Parts of a logarithm: Char~_gteristic 
Positive Integer 
Negative Integer 
Zero 
~ow to Use Logarithmic_1~21~ 
+ Mantissa 
(Decimal (Part. 
(Always + 
By studying a logarithmic table you will notice that 
the mantise~a for any desired number will be found opposite 
that number. Ht:we a table to look at and to follow as we 
explain its use with a few examples. 
If we desire to find the logarithm of a number having 
two figul'•es, as 73, regarc1less of how many zeroes precede or 
follow it, that is, regardless of where the decimal plnce 
may be, as in 73; • 0073; 7. 3; 730000; or e.ny other 8Uch 
number, we will find the mantissa part of the logarithm in 
. the table opposite 73. This number will be found in the 
·. left hand side vertical column labeled N. In this column 
••• clown to 97, 98, 99. 
!n the second vertical column, headed 0, you will find the 
mantissas for any of the numbers in the N column. For ex-
the mantissa of 73 is 8633; of 47 is 6721; of 10 is 
the mantissa of 1 is 0000; of 4.7 or 470 or 
. · that the decimal point is omitted in and 
must l)e supplied by the stuc1ent. [Q,1 of the ve.lues in the 
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table are less than 1. 
Now let us extend our numbers so ae to make use of the 
other columns in the table. If we have any number of three 
digits, or three figures, we shA.ll find the mantissa for 
that number on .the horizontal line onnosite the number of 
the first two figures in column N and across the pRge in 
the column under the figul:'e of the third digit of th~ number. 
·For e~ample, let us find the mantissa for the nwnber 526 • 
. 'We·· look. down along the N column until we finc1 the rJ.umber 
which makes up the first two figures of the number we want, 
· or 52. Then we loo1t across the page until we come to the 
column headed 6, and here we find 7210. Similarly for 897 
opposite 99 and across to 7 we find 9987. And so on. Do 
not forget to supply the decimal point and. thus get • 7210 
and .9987. 
Interpolation 
Now, if we had a number of more than th!'ee figures, 
say four or five, we can find the mant:tssa of such a number 
by 11 interpolation 11 , which is nothing more than a method for 
in the table by the process of proportion. Here we assume 
that the changes are linear, that is, that a number just 
half way between two numbers will ha.ve its mantissa just 
half way between the two corresponding mantissa in the table. 
!irst find the mantissa of 2560, which is .4082; then we find 
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the mantissa of 2570, which iR .4099. The difference be-
tween the two mantissas is 17. (If your table of logarithma 
h~s a D column, this column will give you the avera~e dif-
.ference between any two mantiP.Gas (adjacent) for that row 
and you clo not need to finCl the difference by subtraction). 
Since the number whose mantissa we want lies half way, or 
5/10, between 2560 and 2570, we assume that the mantissa rrill 
be the number half vmy between the mantisnas of 2560 anc1 
2570, 'or .4082 + 1/2 of 17; which, to the nearest whole 
number, is equal to 9. Thus, adding 9 to the last Cl,igit of 
H· 
. fl .4082' we obtain .4091, or the mantissa of 2565. This process 
·' 
· ',; can be extended to any number of places. If we desired the 
c~ mantissa of 25673, we would have to find the fractional po.rt, 
this time 73/100 of 17, or 12 (to the nearest whole number) 
and add this to 4082 to get 4094 gs the mantissa of 25673• 
This procedu.t'e can be illustrated in diagram form: 
Number: 
1256001 D 25673) d 25700 
The proportion: 
1~ = % or x = 
Mant:lss.€!:_l 
X t 40~3 (. 17 
4099 ) . 
73 X 17 
100 = 12.4 
Exercises: (Note: These exercises will be assigned to you by your instructor} 
a. Find the mantissa from the tables 
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The Use of Logarithms in Division 
the 
,, . 
that 
Let us recall the law of division with exponents. 
xa + xb = x(a-b) 
Let us also consider this division exercise: 324 + 81. 
Exponentially, this will become: •••• lOx + 10Y = lO(x-y) 
Since x and y are exponents and logarithms, let us find 
logarithm of the quotient Q,. 
From the tables: log 324 •••• -· 2.5105 
log 81 • • • • = 1.9085 
The difference (x-y): log Q = 0.6020 
Thus we find the logarithm of the quotient Q,. Now all 
remains for us to d.o is to find Q. In the section on 
the multiplication with logarithms we learned. how to fint1. the 
logal"i thm. of P, but we have not learned how to fino. P it self, 
nor the value of P. In this sec ti. on we have learned hovr to 
find the log of Q, but not the value of Q .• 
Exercises: Find the logs of the qv.otient for the following 
exercises. (Note: Your teacher will Assign 
these exerciGes) 
We need to learn one more technique before we can pro-
ceed in finding the numerical value of P and. 0.. This is the 
method for determining the characteristic for the log of a 
number~' 
have already touched upon the problem of 
the integral part, or integer, of a logarithm, called ---~--· 
·.the "characteristic". 
:..,·: .· 
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We ltnow that any number between 1 (including :}.) and 
just less than 10, as 9.999 ••• , has a characteristic of o. 
• Its logarithm lies between o and 1, or just the ma~tissa 
value as obtained from the table. Any number between 10 
ana. just under 100 has e: che.r0 cteristic of 1, and its log 
is l. + , Any number between 100 and just less than 1000 
has a characteristic of 2 and its log is a. + • And so on, 
1 as the number becomes larger. 
'Numbers less than 1, such as .3, .1, .01, .007, •.• 
have.negative characteristics. The log of these numbers, 
where the characteristic is negative and. the mantissa is 
positive, are somewhat more difficult to understand at first 
glance. The following somewhat cletailed presentation .will 
help you to comprehend the theory in back of it. 
Proceeding d.ownward in the scale of numbers from 1 to 
.1, etc. by the reciprocals of the powers of 10, as 1/10, 
1/100, 1/1000 •• , we have these steps: 1 ~·· .1; .1- .01; 
.01..; ,001; •..•• 
take one of these steps, the step 1 - .1, and 
numbers become larger. Before beginning this study, we 
'· _shall make a general statement of fact. 
The.larger a number is, the larger its logarithm is. 
· Since every positive number has a logarithm, and zero 
.numbers 
beg'in with the smallest number i111aginable, which we may ex-
i; 
';; 
J ~I 
'I 
~~ 
···~ r~
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. . . 1 . press as -x when x becomes very large, and up the scale, 
10 ' 
larger and larger, such as .1, 1, 10, 100 ••• up to as large 
a number as you can imagine. We shall place some of these 
numbers in 8. scale' with their logs below each • 
N~ .001 
Log: -3 
.01 
-2 
• 03 J .1; • 2; • 3; • 4; • 5; • 6; • 7; • 8; • 9; (_ 1 10 100 ••• 
-2+ 1 each: -1. + a mantissa : . ) 0 1 2 
When we say that the larger the number the 11 larger 11 
it~ log, we mean it algebraically. Thus, .01 is larger 
than .001; -2 is la.rger than -3; also, (-15+4) is larger 
than (~5+3). We must visualize our number scale as a lad-
. der with the largest negative number at the bottom ana. the 
largest positive number at the top, and the numbers incre~ts­
ing in size as we go up the le.dder. 
Let us study in more detail the numbers in the step 
interval between .1 and 1, and their logs. The charac-
teristic of every possible number in this step interval is 
the same, -1. However, exactly -1 is the logarithm of only 
one numbel" in this step, of .1, and it is written, with its 
mantissa, as -1.0000. Since the characteristic is negative 
ositive we indi-
cate the negative sign of a characteristic by writing it 
above the intege.r instead of in front of it, as a sign in 
front would make the whole number, integer and decimal 
Part, negative. Thus, the log of .1 is written as 1.0000 
The log of .13 is 11 larger 11 than the log of .1. If we· 
'l i 
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add some positive value to -1, thls w:1ll make· it larger. 
The mantissa of 13 is .1139. Therefore, ac1.ding .1139 to -1 
we obtain -1 plus .1139, and we write this log as 1.1139. 
Remember that the mantissa is alwa;ys positive - as we 
obtain it from the te.ble s. We always leave the characteris-
tic and the mantissa separate, uncombinecl., except when we 
deal with cologs. We shall study these later on. This is 
equivalent to -.8861, that is -1 + .1139. You can see, then, 
that ~.8861 is larger than -1.0000. Similarly, the log of 
- -
.175 is 1.2340; the log of .25 is 1.3979, etc. 
Do you see clearly that adding a larger positive rno.n-
-tissa to the 1 characteristic gives us a larger value for 
the log? If you were to combine the characteristic and the 
mantissa in each case you could get log .13 equal to -.8861 
and log .25 equal to -.6021. Therefore, the log of .251ft 
larger than the log of .13, yet each has the characteristic 
-
.·of 1, as written above. 
The method for determining the "characteristic" for any 
number has been simplified by stating these fe.ctf3 in gehcro.l 
au understand the· 
principle involved and you should adopt that rule which you 
understand best. Here are two rules for determining the 
characteristic of a logarithm for a number: 
·RULE A: The characteristic of a number greater than 1 .. is. 
one less than the number of digits to the left of 
.. 
· :· · lese than 1 is negative and numerically one great-
er tht:m the number of zeroes bet\1Teen the decimal 
point and the first significant figure. 
'·'' J(~; . 
i'\~ 
!~ 
1! 
.· ':!..~ 
. ' 
. ::.' 
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RULE B: Place in your imagination a point after the first 
significant figure of the given number. Count the 
number of places from this imaginary point to the 
decimal point. This will give you the numerical 
value of the characteristic. The sign will be 
positive if you count to the right, and negative 
if you count ~o the left. 
QP,eratiohs with Negative Qharacteristics 
A few examples in mul tiplicat"lon an<1 eli vision with 
negative characteristics will illustrate the process of ad-
dition and subtraction. 
:.··'. 
];xamnle l. 715 X .83 = p log '715 :::: 3.8543 
log .83 ::: I. 9191 
Adding: log p = 2.7734 
How do we obtain +2 for the characteristic of P? 
Remember, the mantissa is always positive and the ad-
dition or ~ubtraction is separate for the mantissas and for 
the characteristics, and it is algebraic. Adding the 9 and 
8, we get 17 and carry 1. This is carried and combined v1i th 
the ! characteristic to give o. We still hRve the 2 in the 
upper log from which we get the 2 in the result. 
Another way to consider this addition is to add the 
mantissas separately; thus, in this example, the sum of the 
man 
2+ {-1) = +1. Then combining these algebraically, the 
1.7734and the+ 1, the sum is 2.7734. 
The following two examples of additions with logarithms 
Will further illustrate these orocesses: 
Example 2. 
(a): 
2.0719 
1.3160 
i.3879 
(b): 
3.4083 
3.7810 
4.18\12 
98.3 + 535 = Q log 98.3 = 1.9926 
log 535 = 2.7284 
(Subtracting) log Q, = 1.2642 
How do we get I for the characteristic of Q? 
Other examples in subtrnction: 
I .' • 
How 
a) 2. 3139 
1.8014 
4.5135 
do we get 4 characteristic 
(b) I. 6243 
3. 7043 
1.9301 
in (a)? and 1 in 
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(b)? 
When you subtrrct 8 .from 3 (in a) you hc.we to bor1~o·w a 
plus 1 from the -2 to the left, to make 13 from which to 
subtract the 8. This makes the -2 into a -3 (amounts to 
adding 1 and subtracting 1 to re tB in the same Hmount). :Now 
we have the algebraic subtraction of +1 from -3, and. this 
gives us the -4. 
This procedure is necessary so as to preserve the 
positive mantissa in our answer in order thHt we mny use it 
to look up in the t,qbles the number vrhlch corresponds to 
the logarithm we obtain. It is to this problem that we 
tm~n next. 
Exercises: Find the characteristic of these numbers. 
Perform the following additions and sub-
tractions of logarithms. 
(Note: Your instructor will assign these 
So far we have learned what a logarithm is, how to find 
' 
the logarithm of any number and how to use the logarl thrns in 
) : 
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mtiltiplication and diviaion. 
Antilogarithms 
Now we shall learn how to find e. number which corre--
spends to a given, or known, logarithm. In other words, how 
to find P and Q, and other results. 
The problem is this: If we know that· the log of a 
number N is, let us say, 2.9643, whe.t is the number N? Thic 
is called finding the antilogarithm, abbreviated as "anti-
log". 
·Remember, the part of a log \'.rhich will give vs the 
digits of the number N which we are trying to flnct is the 
"mantissa", alone. 'rherefore, we looJr up ln the table to 
find if there is such a mantissa, as in this case, or if 
there is not such an exact mantissa, to find between which 
two given mantissas in the table the mantissa we deFtl w:tth 
will lie. To do this, we reverse ~he nrocess we followed 
in finding the log of a number. 
In the example \!fe have chosen, the mantissa e,ppears :l.n 
be 921, which we read "nine- two - one". Now the problem 
becomes one of placing the decimal point in the proper 
place. Is the number of our answer 931, or 9,21, or 93.1, 
or·a.ny other number made up of those three digits, with 
make use of the characteristic. 
Remember, the characteristic of a log tells us where 
;j_' 
the decimal point belongR. 
In the last section we have learned two rules for de-
· terrnining the chara.cter is tic of the logarithm of a number. 
Now.we shall learn how to place the decimal point in a set 
of d:tgits from the characteristic of its logarithm. 
We have learned that all the numbers between 10 and 
just short of 100 have logarithms of 1+. Therefore, all 
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' numbershaving a characteristic of 1 will lie between 10 
and 99.99 ••• , or have j;wo digits before the decimal point. 
Similarly, all numbers between 100 and just short of 1000 
(999.99) have a log of 2+, so that every log having a 
charncteristic of 2 belongs to a number having three d.igi ts 
before the decimal point. And so on. We also know that 
any number between 1 and just less tht:m 10 has a chare.cte-
ristic of 0. Therefore, any logarithm having a characte-
ristic of 0 belongs to a nwnber of 2llQ figit before the 
decimal point. 
The procedure to establish the decirnRl noint is usuallJ 
deduced from a reversal of the rules already learned for 
traduce here a rule ·which we have developec1 and which can be 
applied a.irectly to this problem. We mrty call it 11 the rule 
for placing the decimal point in a nwnber co:r.resnonding to 
a given logarithm." 
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Number: Number of digits Ch1-:1.rac t er is tl c Che.r. +1 (N) in N: of log, N: ( C+l): 
3507 4 3 4 
158 3 8 3 
65 8 1 3 
7 1 0 1 
.87 0 -1 0 
.054 1 zero -2 -1 
.0049 2 zeroes -3 -2 
.000108 3 zeroes -4 -3 
Observe that by adding +1 to the charA.cteristic you 
Will obtain the number of digits before the decimal place 
in N, the number you are seeking. In the ,case of negative 
che.racteristics the nbsolute va.lue of (C+l) will give you 
the number of zeroes between the decimnl point ano the first 
significant figure. In other words, if (C+l) is a positive 
number, this will give .you the number of :olaces before the 
decimal point. If it is equal ~o zero, t~is means that 
there are zero ple.ces before and zero zeroes e.fter the de-
cimal point. See the case for N = .87 in the above table. 
If you get a negative value, the - sign will tell you that 
· you ~~11 have zeroes immediately after the decimal point 
and the absolute ve.lue of (C+l) will give you the number of 
these zeroes, as in N = .0049 in the table above. Here (C+l) 
is equal to -2. The - sign says "zeroes after" and the 
absolute value 2 se.ys "two zeroes". 
Condensing the above facts and explanations Into a rTiie-~-·~­
we have the 
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Rule for Placing the Decimal Point in a Numb~r CorresnoQ<l:h.nE 
to a Given Logarithm: 
"Add plus one to the characteristic. A positive result 
gives the number of -places (or digits) before the decimal 
point. A negative result e;ives the number of zeroes imme-
diately after the decimRl noint and preceding the first 
significant figure. A result of zero means that there are 
zero places before and no zeroes after the decimal point." 
Exercises: Find the number which corresnonds to these logs. 
(Note: Your tea.cher wilJ. assign these 
exercises) . 
. , Interpo:J:._ation in findi.D.fL.th~_?.nt~loge.ri thm 
Example: 346 X 75 = P 
What is the antilog of 4,4142? 
log 346 = 2.5391 
log 75 = 1.8751 
log P = 4.4142 
In looking up the a.ntilog of a log we use the rrw.ntisao. 
only. We see that 4142 d.oes not t=tT;JPear directly in the 
tables; but trot it lies betVJeen tv1o other mantissas, that 
of 4133 and of 4150. Therefore, the antilog, or P, will 
lie between 259 and 260, forgetting the decimal point for 
of interpolation as used before. Instead of finding a man-
tissa for a number not in the tables, we are to find a 
number• for a mantissa not in the tables. This is accom-
plished as follows: 
----- --"'--- ~- p "': .... ·-;·: •• ::.-:·:: __ :::---~--- .: ...... : .. :.:· 
~ i (mantissa of 2590 = 10 . mantissa of P = mantiasa of 8600 = 
i 9 ro = 17 
41331 
414·2 J 9 
415·0 
~ 17 
i = 5. 3 
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i. = increamen t, 
to be 
added. 
Adding 5 (to nearest v1hole number) to 2590 we get "the 
·digits 11 of P: 2595. To get P, we a'·,nly the rule for plac-
, ~ lng the clecimal point. C is 4; 8,dcl 1, = 5 = (C+l). This 
will give us five digits before the decimal noint. There-
: ,., 
f fore, P = 25950. 
ExamQle 2.: 5.68 . 3.5 = Q. log 5.68 = 0.7543 . 
log 3.5 = 0.5441 
log Q, = o. 2TI)2 
Examnle 3.: What is the antilog of 0.8102? 
To find the antilog, since the nwntissa does not occux• 
in the ~able, we must interpolate for the digits, as illus-
trated above. 
_L- 7 
10 -27 
Ina.ntissa of 1620 = 
mantissa of Q = 
mantiAsa of 1630 = 
2095 
2102 
3122 
1 = 7~~0) = ;,~ = 8.59 = 3. (',Vhy 3?) 
Adding this increment of 3 to the mantissa of 1620 we get 
·the digits 1683. To place the decimRl point by the rule, 
(C+l) = (0+1) = +1. Therefore,Q = 1.623. 
Exercises: Finding antilogarithms by interoolation. 
·' 
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Now we are reacly to c3 evelon Forne skill in the or.> era tionn 
of multiplication ano. cUvlsion with logarithms, in using the 
tables, in finding the loge and antllogR, and in iriterpolat-
ing. 
Exercises: (Note: Your tepcher wU.l glve you these exer·-
cises) 
We shall now leave the study of logarithms and take 1~ 
the study of the slide rule. 
64: 
In the beginning of this unit 'He have Rtn.ted that the 
slide rule is a mechanical device for the performarice of 
the, operations with logarithms. Now th8.t we have seen tl!.at 
the operations of multiplication anc'l,div:ision have been re-
duced to the operations of ad,''i ti on and subtraction of logs~ 
this very fact makes it oosBible to construct a mechanical 
device to perform these ooerations. You will understand 
how the slide rule operates by comnPring a similar device 
' having equal spacings. 
Take two one foot rulers which are ~nr::~.rl~:ed off in 
inches. Place these two rulers alongside each other so 
that the mE~.r~.:l.ngs coincide. Now move or 11 I'll ide 11 the top 
ruler along the lower ruler until the beginning, or zero 
point of the top ruler is opuosite the 5" mark on the lower 
ruler. Now look along the top ruler and find the line mark-
ing off 3 11 • What number do you find right under this 11 3 11 
mark on the lower ruler? It is number 8, is it not? In 
reality all you have done was to add a length of 511 and a 
sum of these two or 8 11 • Now 
try another operation. Firtl. the mark 7 on the lower ruler. 
Bring above this mark the 3 11 mt=~.rk on the top ruler. Look to 
the left under the edge of the top ruler. What do you read 
under it on the lower ruler? Do you find the number 4? 
have te.ken ·away 3 inches from 7 inches 1'-J.nd obtained 4 inches. 
·,.·, 
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This is exactly how the slide rule is constructed and 
hoW it operates in performing multiplicationA and division 
. by add.i tion and subtraction of logarithms. It, too, has 
two, exactly alike acn.les. The only cUfference lies ·in the 
. ,· . . 
fact that th~ markings are different and that the distances 
between 1 and 2, 2 and 3, 3 and 4, etc ..... are not uniform 
in length, but progressively smaller. 
"\; 
Let us now construct a home-made slid'e rule. 
· lVJ.Rking a Slide Rule 
, Follow these cUrections carefully: 
Cut two strips of h~avy pnper, preferably cardboard, 
each 1111 long and 2" wide. Mark ea.ch str:lp as follows: 
~1arlt off from each end margins of 1/2". This will leave a 
10~ length between the two marks, and this 10" will be the 
actual pa.rt of the slide rule. In this margin, on the left, 
print'the letter don one and the letter Don the other. 
,,. 
When you draw the division lines, or markings, draw half 
way across and on the upper side of D and on the lower side 
of C. Mark the numbers on the scales above the line rnarldnes 
_;: 
Under or above, as the case may be, the first line you 
·. 
... · 
have ·arawn on the left, the very beginning of the ruler part, 
print the marking number 1. Our slide ruler really starts 
line. The spaces on this ruler will represent the 
log,l = 0, the first line is marked 1 since the distance 
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from it to it is o, the log of 1. Now look up in the te.bles 
the log of 2. ThiR is equal to ,3010. Since your scale is 
equal to 10 11 between the end. lines, we must measure off a 
~istanoe of 3/10 of these 10 11 which will be approximately 3 11 , 
f.tQm .the. peginn,;tng of the scale, (the 1 mark). Draw this 
line on each scale and under on D, and above it on C print 
the number 2. The distance from 1 to 2 represents the log 
of 2, Now look up the log of 3. This is equal to .4771. 
From the beginning of your 8calea, measure off as accurately 
as you. can • 4771 of 10 11 , or 4~ 11 , ancl under or above it print 
the number 3. 
Repeat this procedure for the nw~ers 4,5,6,7,8,9, on 
both .scales. You need not find the log of 10, nor mark thin 
·off; as this is your last line. Mark. it 1, instead of 10. 
Why? .. 
Now you have the two basic scales of the slide rule with 
Only the mriin divisions on it. Place them.alongside each 
other, as they a.re found in slide rules, that is, place the 
one marked C above the one mark.ed D. All the markings shoulc.1 
You are now ready to perform multiplications and 
• 
·Multiplication and Division With a Slide Rule 
Try .not to memorize rules. Try to understand the 
· · principle which underlies each operation. In using the slide 
of 
which are the 
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In multiplying 4 x 2, move the w)pcr scale C so that 1 
on it is jU.st .above 4 on scnle D. rrhis gives you the log of 
.! · 4 to the left on D. Now l."Un your' eye to the right fl.long C 
' . ; 
.. ! to the marlt 2. This length on C is the log of 2. In other 
·words, look right under 2 on C, nnd you will fino. 8, which 
.: is the proc1uct of 4 and. 2. Note that the length on D from 
the fi:rst line to the marlc 8 is the log of 8. You have added. 
·log 4 and log 2. 
This is e.ll there is to the basic princi"!)le of multipli-
cation with the s lic1e rule. Comr1ercinl slide rules are cP.re-
.fully marked off with secondary divisionnl markings, such as 
tenths, a.nd. hundreo.ths, just as a ruler' is clivided into 
sme.ller units; halves, fourths, eighths, etc. Hol.'.rever, these 
sme.ller di viRions e.re not 1miform in length, ei the!'. You 
must learn how to !'ead. these divisions ancl hoY.r to estime.te 
your reao.ings whenever the hairline of the reading glass 
indicator does not fall l'lxactly on a line m?.rlt. We she.ll 
stuo.y another example in multiplication. You must uno.er-
stana. the.t the mantissa of 3, or 30, or 500, etc. is exe.otly 
the same except for the chnre.cteristics which you must SU!'>PlY• 
Let us multiply 4'0 x 20. We do exnctly as we dic1 :tn the 
multiplication of 4 x 2. Vfe read off the procluct as 8, but 
this time we read off from the slide rule only the Cl.igi t s e.nd 
must place the decimal point by inspection. There is nothing 
us the characteristic. We must do this mentri.lly. 
The best way to ao this is to talte some rourici figures -close·· ~---­
.. to the numbers we are dee.ling with, as will be illustrated 
in our next example. We knovr that 40 x 20 is· equal to 800. 
In this next exnmnle, 37 x 23, you need more .divisions 
, on the slide rule. These can be a.eterminec_ by fincUng the 
logs of 23 and marking off the fraction vYhich the mantissa, 
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is equal to on the 10 11 slide rule, as ws.s <lone for 2,3,4,etc. 
· •• The mantissa of 23 is • 3617. rrhis noint will frtll bet·ween 
2 ancl 3 on the rule, or 36/100, P.pproximntely. Using your 
slide rule, estimate where .36 woulCl. be. Do so for the 
number 37, whose me.ntissa is .5682, or .57. Then multi-ply 
a.nd_ estimate the reading on scale D. This reao.ing will be 
somewhere about the middle of the s-pace between 8 ana. 9 on 
D. Say that you estimnte it to be 84. Nm.~r the uroblem is 
to know where to place the decimnl point. You shoulct never 
read. from the slide rule A. number but its digits, as 8;..4-3, 
and not 11 8 point 43 11 or 11 84 point 3 11 • You rea.c1. tho f.lir;it s 
. as close as you can, usually to three digits althoup;h it is 
possible to read off to four digits on the:left end of the 
ruler. Then you proceed to 11 estimate 11 your nnswer ::md to 
determine the number of decimal places to point off. To do 
we rouncl off' the numbers. 37 m.0.y be 
ts.km1. either as 35 or 40, and 23 as 20, and we calculate 
·.mentally 11 40 X 20 equals 800 11 , therefore, the number has 
thre.e places before the decimal point. Since we read from 
the slide rule 8-4-3, the answer ,.,ill be 843. This is not 
· accurat·e markings or eli visions. rule, 
'> 
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if you are careful in your settings and readings, you ·will be 
able to do much better and more accurately. 
Whenever the product is over 10, or 100, etc., ·we en-
cbunter a. new problem. Let us multiply 5 x 3. If you pro-
, ceed as instructed above and move the 1 on C over to the 
right so that it will be over the 5 on D nnd try to read. the 
·t answer, under 3-D, on C, you will notice thr:tt this is out-
,' ·~ 
~' 
L.. .J 
side the scale D nnd impossible to be rpad. Since your slide 
rule is mao.e of cardboara., bend it in the shape of a circle, 
. with the readings outw·ara, and so thr-1.t the two end lines, 
· each marked 1, coincide. Now you hnve n cylindrico.l slid.e 
rule, and. there n.re such on the marlcet, o.s well as circulnr 
ones. There are some spiral ones, too. Now thnt you }w.ve 
yours . bent around, you can re_9-C1. und.er 3 on C the ans,ver on 
D, which is betvreen 1 and 2 on D. If your slicle rule v:rere 
c~.librt:'l.ted (more accurate divisions) it would. read 15, or 
near the half line mark between 1 ancl 2. Why not exactly? 
This, however, cnnnot be performed in such a manner on a 
rigid slide rule. To accomplish this we proceed e.s follows: 
s wo did in the 
example above we slide it to the left, placing the 1 e.t the 
extx>eme right of scale C ovet' the 5 on D and we read under 3 
·on C the. answer on D; which is 15. 
If you he.ve access to a commercial slide rule, practice 
!.1Ult1pj:y1ng_ at_~<! :r~a~~_f!6'_u~-i:l~:-B·eales. In-o-ur . cours=e ............ l.._V .... e_ ..o.S ..... h ua ..... l ....... l~-------­
have one to use. Theoe exnrnples 'l.vill r;ive you a variety of 
l 
.ti drill. Read your answers as closely as you ce.n to the noar-
,J 
. ' ,\'ft 1di~el\~~~~~:c _ ... _ _ _ __ .. 
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est third digit, and place the decim~l noint rn the oroper 
pletce. 
_Exercises: (Note: Your te:~.cher wl lJ as sign these exercises) 
Division with the slide rule 
To eli vid.e wl th logari th1n8 we subtract the log of the o.i-
visor from the log of the dividend. Let us study the divi-
sion exercise: 8/3. Take a len3th equRl to the log of 8 on 
scale D. Notice that we are doing the Ol)Dos1. te of the pro-
cess of multiplication. This length of D is the log of 8. 
Subtract from it the log of 2 by brincing the mark 3 on scale 
C over 8 on D. Now,reading to the left under 1 on C,you will 
find 4. · You have subtracted the log of 2 from the log of C 
\ 
and obtained the log of 4, which is marked by its an Ulog on 
the scale. 
Another example: 6/4. Place 4 on C over 6 on D (6-D 
will mean 6 on D). Read off to the left, under 1-C. You 
will find about 15 on D. But is this 15? or 150? or .15? 
You have to determine the declmal point by eRtim['.tlon. It 
will be 1.5. 
e more examp 
Now you cannot read the answer under the left hand 1 on C • 
. You will have to read it under the right hand 1-C and \vill 
find 5. Is it 5, 50, .5? 
This concludes our study of the slide rule for the 
roots later on. Many other operations can be performed. with 
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a slide rule. You will fine!. instructions for these ao.vanced 
···~ operations in slid.e rule mnnue.ls. When we trc\ke up the study 
.·--.} 
of radics.ls, roots, B.nd t:rir;onometry, we shall l"'eturn to the 
slide rule nnd learn how to use it in connection with those 
, topics. 
Whenever possible, use your slide ~~le. Use it in your 
courses in mathems.tics p,nct science. The motto 11prs.ctice makes 
per:f'ect 11 can be applied in this cuse. If not })erfect, at 
least more efficient. The slid.e rule will srtve you D. great 
del!.l of time, but you must become sldllful in its use. 
·Exercises: Do these divisions with the slide rule. 
(Note: Your tcncher will asei~n these exorcises) 
- . ~-~ ... _ ..... _. ....... - ~ . - ----------
. . . -- - - . --- ~ -- ·-· - - -
-----~ ----------·--- ---- - ---
CONOLUSION.TO PART I 
We may consider that we have covered about one· half of 
this unit. In the next hnlf we shall tnke up the study of 
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. e:xponents in raising to -pO\vers (involution) and. extro.cting 
roots (evolution). We shall extencl our operations with 
logarithms to cover these two operntions just mentioned. 
Later on in the course we shall Hlso introduce a. few sections 
on aclvanced work with exponents ana. logarithmic equ~.tions. 
As stat.ed above, 1;.re shP..ll learn more on the O!)ere.tion with 
the slide rule. Two relnteo. topics will be pr~sented, nnmely · 
the meaning of significant figures in a number and the im- -
portnnce of approximation. 
One wora. of cn.ution. Do not feel that just bccr.use you 
have "gone over 11 anc1 coF1pleted. these pnc;ep,, r.nc1 w:t11 COl:J"!)lete 
the next part of this unit, tht'.t you have mn.stered th~ topics 
herein presentecl.. You must nw.lce constr.nt use of what you 
learn if you want to fix it perrnrmcntly in your mind. Usc 
logarithms, the slide rule and the methocls of r.pproximnt:ton. 
Ths.t ls. something no one cen c.o for you. You must plan for 
•it, andd.o it yourself • 
. To ascertnin how well you have mastered these topics, 
. we shall take an examination. at this time. As soon as you 
~rill give it to you. Remember, even if :'lOU should pass the 
.i 
... 
. . 
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oxa.m1nation 100%, you shoulc1 still plan for reviev1s. 
As soon as you pass the exnminn.tion satisfactorily, that 
is so that your teachAr and. you vTill know the.t you have 
grasped the essential fundmnentD.lS presented in this first 
part, you will be nll'Owed to proceed with the second. part! 
' 1.• 
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PART II- Extension of the Use of Exponents.and Logarithms 
and the Slide Rule 
M,ea.nip.g of the Fre.ctional. Exnonent 
We have learned the meBning of the zero and of the 
negative exponent in the first part·of this unit. Now we 
shall learn the meBning of the fractional exponent. 
We know that ~a • xb ::: x(a+b) 
If ~ and b are fractional exponents, as in 
xl/2 • xl/2 = xl/2+1/2 = xl 
than, since x is obtained as the product of two equal fac-
tors, each of these factors must be .jx, as Jx Jx = x. 
Therefore, ~ = xl/2 
Similarly, x114 = ~x, since x114x114x1/ 4x1/ 4 = x4/ 4 = x 
and, x3/4 = ~-;3 as x3/4x3/4x3/4x3/4 = xl2/4 = x3 
In general, xa/b = ~a 
We may formulate this into a rule. 
Any quantity raised to a fractional power, or exponent, 
may be written as a radical with the numerator of the 
fractional exponent as the power to which the quantity, or 
radicand, must be raised and. with the denominator as the 
root, or index, of the radical. 
In other words, the quantity is to be raised to the 
power indicated by the nwnerator of the exponent and then the 
the denominator. The process 
--- ·--- ---------------·--
may be performed in the reverse order, i.e., the root of the 
· quantity may be extre.cteo. first and then this new quantity 
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f; 
t must be raised to the indicated power. 
Examples: a) 2/3 3t-8 a 8 = "' 
Exercises: (Your instructo~ wiJ.l assign these exercises) 
J, Parts of a RaO..ical 
Radicals, and operations with them, will be studied 
in another unit. However, you should know what a radical 
l is. 
The sign ~-- is called the radical sign. Any ·ex-
pression or que.nti ty under this sign is called a radicand. 
In the radical expression: ~ 38 = 2 
the 15 is calledthe index of the radicHl; sometimes it is 
called the root index; 32 is the rr:u.Ucancl; 2 is the £..Q.Qt. 
Po·wers of Negative Quantlties 
You will recall that (-2) (-2) = 4, or (~2) 3 = 4; 
and that (-2) (-2) (-2) = -8, or (-2) 3 = -8; 
3 ::o:. n 
·-- ---:~) . 
Expressing these facts in words: 
A negative quantity raised to an even power is posi-
tive; raised to an odd power, is negative. 
A positive quantity raised to either an even or an odd 
- ---------- -··-·-- .. ·-·--- ~--- ----
~-~· -- --~- ~-- "7 -- --. 
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Even roots of negative quantities give'rise to a new 
stu(ly of radicals called imaginaries. These will be stu-
died later on in this course in the unit in radicals. A 
brief description of imaginaries will be found at the end 
of this chapter. 
Raising to Powers (Involution) 
We have learned that 23 means 8 used as factors three 
times. Similarly (2 3 )~ means a3 x 23 = 26 ; and (8 3 ) 3 = 
23 x 23 x 23 = 29 or a3 • 3 
In general, (x8 )b = x8 xaxaxa •.• to b factors. 
a+a+a+a+ 
= x ••• to h terms. 
= xab 
Similarly, (x8 yb )c= xac ybc 
The Law of Involution with Exoonents 
Any quantity raised to a power ms .. y be rnised to still 
another power. It is then equal to that same quantity 
raised to a new power which new power is equal to the'pro-
duct of the two (or more) exoonents. 
Examples: a 
b) ( 5axy4 )a = 54x:ay8 
c) (2t3 ) 3 = (23 t 4 ) 
··Exercises: (Your instructor will assign these exercises) 
root of an expression we must prove that 
:r;_a = xa/b 
r ' ~·, 
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If We t n.ke xa/bxa/bxa/b •••••• t b f t n'th f t ~ u o _ ec .oro . ese nc o s 
will equal to x(a/b)b, = xa. 
Since all these facto!'s are equal, Rnd their product is 
then each factor must equal !J xa 
We may express the procedure of extracting a root of a 
a 
X ' 
quantity as the procedure of raising that quantity to a 
power which is equal to the reciprocnl of the clesire<l root. 
~hat is, if we desire the 4th root of 6, this is the same 
·as !"aising 26 to the 1/4 powe!' (the reciprocal of 4). 
This becomes: (2 6 ) 1/ 4 = 26/4 = 23/8 = J:33 
Thus, we may use the law of involution in the process of ex-
tracting roots. 
Examples: a) ~4y' = 41/3 y8/3; 
Exercises: (Your instructor will assign these exercises) 
Logarithms in Involution and Evo:l:_ytion 
We shall now proceed to e.pply thePe new laws with 
ponents to logarithms and learn how to raise to powers o~n<1. 
th~s, respectively. 
Let us consider a few examples. 
Example 1. 73 = 7 X 7 X 7 
= log7 + log7 + log7 = 3(log7) 
x4 = x•x•x•x -··--·-----~---'--' 
= logx + logx + logx + logx = 4 logx 
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The logaritrun of the power of a quantity is eQual to 
·the ·logari thrn of the auanti ty rnul tin lied. by the exponent, 
· ·To extract roots amounts to a ~oroblem similar to ro..is-
ing to powers with the exception that the power becomes the· 
recip~ocal of the desired root. That is, if it is desired 
to find the 5th root of a quantity, we proceed to raise 
·that quantity to the l/5th power. Then, by applying the 
above rule for involution with logarithms, we have the 
following rule for 
Extracting Roots with Logaritruns 
The logarithm of a root of a quantity is equal to the 
logarithm of the quantity multinlied by the reciproc.':\1 of 
·. the deei~ed root. 
Instead of multiplying by the reciprocal of the root, 
we can divide by the root itself. 
Example 1. Find the value of "{3.0G) , or (3.06)1/ 3 . 
This is equal to 1/3 log 3.06 or Log 3.0Q. 3 
4 (2.6618) 
= .6655 
X = 4.63 
. Now we are ready to perform the operations of multi-
plication, division, raising to powers,and extracting roots 
much p~actice is 
before one in their use. 
Some special cases and probable <.Ufficul ties· which may 
·, :·"" 
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a.rise in connection with the use of logP.ri thmS' will be ex-
plained and illustrated. Study these carefully. 
Loge.!!ithms and the OpeJ~atlon of Addition ana. Iviultiplication 
Logarithms cannot be used to perform the onerations of 
addi t:ton e.nd. subtraction. If these tv,ro opera.t ions occur 
combined with the operations of multiDlication, division, 
, raising to powers, or extracting roots, logarithms can be 
used to perform the latter four operations. The anti-
logarithms of these must be found before the operations of 
addition and subtrt=J.ction can be resorted to. For exam-ole; 
( 358) ( 6. 7) 3 + j (56. 9) ( 48) 
The raising of 6.7 to the 3rd. power, finding this value 
and multiplying it by 358 can be performed by logarithms. 
The antilog of the procluct of this set of factors must then 
be fo1md. Also, the squ2.re root of 56.9 A.nd this mul tin lied 
by 48 ce.n be performed with loge.ri thms. 'rhen the antilog of 
the product of this second set of fectors must be found 
separately. Then, these two va.lues will have to be added 
as is done in arithmetic. To understnnd this better, we 
shall perform the above problem. 
log 358 = 2.5539 = 2.5539 l/2 log 59.9 
3log 6.7= 3(.8261) = 2.4783 1/2(1.7551) = .8776 
(Adding) = 5.0322 log 48 = 1.6812 
Antilog =107700.0 (Ad.ding) = 2.5588 
Antilog = 362.1 
~-
';-' 
·,:-
This part cannot be performed by logarithms'. 
applies for subtre.ction. 
107700 + 362.1 = 108062.1 (Answer) 
The salhe 
The Nege.ti ve Sign in Operations v:i tl:]. Logarithms 
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We have already discussed the logarithms of negative 
numbers. We know that these numbers have no logarithms. 
The question now is this: What can we do in a oroblem 
such as: 54(-84.7) = ?. 
We know from algebra that this is the same as 
-(54)(84.7). Therefore we proceed to find the product of 
the two fr..ctors, forgetting f.Q..t ~liM being the sign. 
Then, when we complete the onerations vdth logarlthms ancl.. 
find the antilog, we prefix the correct eie;n, - in thin 
case. 
Simj.larly, we treat the negative sir::;n in rnul tiplica-
tion, division, raising to powers, or extr~cting roots. 
(The - sign as a sign of subtraction h~s been discussed 
above). 
Examples: 
(-43.7) 3 = (43.7) 3 and (-23) 3 = -(23) 3 
Caution; [) -N cannot be performed when n is even, as thel~e 
is not an even root of a negative number. 
This problem involves e. knowledge of imagi-
nary numbers, which will be studied in 
another unit, as stated above. · 
~' .. -·~~~ ---~ ~·- :_·_•_· 
' i 
'· 
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The Negative Characteristic 
This notion h1,1s been 0.iscussed t=l.lready. It may be 
necessary to emphasize one more time some peculiar cases 
and problems arising from the introd1mtion of the negative 
characteristic in a ~roblem. 
In a multiplication such as 367(.01), we nerform the 
logarithmic operations as follows: 
log 367 ::;: 
log .01 = 
Adding: 
2. 564-7 
2.0000 
.5647 
Metl}_gds_.of Wri tlng a LogB.ri thm 
Antilog = 3.67 
A logarithm may be written in ve.r:l.ous ways without 
changing its value. 
The most frequently used conversion is the on~ when we 
have a negative chare.cteriAtic and it is desired to change 
the log so as to have a positive chB.racteristic instead. 
This is done as follows: 
A positive value, greater than the absolute value of 
, the negative charEl.cteristic, is added to and subtracted. f1•om 
the given logarithm. Thus, we actu.Cl.lly add 0. 
method we add 10 Cl.nd subtract 10: 
3.9552 
10 -10 
7.9552-10 
We could have added 4 and subtracted 4, giving us 
• ----- ------~------- -- " 
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When a logarithm is changed thus, without changing ita 
value, in order to find its antilog we recornblne the c:.1a.ra-
cteristic and the r,ubtrncte<'l part ( 11 n:ppenclix 11 ) to get the 
actual charr1.cterj.stic that is to be usE>t". j,n placing t'he de-
cimal paint where 1 t belongs. 'l'hu.n, the cUe;i t s of the number 
for the logarithm usect above, obtoined from the table nnct 
ftom the mantissa of .9558, are 9-0-8. Co~bining the 7 and 
the -10 we get the characteristic -3, whlch meanA that there 
are two zeroes between the decimal point and the first signi-
ficant figure of the number, or .00908. rrhi8 :l8 the B.ntllog 
of 7.9552-10, or of 1.9552-4; or of ~.9552; Rll heing equi-
valent logarithms. Not:lce that the m~ntisRa has remained the 
same :ln every caae, and for that me.tter, so has the ch~.ro.ete-
ristic. 
Sometime, especially when we desire to divide the logn-
.1 ri thm by an integer, as when we are finding the root of a 
number, it is desirable to ad.d and subtract some multiple o:f' 
the root, or divisor. Here, too 1 we ustwlly add 10 time t1 
the root,oll' cUvisor. An example will illustrate this meti:wcl.. 
738 - 1/3 (2.8681) 
We may divide this log by 3 or multiply by 1/3 and get .9560 .. 
By adding 10 x 3 and s ubtrP.C ting the same arnoun t, the log of 
738 nuw be written e.s 32.8681-30• We divide by 3, getting 
10.9560-lOo. 
~--- ---~---~~. rl1hel"e-i-S--.E.Q1-any_ac1van 
characteristic is nositive. However, when the characteristic 
·~· .. 
. , I 
·is negative, it is advantageous to do this. ~hy? 
· S'tudy this .example: 
~ .0847 = N; 1/5 log. 0847 = 1/5 (2.9279) 
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One could transform this part negRtive and part posi-
tive number into a wholly negative number as -2 + ,9279 = 
-1.0721, then divide this by 5 to obtain -.2144. But then 
·it would be impossible to get the antilog from the tables 
. ,,. .. without first converting agr-:tin this negative loga.ri thm to 
its equivalent positive vs.lue. This will be tA.ken up when 
we studi Cologarithms. 
The best way to find. 1/5 of 2.9279 is to aCI.d 50 and sub-
tract 50, and thus convert this log to its equivalent, 
48.9279-50. Now we clivide by 5, or multiply by 1/5, ant'!.. 
obtain g.rl856-10, which is equivalent to I.. 7856. rl'he antilog, 
or N, = .610. 
To show that we would obtain the same results by acl.<ling 
some other multiple of 5, as 5, 10, 15, etc •••• let us add 
·· :1 and subtract 15 insten.d of 50. ~rhen, our log 2.9279 ·will 
~ i) 
t. become 13.9279-15. Dividing this number by 5, we get 
2.7856-3 which is also equal to I.7856. 
Let us, therefore, agree to add. rnul tiples of 10 when-
ever we want to change a log having a negative characteristic 
or to divide a log w1 th a neg·a.tive characteristic by some 
----- ------- - -- . ----------- --
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Coil.ogarithms 
In performing the operati.ons of eli vision with log."l.ri thns 
we subtract logarithms. When we have only one subtra.ction 1 t 
is just as easy to subtract HS it is to add. But when our 
computation calls for addi tj_on and subtra.ction of logarithms 
in the same problem, we have to uerform the multiplication by 
·; a.ddir1g and the division by Ruhtrnctlng the logs. This re-
quire·s two separe.te operation 8. By the use of cologari thms 
(abbreviated 11 cologs 11) we are tmabled to rJo both operations b;y 
a<.1.<li ti oh only. 
Let us first learn what a colog ·is. Then we shall learn 
how to use it. 
Meanill!L.Qf the "colog" 
The cologarithm of a number is the logarithm of the 
reciprocal-of the number. The colog of 7 is the log of 1/7; 
vice versa, the colog of 1/45 iA the log of 45. 
Let us find the log of 1/7 an(l show that thi8 is ecnw,l 
to the colog of 7. 
Lo 7 = log 1 log 7 
log 1 = 0 = 10.0000 - 10 
log 7 = .8451 
(Subtracting)log 1/7 = 9.1549 - 10 
or, 1.1549 
.Therefore, the colog of 7 is equal to 9.1549-10, or 1.1549. 
The colog of any number is obtained by subtracting the 
log of th.at ___ n\imberfrorri trYe log of 1, thr,.t is, from o. Zero -------
ma.y be written as 10.0000-10. 
'I, 
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The colog of 63 is (10,0000-10) - log 6~ 
10.0000-10 
log 63 1.7993 
(Subt~~cting) Colog 63 = 8.2007-10 
A somewhat ea.sier way to write the co1og is to subtract 
the logarithm directly from 9.9099 and to append -10 'to the 
re.sult. This result will give us a number in the mantissa 
which will be 1 less in the last decimal place (4th, if 
~sing a four decimal place table). However, this discrepancy 
is not appreciable. The aoventage of this method. is that one 
can do the subtre.cting mentally, or read. directly the co log 
without resorting to a subtraction and without any carry over 
numbers as it he,ppens when one ls subtra.cting from 10. o::oo ... J.O. 
Remember to add the -10. 'l'o get the same result ln both 
cases, l should be added in the last plr-!ce when subtracting 
mentally fl,om 9.9999. 
Example 1. F:l.nd the c olog of 56. 8. 
The log of 56.8 is 2.7543. Readine; the differences of 
each cligi t from 9 (that is, from 9. 9999) we get 7. 2456. Y!.§. 
By subtracting 2.7543 from 
we get 
. . . . . 
..... 
10.0000-10 
2.7543 
7.2457-10 
Note that the mantissa is 2456 in one case and 2457 in the 
other~ We must add 1 in the fourth place when subtracting 
the mantissa equal to that one obtained 
------·---~---
from the other process. Sometimes this isn't done. Let us 
•'{' 
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agree to add the 1. 
Examnle 2. Find the colog of 0.0405. 
From the te.bles, the mr::~.ntissa is 6075. 
The differences from 9 are: 3924; adding 1 = 3925 
The characteristic is -2. 
The difference from 9 (9- (-2)) is= 11. 
Therefore, the colog of 0,0405 is = 11.3925- 10 
or = 1,3925 
Remember to attach the -10, and to add the 1. 
By subtracting from 
Colog of 0.0405 
or = 
10.0000-10 
2.6075, __ _ 
11.3925-10 
1. 3925 
Thus you see that we do get the same result. A little 
practice will convince you that finding the difference from 
9.9999 is the easier of the two. 
Exercises: (Your :tnstructor will asslc;n these exP.rcisf:~s) 
The Use of Cologarithms 
11he best way to learn how to use cologs in computations 
is to s tucly a few examples nnd to compare the same examr)le 
when worked out with the use of cologs and when worked out 
with the use of logarithms only. 
Exanmle ..L.. 236 X 56 • .1 = Q 89.4 
~Ietho.Q. without cologs: 
Log 236 = 2.3729 
log 5~.7 = 1.7536 (Adding) 4.1265 
89.4 
Method. with 
log 236 = 
log 56.7 = 
colog 89.4 ::: 
(Add:l.ng) 
cologs: 
2.3729 
1.7536 
8.0486-10 
12.1751-10 
Note the discrepe.ncy due to leaving out the· 1 that \'laS 
'.>,; 
.~-.-·-·--····--·--·-··--··-·-· - ·- -· -
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to be added in the colog. Acldlng, we obtain .the same result. 
Notice that in using a colog, you add the logs and co-
logs all in one operation, whereas, in the first m~thod, you 
had to add the logs of the product of the nurnet'e.tor anc1 then 
subtract the log of the denominator. 
Example 2. 
Using lQES onlY-: 
log 47.5= 1.6767 
·2 log 33 = 2(1.5185)=3.0370 
a) Ado.ing 4.7137 
log 15.2 =1.1818 
3 log 4.5 = 3(0.6532)=1.9596 
b) Adding 3.1414 
Subtracting log of 
denominator, from 
log of numerator: 4.7137 
-;?.J.j:l4 
log. Q = 1.5723 
:::: Q 
Using logR a:nd co1ogs: 
log 47.5 = 1.6767 
2 log 33 = 3.0370 
colog 15.2 = 8.8182-10 
3( colog 4.5) 
= 3(9.3468-10) 
(Adding) log 
= 1 .• 57~33 
Comparing the two results, or methods., we find thnt 
there are fewer operations involveo when we use cologs. 
Study these examples very c;:;.refully. Learn how to roEJ(\ 
off cologs directly from the tables and how to use them. 
gxercises: General exercises in logarithms. 
(Your instructor will assign these exercises) 
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NUMBERS 
As students in mathematics, we have dealt with numbers 
· for so long that we take them for gran ted. nnd really know 
, very little about them. In aavanced. courses in mathematics, 
you will have the O't)portuni ty to take up the study of nurn-
.bers, or the theory of numberA - ~hole numbers, fractions, 
negative, positive, real, imaginnry, rational, irrational, 
and complex numbers. Diet Jrou know that there were so many 
kinds of numbers? In this unit we shall take up only the 
elementary study of the theory or concept of numbers. We 
.shall ·begin with the ordinE:1.ry whole numbers. 
The Whole Number 
Without entering into the history of the origin of 
numbers, we shall state th0t the number symbols we use most 
commonly, almost exclusively, are thoPe of the so called 
·Arabic, more correctly, Hindo-Arobic, symbols of whole num-
bers, the 0, 1, a, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, ana 9 symbols. There 
are other symbol systems of representing numbers. The best 
·.known of these, and one which you. mey find on m~_=~.ny monuments, 
tombston.es, and cornerstones, is the Roman numeral symbol of 
I, II,. III, IV, V, VI, VII, VIII, IX, X (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
8, 9, anc1 10 respectively) with such other symbols as L,. C, 
D, M (50~ 100, 500, and 1000). This system of numerals is 
Even 1n writing, most numbers would be too long or too cum-
bersome. Although 110 may be written a8 OX, the number 888 
' 
·' 
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ls too long when written DCCCLXXXVIII. The greatest single 
advantage of the Hindo-Arabic numeral e.ystem is its posi-
tional notation which make e. it possible to use the nine 
digits and 0 to write an;y number we wish. Thus, a rUgit 
such as 7 has a value a.epencl.ent u:>on its position :l.n the 
, number. 7 alone means 11 seven 11 , but vrhen follovvea. by zeroes, 
which place the seven in 11 positlon 11 , it becomee something 
. else. 70 i.s read as 11 seventy 11 , as it is 7 times 10; 700 is 
11 aeve·n hundred", as it is 7 times 100. This means that the 
digit found in a certain position denotes how many times 
tha.t positional value is being taken. The :first unit is 
o~ll~d the units place; the second place or positions, (to 
. the left) is that of ten, or tens; the third, that of hun-
dreds, etc. Thus a number such as 3578 means 3(1000) + 
5(100) + 7(10) + 8(1). If in a number any of these units 
are not present, we denote this by placing a 0 in that 
position, as in 2045 where we have no 100 1~ present. 
The symbol 0 is very important HS it is used to denote 
in our positional notation. 0 is a number, like 
i'er6. This fact will be explained farther on. 
Without going farther into the theory of numbe!'s at 
:. the present, this positional notation and the Hindo-Arabic 
of numbers greatly facilitates the four operations 
present difficulties. 
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Another important concept of numbers is that they may 
be arranged in order from the smallest to the largest, on a 
scale. Thus, if 0 is taken as a starting point, then 1, 2, 
3, ••• 10, etc~, will fall to the right, while-1,-2,-3, ••• -10 
etc., to the left. 
This idea is a different one from the one most of us 
have about numbers, that is, the one of counting or of re-
presenting a certaJ.n number of things. 
Fractions 
When only whole numbers or integers were known, it was 
impossible to perform the operation of division for all 
oases. For example, we could not divide 3cy 4, as thel"e 
was not any number by which we could represent the quotient. 
To complete our number system so as to take care of this 
gap, new numbers had to be invented. These were called 
11 fractions 11 • Thus, every number could be ,..CU vided by any 
other number, and when the quotient clid not exist, we de-
noted the quotient of 3 divided by 4, as 3/4, and called 
·this symbol a new number, a fraction. Although we denote 
this "new number" by means of two int egerr1, it is a number 
in itself, the number 11 3/4 11 • 
Positive and Negative Numbers: 
Another gap soon became evident. With the system of 
....... - -- ~ ·--- - ----
. ------ •.. ---- - ·- ----
·.-: 
' 
t .{ 
'' ,j. 
,,: 
., 
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subtract two whole numbers or fractions. Fov example, (4-5) 
could not be performed. Thus, a new number came into ex-
istence, the negative number, which made it possible for us 
to perform problems as the aboVe one and obtain the result 
of -1. 
The Number Zero 
Zero is a digit necessary for our number system. It 
is an integer, but is neither positive nor negative. We 
can perform all the operatlons with this number, as with all 
' the others, with the exception of division. We know that 
7.+ 0 = 7; that 7- 0 = 7; and that 0- 7 = -7; that 7 X 0 
= 0; that 0 + 7 = 0; but that 7 + 0 is not eaual to 0. This 
last f[tCt is one a student of matherna.tics must remember. 
The Rational Number 
All the numbers discussed so far are called rational 
numbers because they can be expressed as ratios of integers. 
All the operations of addition, subtraction, multipl:lcation, 
division performed with re.tional numbers y:U:lld rationnl 
a.s rioted above. 
We may define a rat:tortal number as any positive or nega-
tiv~ integer, or any auotient of any twd such integers. 
-
There are certain do not meet the a.bove · 
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descriptions. For instrmce, the root of som~ numbers ce.nnot 
be extr·acted exactly, as in the caRe of the J 2, or the 
a_,-7. H 1 1 ~ y owever, we can find their values as c ose Y as de-
'• 
I 
i 
sired. The /2 is annroxinmtely 1. 4. If greater a.ccuracy is 
needed, it can be found to be 1. 414, or to more clecim8.1 
places. But it can be proved that it cannot be exnressed as 
a ratio of two integers, or as a rat:lono.l number. These 
, numbers are called 11 irra.tiona1 11 • 
We define an irratj.onel number as a number which cannot 
be expressec1 as a fraction of two integers. 
Real Numbers 
All numbers may be divided into two large classes --
"real" number8 and "imaginary" numbers. 
Real numbers (rational :::mel irrational, nos:ttive anc1 
negative, fractions and :tntegern, and zero) may be used to 
represent magnitudeR, such as lengths. 
Imaginary Numbers 
In the process of extrecting roots of numberB, we de-
velop certain new numbers. 'Ne saw how the extrnction of 
the J2 gave rise to the irrational number 1.41+. However, 
if we attempt to find the square root of a negative number 
we shall find it imposr,ible to do so if we limit ourselves 
to the numbers described so far. The J-2 or of any other 
negative number, cannot be ·equal to. any rational or ir-
1--~~~--.. --·------- --------- ---- --·-
rational number, as the square of any such number is a 
·;· 
! positive number. Hence, we must introduce a new number in-
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to ow number system. This numher w1.11 be the square root 
of a negative real number and. wi J.l be cA.lleCI e. 11 pure imagi-
. nary'' number. Thus ,j-2 fJ..nCI. ,j-5, etc ••• are pure imaginary 
numbers, and ,j-2 ~ ,j-2 = -2. In gt:>neral, any number of the 
.._ 
form e.J-b , where the radicand is any negative nwnber,in 
this case -b, and a is any real number, is a pure ima.g1.nary 
number. Also, any even root of any negative number is an 
·imaginary number. 
Q.onrpl·ex Numbers 
,There is just one more kind of numbe1, for us to con-
·sider and it is another kind of an imaginary number. 11hio 
is the "complex nutnber 11 which enables us to add a real num-
ber and a pure imaginary number. In mathematics, the sum 
of any two nwnbers forms a new number, and since in the sum 
of a real number ancl pure imaginary nwnber it is impossible 
to combine the two, as in 4+J=3, this combinatlon of two 
numbers, one real and the other 1waginary, :·is a complex 
number. Thus c+a,.J-b is the general forru of a complex 
rumber. 
numbers e-
qulr~ special treatment. This study will be taken up in a 
·later unit • 
. ,, Measu.remeh t 
'In-measuring lengths it is impossible to measure ex-
HA.11YH~it1Efasure~i11en t is approximn.te, or to the nearest Hn omm ____ H 
something, as feet, inches, tenthe,or thousands. 
- ·- ·-- ---- - - - - ·- -· ·- - - -- ':": ..:=-_-:._--~ •. ::.:::-.:.:- -- -~ --
'l'hus in , 
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measuring the size of a d.esk 1 s top, one will s·ay .that its 
dimensions are 5' x 3 1 , if the desired accuracy happens to 
be to the nearest foot. However, if it were d.esired to find 
•. mo'~~. accurately the a.imensions' let us say in tenths, we 
. would find that they were 5.2 1 x 3.4 1 • This second set of 
dimensions gives us the accurate lengths to the nearest 
· ' .• ·. tehths of a foot, but in reality, the lengths may be between 
'· ;rthe'se limits: length, 5.15 1 and. 5.25 1 ; width, 3.35 1 and 
'•i"'. '. 3,45'. ·The 5 1 and the 3 1 are the only "certain" digits in 
these numbers. The 2 and the 4 are approximate, but have 
····· ... · 
• ,''
11 meaning11 or "significance". These tell us something a.bout 
the dimensions. They tell us that the dimensions are nearer 
' . . , . ' 
5.8• than 5.1 1 or 5.3 1 • Thus, in any measurement, we shall 
· have some "certain" figures and one "approximate" figu!•e, 
The~e figures, or digits, are called "significant" 
figures for they have meaning. All but the last one are 
11 cert~in" digits; ~nd the last one is corre~t to the nearest 
digit written, even though not exact. All digits which have 
figures. Zero may have meaning or may 
significant figure. For example, in the number 107," 
' · the zero is significant and. there are three significant fi-
: ·. . 
·. : gU.res in the number. The 1 and the 0 are 11 certain" figures 
' ' r,. 
arid. the 7 is "approximate". The number is over 106.5 and 
,">, 10 . ' ". ; 
.:cull1ference of the earth to the nearest thousand miles, we 
would write the number 25,000 instead of 24,875, the lattel~ 
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to the.n~arest mile. The three zeroes· in asboo, are 
;,. ;I 
·''no£~!··~id.gl1ificant as they are used only to fix the decimal 
pc,>'i:~:f. · The 2 is the "certain" figure and the 5 the "ap:pi"o-
; ~iJtiat'~·,;,. ,. Therefore there are two sif.r,nificant figures in 
. ' . . , .... 
~StD~6~:. In 24 1 875 there are five significant figures. Th~ 
248?:·are ·certain figures and the last, or 5, is the signi-
·Th~ zero is significant when it is found between 
>t.he digits 1 and 9, or when· 1 t indlca te8 the d.egree of ac-
Curacy ;Of a measurement. For example, if we wished to e:>r ... 
; ' 
• Press the number 7. 4.97 to the nearest hundredth, we would 
,; '•. ,--j 
:.·Write· this as 7.50 to show that it ··is accur::tte to the near-
,.·'·. 
~e~t:_b:ufidredth. Le~wing this zero out e.nd writing the lntmbet' 
·:·as ·::7 •. 5 .. would mean that the number is accurate to the nee.rost 
... .,, 
. :. te.rith., or that it lies between 7.45 and 7.55 instead of bo-
tw~eit 7~495 and 7.505. 
in Computation 
. In expressin~ a measurement, one should alway& \~~Trite 
. number to the nearest measurable e.nd desir.ed degree of 
In the operations involving numbers, we should 
s to as many significant figures as there 
;.·the number having the smallest nwnber of significant 
'' 
·. •.'' 
the operation. For example, in Iilulti..;. 
one obtains the number 34.706. Allthe 
result are not significant ••• 
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. t'wo significant figures • 
. ~Thia concludes the study of this unit. As soon as you 
are:.rettc1y for the test over this part' consult your ·in..-
,. . I ; ... , 
Upon passing satisfactorily this test, you will 
to go on with the next unit. Remember that in 
retain mastery of the topics learned in this unit 
to use this knowledge as often as possible. Plan 
and to review this work. · 
' 
,,. 
•' 
•'•·;' 
CHAP~rER V 
ALGEBRA AND GEOMETRY 
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.Analytic (teometry - Graphs - Linear and Quadratic Equations -
Conic Sections 
.In your study of elementary mathematics you he.ve stu-
died algebra and plane geometry. In this unit we shall re-
view some of the fundamental concepts ana. nronosi tiona and 
extend our etud.y to combine algebra an<l geometry in what is 
called "analytic geometry". 
The Cf..eometri@ 
So far we have studied only one kind of geometry -
plane .. or Euclidean geometry. You me,y not k.now as yet, but 
·there are other geometries, and in your advs ..nced cour.ses in 
· mathematics you wtll hEwe the opportunity to stucly these. 
·Plane geometry presupposes a plane surfe.ce. In reality, 
however, we are living on a curved surface, a snherical 
... 
· world. Whereas the shortest clistR.nce between two points on 
a plat1e is a straight line, on a surface of our spherical 
shortest distance is not a straight line but a 
of plane geometry will not hold 
as·theone mentioned above. We shall not attempt to study 
. ' . . . . 
· these non-Euclid.ean geometries in this course, but we wish 
· to rri¢ntion to you the existence of these.o . 
notions. We may call a 11 po1nt 11 a 0-d.imensional space 
'·- .. ·· 
a point is defined as "that which has no part". A 
a one-dimensional and a plane a two-dimensional 
spac~ •.. :I:f' we take a plane ana. move it in some direct:ton 
. . ~·~ · .. ~· .... - c: '._: .. 
".'6th~~·: than that of its own plane it generates a space of 
• + ·', 
three dimensions. There are other oossibilities, one of 
whic.h is the fourth dimensional space, and this will be 
in the advanced tonics, a la,ter- .... -.-..t .4- -- -- -""" uu.t. u, v~- etb eta 
i_ assignment for ad.vanced stuo.ents. 
· ·Ana,ixtic Geometr_x 
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.. Geometrically we represent a straight line, or just a 
Ulin~:u·, by drawing it with a straight ec1ge. We have lea:r•ned 
in.elementary algebra that equations of the first degree in 
o~e or two unknowns, such as 5x = 17, and ax + 3y = 12, are 
o~ll~~ "linear" equations. Thus, here we have a connection 
betW~eh algebra and geometry. We can express a line either 
· by drawing that line (in its proper position with l"espect to 
.· 
some/ other lines called axes) or we ceJ1 write 1 ts algebraic 
... 
equation, from which we can find pairs of va.lues for the un-
knowns and then plot the line. This alg<~braic re_or•esenta-
t:lon .and the study of geometric facts by algebraic methods,. 
and~vice versa, is the process of analytic geometry. 
Algeb~a - Geometry - and Analytic Geometry 
., ;: 
are familiar with linear equations. In elementary 
equations. At some time or other you have also 
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graphed a pair of equations and found the noint at which the 
. . 
two intersected each other. Let us study a pair of such 
. lines.r equat:tons as the following: 
a) 
b) 
2x - y 
(x+5y 
= 1 
= 18) 
Each equation represents a line. This is the geometric as-
peot~ Writing a line as an equation is the algebraic aspect. 
If we vJel"e ·to graph the two equations in order to find the x 
and y values of the point at which thAy intersect, we would 
be using algebraic and geometric processes oombined. On the 
other hand, studying these two equations and recognizinG by 
inspection that they are "two lines", and then Rolving them 
algebraically for their comnon solution, reA.lizing that tlti.H 
common solution is the 11 noint of intersection" of the two 
geometric lines, is what we know as analytic geometry. Fre-
quently it ls convenient to use the algebraic method in the 
solution of geometric problems. At other :times it is con-
venient to represent geometrically algebraic problems in 
order to gain a clearer picture of the problem itself and to 
study the geometric representation of the algebraic expx·es-
sion. 
·In the next pages we shall stucty more of these analytlc 
concepts and method~. 
GRAPHS J.OO 
Theory and r.I'echnique of Graph Making · 
Introduction to Graphing 
G1~aphs are mathematical pictures or diagrams. rrhese 
pictures are drawings of mathematical equations and formu-
las, and by these means we cr-:tn study nroperties of these 
figUl"es. These pictures ca.n be made to tell stories of 
mathematical facts. 'rhey help us to see the shape of the 
qurve of the equation. They show us the clirection and slope 
of a line, the shape and size and. nosl tion of a circle, a 
parabola, etc. They rever-:tl visually the point in which two 
lines intersect, and many other facts f-'l.bout these ma the-
matical problems. In statistics they are effective meana of 
presenting the facts in a pictorial, easily understandable 
~. way. However, in order to do granhing efficiently and to 
interpret these e;rgphs intelligently, a student of mathema-
tics must learn and develop certain skills •. and techniques 
in graphing and to understand certa.in theories about graphs. 
You have learned some of these fundamentals in your eleJaen-
tary courses in mathematics. We sball extend the study of 
this topic to more advanced methods and techniques. 
Graphing Paper 
There are various kinds of graph paper. Some kinds 
are ruled off into squares. This is the ordinary 11 rectangu-
miliar •. Other kinds of paner are ruled off into spaces hot 
------·----· -- ---- ' 
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6f uniform size, as in the "semi-logarithmic"· and in the 
;' '~logarithmic" graph paper. We also have a graph paper ruled 
. ' . 
into ':eoncen tric circles with rays spreading out from the 
·. cent a~. This is the so called 11 1)olar-coorcUna te" paper. 
_Then .there is the "circular-percentage" graph paper. There 
· •• ,a.re also other kinds of graph paper for special· problems :l.n 
business, enginee:r>ing, mechanicR, and other fields. Your 
instructor has some of these sample8. Study these and be-
-.;. 66me' acquainted with them. 
· __ · :ca.rte'sian Rectangular-Coordinates 
· You are familiar with the Cartesian system of graphing. 
'aene Descartes, a French mathematician, discovered this 
-method. for combining algebra with geometry. This method is 
ba.s~d on one main principle, that of associating numbers 
' w~th points and thus making it possible to represent alge-
_braic equations by geometric figures, or gr.~phs. 
In another unit of this course we have considered the 
system as a scale with the points on a line as repre-
is very. important in graphing. Let us take a 
and bn it choose any point, for conv~nienae 
i~ the middle, as a point which we shall call 0. 
this point o, ana. taking any segment as our unit 
first point to the right will be 
corresponding to the positive integer 1, the next 
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With 2, and so on. The first point to the left with 
·~1, ·the next one with -2, etc. A point half way between 0 
and 1 .will be the point !, and so on. rrhe irra tto nal num-
' . 
hers oa.n be represented as well, as the ,.j 2 , or its decimal 
·-~ . 
~alue of 1.4, can also be represented. Thus, every'real 
·::' number (rational ana. irrational, nosi tive and negative) can 
. ! . ! 
~be aeeobiated with a point on this line. 
·· ·.··If we draw a perpendicular line through 0, this line 
! ! 
·.\Ifill a.lso have such points, positive above the horizontal 
'line and negative below it. Thus, we ha.ve each point on a 
·· .. lin·e associated. with a number, and conversely, each real 
· rtumb'er is associated with a point. The number associated 
.. : ·· with each point on the line is the 11 coordinate 11 of that 
point. The 0 point is called the 11 origin 11 of the coordi ... 
,nate system. The name 11 rectangular 11 given to this system 
refers to the fact that the two lines are perpendicular to 
. each other. These lines are called the axe·s of the system. 
The .horizontal line is marked X'X (from left to right) and 
the vertical line Y1Y (from bottom to top). The X1X line 
:The two together are called the coordinate axes, or just 
:., ·.the axes of the system. These e.xes divide the graph pe:per 
. 1nto four parts, called quadrant e, each numbered as follows: 
I; the upper left, II; the lower left, III; 
clockwise rotation. 
·-· ·- ·-'-- ,L ·-- •• -· ·- • ·-' •••·• •• '' •• - ••• -··• 
/ 
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Coordinates of a Point 
. . . . 
Every point in a. plane has two coor<'linates, or t·wo 
'values, the x and the y value. We alvra~s give the x value 
first. Thus, a point P, having coordinates x,y is written 
~s '(x,y) •. The x value represents the distance in units 
that the point lies to the right or lef~ of the Y-axis; the 
y-value represents the a.istance a point lies fl.bove or belon 
the X-axis. All points on .the X-axis hRve t=~. y value equal 
to 0; all points on the Y-e..xis have an x-value equal to o. 
The origin has (0,0) coordinates. 'rhe x distance is called 
the abscissa and the y distance is called the ordinate. 
Thus, a point 1' has coordinates x anc1 y, written as (x,y); 
x is the abscissa and y is the ord.inate of P. 
Let us study and locate a few points in a plane. On 
a sheet of graph paper draw a set of rectangular axes. 
La.bel correctly and completely. Locate a point whose co-
ordinates are (2,5). This means that the point is 2 units 
.to the right of the Y-axis and 5 units above the X- axis. 
Mark the point with a small x, or cross, and label P 1 (2,5). 
fol 
In which quadrant does each of these ·points lie? 
Study the respective abscissas and ord.ina tes and find 
reason why each point lies in the respective quadrant. 
Locate the following noints: P5 (0,5); P6 (-7.0). Study 
Thus, ;every point in a ulane is asAociated with a. set 
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of coordinates, the x and the y values. Tak'e ·some points at 
random, one in each quadrant, and give these noints the pro-
per 'C'Oord.ine.tes, and label these noints as P(x, y), giving 
values in place of the unknowns. 
Also, draw the ordinate (perpendicule.r from the point 
to the X'X axis) for each of the above given four points: 
P,., P'!ll, P.,., and PA_. Whe.t are the values of each ordinate? 
. - - -
D6 not·leave out the sign. Will all noints in the same 
quad.J:tant have the ordinate and the abscissa of the same 
sign? Study this carefully and remember this information as 
y6u will use it often in mathematics • 
. ·Some Symbols 
Various symbols are employed in labeling points on a 
graph. We shall use the letter P for a noint in general. 
When referring to some pa.rticular noint, we she.ll add e. sub-
script, as P 1 , Pa, etc. Whenever a specific set of coordi-
.nates is known, we shall label a point thus: P(3,7). Ho·w-
ever, in speaking of some particular point whose coordinates 
are as yet unknown, we shall use the letters x and y, with 
su The subscripts 
make these values for the abscissa and ordinate distinct, 
having a certain specific value, even though as yet unknown. 
Scale Units 
ordinate paper, but it should be selected in accordance with 
· the nature of the drawing, or graph to be ma.d'e, For this 
. ~eason, a student should learn how to inspect an equation 
. . . . ' 
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··'tjefo~~-gra.phing its curve in order to determine the shape, 
.. size, extent' lowest and highest points' A.nd other features 
·of the curve represented by the equation, so as to select 
.the appropriate unite that will give the graph the largest 
.. l.dze on the available paper. Sometimes it is desirable to 
·let each sque.re be equal to 5, or even 10 units instead of 
one; at other times it is more clesir.able to let two, or more 
squares represent one unit. In one case the picture, or 
· . gr-aph, will be ·11 squeezed 11 or 11 shrunk"; in the othet', it will 
'be itst:retched 11 or "spread out 11 • In some c~.ses it 1$ deai ... 
. ra.ble to adopt a different scale on each of the t'<I.'O FtXes, 
. in· which case one should make this known on the gr . .,nh, in the 
·legend. Unless this is done it will be assumed thR·t the 
.scale 1 a the same for both axes. 
Positive and Negative Line Segments 
You e.re already familia.r with negative numberf.l nnd. with 
that the abscissa va.lues to the right of the y-e.xis 
and to the left negative; that the ordinate 
·~Etlue~· above the x-axis are positive and below negative. 
agreed that numbers in one direction from e. 
stB.rtirlg point, the origin, will be positive and in the 
opposite direction will be negative. 
the,t has no beginning e.nd no end, or of indeterminate 
:·.: .. 
· .. .' 
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leng.th. · WheneveJ:I a line has a definite length 1 t is called 
a "21ne segment". It is frequently necessary to conside~ a 
·. lfrH~ segment as measured in a definite direction, either 
,:f'I'om one end to the other, or vice versa. This 11 directs 11 
our·segment, and we call it a "directed line segment" • 
. Reading the segment from left to right ma.kee it positive, or 
posit1~ely directed; and vice versa, negative, or negatively 
directed. Thus, line segment AB ma.y be written, or labeled 
af.i AB or BA. Considering the signs, we have: 
A._ __________________ B 
AB = -BA 
AB + BA = 0 
Often, the nature of the problem may be such tha.t the 
· segment is considered as undirected. 
Length of a Line Segment 
. (Distance Between Two Points) 
The system of coord.inates enables us to study the length 
· of line segments and distances between points. · The length 
any two points may be determined when the coordinates 
.of these two points are known. 
Whenever the two end points of a segment have the same 
abscissa (parallel to the Y-axis) such as P 1(2,3) and P8 (2;9); 
.length of the segment is the difference between the values 
-~~~o-o~t'),_,.-~T.nf~~~""'di~na-tes,---tha-t-1-s-~(-9~3~)-or-6-unttsc;-~stmi-1:-t:rrly-;-for 
parallel to the x-axis the length is equal to the dif-
.. :. 
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ferenoe between the abscissae. 
Plot and. label the above two points. On the same graph 
'plot'the next point to be considered, P3 (2,-5), which lies 
in the IV quadrant. What is the distance between Pa and P3 ? 
Here, toot 1t is equal to the difference between the ord1-
hates, or (9 -(-5)), which is equal to 14. 
Similarly, find the distances between P4 (2,0) and P3 ; 
0,betw,en Pa and P4 • 
··The diste.nce between any two points paving equal abscissas 
or equal ordinates is equtl.l to the difference between the un-
~qtial values, the ordinates or abscissas, respectively. 
Let us study now the diste.nce between any two points. 
'~ .. '. 
. . . . . ' ~ 
Distang~ between any two Points 108 
·An runa.teur :radio operator desired. to change the direct-
ion o:f' his antenna for experimental purposes, First, .he 
··tried· one of 100' in length in the direction DB (see the dia-
.. g~a.nt). Then he tried another one at right a.ngles to the 
·first one, the aerial CE. Next, he desired to try one in the 
direction AO. He found a point A, the top of. a barn. He de-
to know 
. ·:up~· 
This is his compu-
.. tation: 
, ''1 .•. He drew the diagram. 
2• . ABO forme a right 
triangle. Knowing 
that the distance DA 
was equal to 30 1 , 
and BE was equal to 
40 1 , he obtained: 
of this new aerial before nutting it 
y 
C('oo,,oo) 
(')(.~ 1 Ya) 
A ·a j) ~~-- ----- - -------, (100,40) (3o,40) 1 ()(.l-,'Yt} 
(.>C',, y,) 
· 3. AB = (100- 30) = 70 
4. OB = (100 - 40) = 60 
By the Pythagorean 
theorem: 
5. AC = J (loo-3ct+(lOo-4o)a x'-...;;:o+-______ __... __ x 
E 
= J 70a+603 = J 8500 
y' 
to the Cartesian coordinates, the two pointe A and 0 have 
·coordinates as follows: 
A(30,40)- Let us denote these coordinates by x, and y 1 • 
Thus- the coordinates of A may be written: A(x 1 ,y 1 ). 
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Explain how we dbta1n the coordinates of B. Why? 
Since the x-coordinate of B is the same ae that of C, 
or 100, the distAnce AB is equal to the x-coordinate of C 
·minus .. the x-coordina te of A, or ( 100-30) • Generally, this 
is (xa-x,). 
Simile.rly, the distance CB is the y-coord.ine.te of C minus 
the y-ooordinate of A~ rrhts becomes (100-40). or P-:enerall:v 
--·--- • - - - -·. - • r , - -
(y :a-Y t) • 
Study this figure very carefully. See the connection between 
the graphical f~:tcts and the Pythe.gorean theorem. In solving 
a problem of this kind it is not necessary to resort to a . 
diagram. All one needs to do is to have the coordinates of 
the two points. 
The formula, or rule, for the finding of the d.istance 
between any two pointe is as follows: 
"Find the d.ifference in the x-coordina t:es . and tho cUf-
ferenoe in the y-coordinatee. Square each difference. Add 
these two squares. Find the square root of this sum." 
Representing this rule in a mathematical formula we have 
This formula holds true for the difference between any 
two points e.nywhere in the four quad.re.nts, no ms.tter where 
each point me.y lie. The following questions and exercises 
. I 
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guestions and exercises 
1. On e. sheet of gra.ph paper draw the coord.ina.tes, or axes, 
XX' and YY 1 , with 0 the origin noint at the center. 
Z. Plot and label the following ~oints: 
3. 
4. 
5. 
P 1 ( 4, 3) ; P a ( -2, 5) p3 (-3,-4) and P 4 ( 6 , -2 ) • 
Notice the signs of each coordinate. 
a) Find the dista.nce between P 1 and P a using the dif-
ferences between the coordinates in the order (x 1 -
x8 )... (Note the signs in the subtractions) 
b) Check the above by reversing the order of subtract-
ion as (x3 - x,) .•• 
c) Does this changing the. order of subtraction make any 
clifference in the a.nswer? Why? 
d) Try reversing the ord.er of subtra.ction of just one 
quantity, either the differences of the abscissa~ or 
of the ordinates. Does this make a.ny difference? 
Why? 
a) Find the diste.nce betvveen p3 and p • 
I 
b) Find the distance between Pa and P". 
Find the distances of each of the four ooints from the 
origin. 
6. Will it me.ke any difference if the subtractions of the 
x-ooordinates and of the y-coordina.tes (abscissa.s t~.nd 
ordinate•) are reversed in order? If only one is re-
versed? 
is if one is (x 1-xa) and the other 
Additional exercises will be assigned to you by the 
inst:r:tuotor. 
of a Line Segment 111 
that we know how to find the length of a segment 
.(the'distanoe between two points on a line) let us consider 
,.:::'the problem of finding the midpoint of a segment. 
';,.: ' . ' r• , 
.J~et us first consider a. specific example then we shall 
··.:<;·: •. ·'·generalize. 
Plot the points P
1
(2,3) and P8 (8,7). Join these two 
points with a line. Let us denote the unknown midpoi;nt as .. 
'p{x;yJ. Our problem will be to find the coora.inates of 
:Refer to the diagram 
... on the· right. 
Drop perpendiculars 
.. from· these three 
'points to both axes. 
:, .. ·.· . · ... ' 
, . : Th~ abscissa of 1?, 
or x va.l ue, is equ:::tl 
to OB • 
. •Tne ordinate of P, 
or y value, is equal 
to OM. . 
·.·.a~ Then·. OB = OA + AB. 
. . ' ' 
.Since OB = x, and AB 
· .. ·.·. ~HAC), . (Can you prove 
this last statement 
··•·· .. from. 
y 
= 
X' 
these equal values we get: 
Pz. (8,7) 
I 
:I 
I 
I 
6 
l~·x == 2+tAC. But AC = (8- 2), the difference between 
Jihe ·abscissa values. 
OB = x = 2+~(8-2) = 2+3 = 5. 
OM= y = 
~~¥F~~~8~t~u~~~~~~nic·~·~~~tn~,~~~~~~·~~~~~1:h~·~~·~·t~t•ment~ • 
. ' Therefore, the coordinatm (x,y) of P, the midpoint, s.re 
: :•.:.<,PC5;!5)· •. 
(.-,· 
• ':·.l 
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let us take any two points, as P
1
(x
1
,y
1
) 
·, ';L'li~n, the coordinates of the midpoint P, (x,y), will be: 
X = X I +i ( Xa - X 1 ) e.nd Y = Y I +i ( Y a -y I ) 
two values mf:l.y be simplified to equa.l the following: 
x = .!.(x +x ) 
:a ' a 
and y = ~(y +y ) 
' . 
' . 
Develop these, and prove. 
l• .. · . 
. 'Ther~fore; the coordinates of the midpoint of a line segment 
" '•''' 
are: equal to the algebraic means of the coor<Una tee of the 
·•··· . ;'endcp~ints. 
Your instructor will assign exercises to find 
the midooint between two points. 
The Function Conceot 
11 
••• mathema.tics consistE'I mainly in the study of functions 
· and. the study of functi<?ns is the study of the ways in which 
in one or more things produce change.I:J in others. 11 
Cassius J.Keyser. 
From the above statement we can realize the importance 
this topic. The study of "functionality" and "dependence" 
, is·of prime importance to the s • 
The fundamental.idea involved in'the concept of furict-
0' 1onality is that of the dependence of one quantity in one or 
.more otherquantitiee. The number of examples of this de-
of one factor another in life ... in science, , 
; ' . .'· : 
) .• 
,examples will help you understand the type of changes we 
mean • 
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. ~,·In the formula A = nr3 , the area of the circle is ·de-
pendent upon the value of the :rAdius ~· As .!! changes, or 
"varies", so does the area of the circle, or A. Here, both 
A. and r cha.nge, o:r may be me.de to chA.nge according to the 
problem on hand, while the symbol remrdns always the same, 
1 · ot 11 constant 11 VA.lue. The values which change, such a.s A 
' 
and r, are called "variables"; the values which rem~:tin al-
ways the same are called "constHnts 11 • 
In the example from physics: s = lgta the distA.nce :a , 
• d~perids on the time in seconds 1, since g is a constant 
. value, the constant pull of gravity a_t any given distB.nce 
from the ea.rth's center (g = 32). We say tha.t.! will .de-
. pend. on 1· Thus, dependence and function!=l.li ty are one and 
·· the same thing. 
In general, one variable is said to b~ a function of 
·another variable if it depends on this other variable for 
its value. Thus, in the above examples, A is a function of 
in r. 
"Independent" Variables 
· We have said above that both A a.nd r are variables. One 
. :these will This 
the 11 dependent 11 variable, while the other one be-
the 11 independent 11 variable. For example, if we can give 
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:to :!'. a.ny value we please, then A den ends on this independent 
va_ria.ble and ·r is O.a.lled the indeuendent variable. . On the 
o'th-61:-' hand, W'e may hP.ve t=my nrea we please and then r be-
In this latter 
case A is the independent va.rie.ble and r is the d.ependent 
variable • 
. ,.. A symbol is used to express the notion that one variable 
is a function of another one. F(x) is the symbol used to ex-
., press this fact. F(x), or f(x) is read: "the function of 
.. x" •· 
·., .. · 
In the ·equation x = y - 3, x is a function of y, or 
·vice versa, and one variable is dependent upon the other. 
We may refer to the fact that x depends on y by using this 
symbol of functione.li ty as follows: x = f(y), "x is a 
function of y". ... 
Degree of a Function of One Veria.ble 
A function iri which the unknown is of the first degree 
• 
A function in which the unknown is of the second degree 
is called 11quadratic 11 • Thus, 2m2 -5m-3 is a quadratic func-
·tion·or rn. 
A function in which the unknown is of the third degree 
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. 
The degree of a function depends upon the degree of 
the unknown of the term having the highest exponent in the 
varie.ble A.ppearing in the expression. 
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Graphing Egua tions of the First Degree - Linee.r Equations 
Linear Functions 
To plot the graph of a linee.r equation you will re-
.call that you must: 
1. Find pairs of values of the variables involved. 
2. Find the points which correRoond to these pairs 
of values. 
3. Plot two or more of these points to draw a line 
through them. 
Let us study an example. 
Example 1. Plot the graph of the linear equation 
3x + 5y = 15 
Procedure: Assign values to x and find corresponding 
values for y. 'rhis procedure is called "finding a table 
of values 11 • 
Note the symbol, or expression, f(x) in the t~:~.ble. Solv-
3 3 - 5 x, a. f(x). 
For most integral values of x the corresponding value of 
y, or the f(x), will not be integral, but fractional. For 
a linear such as y = 3x -2 the values of y will 
equation in actual mathematical problems, we shall deal 
with all kinds of equations and plot these. 
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, Giving ve.lues of -5, -4, -3, etc ••• to x, find the 
corresponding values of y, or of f(x) to complete the 
above table. Also, find the corresponding value of y for 
the equation y = 3x -2 for the same values of x. Compare 
these values and· see hov1 they cliffer. ,Nhich of these t\•!C 
J 
· e'·C:J,uations can you plot more accurately and why? How can 
you plot the more difficult one more a.ccurately? Plot 
these two equations on the same graPh using the samesys-
tem of coordinates. Use a solid line for the first and a 
·broken line for the second and write along the lines the 
equation of each. 
This method of plotting a line is the method you 
have learned in your elementary courses in mathematics. 
We shall now study a little of elementary analytic geome-
try of a line e.nd learn some new facts about a line, its 
equation, and how to plot it more eEJ.sily. 
Remember that the gre.ph of every lineA.r equation is a 
the·linear equation. 
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ANALYTIC GEOw~TRY OF A LINE 
· Lines Parallel to the Coordinate Axes 
A straight line may be parallel to the X or to the Y 
. •'. ·axis. Study these specie ..l types of linear equations and 
be able to recognize them at a glance from the form of 
their equations. 
:! What is the equation of a line three units above the 
· • 'x.:..a.xis and pe.re.llel to it? How do we derive such an 
· •quation from these conditions? 
,I'· 
.. 
Fitst, we ask ourselves what are the ooordinat~s of 
each and every point on such a line. What are the valueo 
of P, any point? 
Since every point has coordinates (x,y), the ordinate 
(dista.nce from the x-axis) is equA.l to 3 for every point 
on this parallel line. The a.bscissa (distance from the 
Y-axis, or x value) varies for every point, that is, it 
is indetermina.te. It may he_ve any ve.lue. Therefore, y = 
3 will be the equation of such a line. 
a constant, will be the equation of a line para.llel to the 
X-axis at k units from it. 
·Similarly, an equation parallel to the Y-axie will have 
·.the equation x = k. 
and y = k is a line parallel to the X-axie. 
··.:;·_··. 
__ J 
., .. ,. ~,.,,._.-_-_---,.-.~ -~ .--~ 
-- . . ,. -~ ... - '" ·-
.. ___.;, ___ _ 
'' ~----- .. ··~ ........ .... ., 
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. 
Note .the usage of the letter k. We may use K, or k 1 ,.k8 , 
. etc. to indicate that these constants have differ,nt values, 
fis ·they do not h~we to be necessarily eque.l, A.l though they 
ma.y be so. 
On graph paper plot the following equations: 
1) X = -3 3) X = 6 
2) y = 5 4) y = -4 
Thus, upon examination, or first glance, the student 
should learn to recognize a linear equation from this form 
and be e.ble to plot it without difficulty. Some equatlons 
of this type do not appear in this form, but may be trans ... 
formed into it, and w};1.en this is done they are immediately 
recognizable. 
The Slope of a Line 
. A horizonta.l line is a. line Which may be thought of 
as hlevel", that is, having no slope, or ~·slope of o. A 
line which rises toward the right has a. positive slope, 
and a line which rises to the left has a. negative slope • 
. : The . slope of a. line is defined as "the tangent of the 
angle made by the line with the positive X axis". For 
have not studied trigonometry and the trigono-
Inthe figure to the 
.. ' . 
right, the line AB is said 
~o .have a· 11 posi ti ve 11 
·slope, since it rises to 
.. :·,the right. By drawing 
! the lines A1C and B1C, 
'! 
'· · .. ,• ~the first .parallel to the 
X 'axis and the second 
.Parallel to the Y-axis, 
wethuS form the right 
triangle A,B,C, with the 
right angle c. 
y 
b 
I 
I 
I 
I 
lo. 
' 
' 
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X'----0~~~--------------X 
A y• 
Points A
1 
and B
1 
may be any two points on the line. 
The "rise" B
1
C, or 1!, for a certain horizontal .length A1C 
determines the elope of the line. The greater this rise 
, .. 
a given horizontal d.istance the greater' the slope. 
The ratio a/b is the elope of the line, and this ratio is 
·· what is known as the t·angent of the angle A1 • 'rhus, the 
· "tangent" of an angle in a 
ratio of the opposite aide over the adjacent aide (a:b). 
In highway parlanoe,a road which rises uniformly 5 1 for 
· .. ·.•. everY' 100,1 horizontally is said to ht:'!.Ve a 5'!- slope, or 
feet 'for every 100 feet. If you were to draw this . 
. ·equal to 5 and ]2 would be equal to 100. The slope, or 
tangent, would be 5/100, or 1/20, or 5%. 
The slope concept of a line is useful in plotting 
linear equations. Every e~uation of a line may be re-
. vn.i tten, or put into a form known as the 11 slope form" 
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··. equation. Omitting the development and. the proof, any 
·linear equation,·· except x = k, (Why?) me.y be transformed 
Example 1. Change·the equation 2x -3y = 9 into "slope 
form 11 • 
1. Solve for y: 2x y = 3- 3. 
This is the "slope form" equation of the above linear 
·equation. Thus, to transform a linear equation into "slope 
.form11,we solve for y and simplify the right member • 
. The general type form is as follows: 
y=mx+b 
where 1!! (the coefficient of x, which may be + or -) is the 
. slope; and .Q is the intercept of the line with the Y-axie. 
Thus, the line whose equation is 2x - 3y = 9 has a 
slope equal to ~ and crosses the Y-axis at y = -3. 
Next, construct the right triangle, as in the 
above, with b = 3 and a = 2, and to the right, 
·'slnce the slope is positive. If the slope had been 
,·.;: -- .. 
this slope triangle would have to be constructed 
.. -,__;:,_ -- .....:. -.- - -- - ---· - -- -~-
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two units vertically up will determine the second point 
needed to dra.w the line of the equation. 
Exrunple 2. Plot by the use of the slope form the follow-
ing equation: 5x + 3y = 8 
Changing this equation into the 11 slope form", we get: 
y = - ~ x + ~' from which m = - ~ e.nd they-intercept 
To plot the line proceed 
a.s follows: 
1. Find the y-inter-
cept, y = i, or 2~. 
Me,rk this point on 
the graph. 
2. Construct the neg a-
tive slope of 5 
- 3• 
The slope triangle 
for a negative slope 
will have to be constructed 
dia.gre.m. Why? 
I 
I 
I ._ ___ 
X' 0 
Y' 
to the left, as in the 
This will determine the second Point, p6int S. 
3. ·nraw the line through the two points, I apd s. 
Exercises 
= 8 7.· 0 
-X. 
By the aid of the "slope form" equation, find a) the 
elope and b) the y-intercept for each of the following and 
7 
8 
• 
3x +2y = 9. 
4x +5y = 15. 
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Plotting a Line b:y the Intercept Method 
From our study of geometry we have learned that two 
points determine a line. Thus, it is only necessary to 
have two points in order to fix and to draw a line. There-
fore, in plotting the equation of a line we can readily 
find two such points, the intercepts of the line with the 
x- and y-axes. :rhe se two points should be sufficiently 
apart in order to draw an accur8. te line, and where the two 
intercepts ar~ too close it is desirable to find a third 
point at some·distance away. Why? 
The intercept points are found as follows: 
1) Let y = 0 in order to find the intercept on the 
X axis. 
2) Let x = 0 in order to find the intercept on the 
Y axis. 
I 
Exe.mp le 1. Plot the line of the equa tlon 5x -7y = 3. 
3 By letting y=O we obtain x = 5; by letting 
x = 0 we obtain y 
Plot these two points, 
3 
= -7· 
0) and ( 0, - ~ ) • The. two 
ine drawn 
throu'gh them .will not be very accurate. In this case it 
·is better to find a third Point such as a point when x = 
5, or 6, or 8, etc. When x = 5, then y = £t. This point 
' ~ ~nd one of the intercept points will give you a more ac-
··Example 2. Plot the line 
.of the equation 2x+3y=6 
.. Finding the intercepts: 
When x = o, y = 2. 
When y = 0, x = 3 • · 
'Plotting these pointe and 
·drawing the line through 
' ' 
'them we have the graph as 
'' r irt .. the diagram to the 
' right. 
Exercises: .Your in-
,,struoto:r will assign 
·' som.e .exercises. Use the 
iriteroept method to plot 
these equations. 
A .. Family of Lines 
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y 
Y' 
A special case of the slope form equation is the follow-
ing equation: y = mx 
Note that this equation is exactly alike to the slope form 
except that the constant term, the y-intercept is missing. 
: eq\le.l to o. By giving any positive or negative value to m, 
and plotting the corresponding equations for each ve.lue of 
m, we she.ll have a number of lines passing through the origin. 
· ·. This set of lines is called a fe.mily of lines, or of linee.r 
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~ercise: Plot this equation when m ha.e values of l/3; l/4; 
· l/2; 3/4; l; 2; 3; 5; and then when m has all these values 
as negative in character • 
. Summary; 
In plotting the equation of a line we have learned that 
·transforming the equation into the slope form helps us to 
plot the line and it tells us something about the line it-
self,, that is, its slope and the y-intercept. By the method 
of finding the 11 intercepts 11 we have learned how to plot the 
' ' 
equation of line quickly and easily. These two methods are 
much simpler than the method of finding a table of VR.lues 
and then plotting the points. However, this latter method 
iS useful as in many equa.ti ons it is desirable and. necessary 
· to.find points other than a few special points such as the 
intercepts. 
Now that we have studied the graph of .. e. linear equation 
we shall next take up the study of the graPhing of the 
equation of the second degree. 
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EQUATIONS OF THE SECOND DEGREE ' 
Their Equations and their Graphs 
Eguations of the Second Degree 
The degree of an equation of one unknown is determined 
,by the term containing the unknown to the highest degree 
• p:rovid.ed the exponents in the equation are all positive and 
1~ the numerator. Unknowns ha.ving negative exponents may 
a:P.Pear in the uenomina tor of e.ny term of the equa.tion. 
If the equa.tion contains more than one unknown then the 
,, degree· of this equa.tion is determined as above, but in ad-
dition the sum of the exponents of the unknowns in any one 
term must be ac1ded. and thus the term giving the largest 
value for the exDonents determines the d.egree of the 
equation. 
'l1lus; a term such as 5x3 y is of the third degree since 
the sum of the exponents of x and y is equ~.l to 3. A term 
such as 4x3 yz3 is of the 6th degree. 
Examples: 
second degree in one 
unknown. 
2) x3 +x3 -3x = 8 is e.n equation of the 
third degree in one 
unknown. (Cubic) 
3) xa+ya = 4 is an equation of the 
second degree in two 
4) xy = 5 is an equation of the 
second degree in two 
unknowns. 
-------------
1',. ·' 
5) 3x+2xy"' = 7 is a cubic equation 
in two unknowns. 
6) 5x8 +xy8 = 5 is a cubic equation 
in two unknowns. 
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, ~'hese examples could be extended. to equations of high-
degree such as the following: 
7) xy - x3 y3 - y3 = x3 . is ~m equation of 
the fourth degree 
in two unknowns. 
Why? 
The.most general equation of the second degree in two 
. unknowns, say X andy, me.y contain term in x8 , y 3 , Xy, X, 
/:;,: . '·and y, and a constant, e.s in the following example: 
3x8 +2xy - 5y3 +3x -4y+7 = 0 
This equation, when written in ita general form, where 
·A, B, ·etc. are constants, takes this form: 
Ax3 + Bxy+ Cy3 + Dx+ Ey+ F = 0 
All these terms need not be present. When only the 
foilowing terms are present Ax3 +Dx+F = 0 the:· equation is 
said. to be a "quadratic" equation in one unknown. However, 
B.n.equation to be of the second degree must have at least 
the second degree and none higher. 
·We shall study first quadratic equations in one un-
Then, we shall take up the study of equations of the 
,"--' 
a.·egree in two unknowns. 
~uadratic Equations 
.properties of the quadratic equation. We have learned 
I 
i' 
. · . .-. 
. ' ,·, 
·how tc:> .solve this equation by completing the squB.re, by 
·factoring, by the formula, and by the gre.phice.l method. 
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We shall extend the study of the quadratic equation in 
this unit. Before proceeding, however, we shall :review 
·, 
some of the elementary methods of solving these equations. 
Solution of Quadratic Equations by Factoring 
To solve a quadratic equation by factoring we need to 
,know how to factor. We have lee ..rned these processes in our 
elementary algebra course. Do you know how to f$.ctor 
:.quickly and accurately? 
·He~e ar~ the main types: 
I. Polynomials with a common monomial factor 
Example: 
,Type: 
2rs -6rt -14r3 u = 2r(s -3t -7ru) 
ab+ac+ad 
II. Polynomials which may be factored by grouping 
Example: 
·Type: 
3(b+4)+a(b+4) = (3+a)(b+4) 
a.x + ay + bx + by 
III. Trinomials which are perfect squares 
Example: 9 = (4r -3)(4r -3) 
IV. The difference between two squares 
Example: 
Type: 
Type: 
x3 - 16 = (x - 4)(x + 4) 
a3 - b 8 
' J 
~ ' 
·'· 
VI. 
VII. 
Exercises 
The general quadrt:l.tic trinomial 
Example: 
Type! 
12~3 -llxy + 2x3 ~ (3y -2x)(4y -x) 
e.x + bx + q_ 
Trinomials which may be transformed into the 
difference of two sauares 
Exe.rnple: x4 -5x~y2 + 4y 4 = 
adding e.nd subtrEJ.cting x3 y3 , we get: 
(x" - 4xaya + 4y4) _ xaya 
(xa _ 8ya)a -{xy)a difference of two 
squares 
(xa 2ya 
-
xy )( x2 -2y3 + xy) 
Type: 
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Review exercises on factoring for the above seven· ~ynes 
will be assigned by the instructor. 
Another type of factoring, some of which you have 
learned before in the form of x3 ± y3 , but in a more general' 
form will be considered this time. 
VIII. The sum o:r difference of tw:o like pgwere 
~~-- ., ---- "'~"'- xa _+ y_3 ~~~~------~--~¥98+---a~~~~a-sg_~~~~g~:~~~~~------------------
Cases: 1. an -bn is always divisible by (a-b). 
2. when n is event is divisible 
by both ( a.--=i=b J t=md (a -b) 
3. a11 + bn is ~.!: divisible by (a-b). 
4. an + bn when n is odd, is divisible 
-~----~-·-··- ~ _- .. --------:-·:.·..> ....... ~ ....... ~-~ 
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.Examples: Stud.y each of these exarnpleR and re'fer to the 
...... ...L'L - --
u-vner 
corresponding case rule above. 
1. xs - yS = (x - y) ( ) . Find the second factor. 
2. x" y" = (x Y) (x+y ) ( ) Find the third fo.ctor. 
3. xs + yS :::t (x y)( ) Find. the second factor. 
exarn12les: 
1. 32m5 - n 10 = 25m5 -(n3 ) 6 = (2m) 6 - {na)S = ••••• 
Apply the above rules B.nd find the fA.ctors. 
2. 16r4 - s 18 = •••••••• Proceed as in 1 and factor 
completely. 
3. 16 + m4 = •••••••• Ce.n this type be fA.ctored? 
Why? 
4. 27 + x 6 = ••.....• FRctor, if possible. 
Exercises 
Factoring exercises on tyne VIII will be assigned by 
the instructor. 
Remainder and Factor Theorems 
Whenever a quantity, e.ri thmetical or algebraic, is di-
either a factor of the dividend, that is the divisor will 
d1v1deinto the dividend an even number of times, or the 
quotient will not be a factor, but will have a remP..inder 
beside. Let us consider a simple arithmetical exercise to 
~'samPle. 1. 
----,- ~ ··--
,./.··· 
Divide: 576 ( di vio.end) 
by 
····· .. ..,,.,,_.' .... ,, -,~, ... -.--__. .... :.·,.,.--................... ______ , .. _ 
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12 (diviso:r) 
Dividing, we obtain the answer (quoti~nt) = 48. 
In this example the quotient and the divisor are· 
factors of the dividend, or of 576. We may think of the 
. : . 
· remainder as being equal to o. This case will be an 1m-
. ·•· porta.nt condition in the stucly of the Factor Theorem • 
,;· 
Divio.e: . 5039 by 25. 
Divio.ing, we get the quotient of 201, and the 
rem&inder equal to 14. 
In this example the divisor 25 .1.§. not a factor of the 
· di vid.enc1_, 5039. 
The above explanation and examples are only partial 
presentations of the Remainder Theorem. Let us illustrate 
.the Saine facts by algebraic examples. 
Example 3. Divide (x 4 - x3 - 9x2 + llx - 6) by {x - 3) (dividend) (divlRor) 
Perform the long division 
x3 +2x3 -3x+2 = Quotient 
x-3 I x 4 -x3 -9x3 +llx-6 
(Check this division)' 
The quotient ( Q.), x3 +2x3 -3x+2, and the r11 visor (x-3) 
the fa.ctors of the dividend, since the reme.inder is o. 
•. ··mxample. 4. Divide (x3 + 2x3 - 5x + 7) by (~-2). 
Perform this division. The quotient will 
be (x3 +4x+3) and the remainder equal t~ 
13. Check. 
I.t follows then that the dividend (x3 +2x3 -5x+7) :ts 
equal to: ( x-2) ( x3 +4x+3) + 13 ( the Remainder, R) 
Notice that we cannot write this as follows: 
(x-2) (x8 +4x+3+13). Why? 
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't .. '. Multiply eaoh case to check whether you get back the 
briginal dividend. 
Now we are reB.dy to consider the theorem. 
If a polynomial in x (or any other letter) is divided 
by a binomial (x-n), the remainder will be the same as the 
origine.l polynomial divid.en(i with n. substituted for x. 
Applying this theorem to example 2 above, we substi-
,_ 
tute n, or 2 in this case, for x in the example. We obtain 
the following quantity: 
23 +2(2) 8 - 5(2)+7 
· Performing the indicated operation 
obtain 8+8 -10+7, or 13. 
combining, we 
Generalizing the above, we have the following general 
·' .. example : 
', ·: 
... ~--··-.' ""'"·""'"~~- .. ·--····· ··~-·~· ·- . 
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Illustrative example of the Remainder Tlieorem 
x- n/ 
x + (n-5) 
(n-5)x (n-5)x 
+8 
+8 
-n(n-5) 
n3 -5n+8 (Remainder) 
Notice that the Remainder is exactly the same as the 
original polynomial dividend with the letter changed from 
.x ton. If n=3 1 as when the divisor is (x-3), then there-
mainder will be 33 -5(3)+8=2. 
Example 1. 
What is the remaina.er when 5x3 +8x2 -15 is divided by 
(x+5)? 
Substitute for x the va.lue of n, or -5. (Why -5)? 
We obtain: 5(-5) 3 +8(-5) 3 -15. Perform operations, 
collect, and obtain the Remainder of -440. 
Example 2. 
Find the remainder in the following division: 
3x8 -10x+5 + 
Notice that the divisor ie not in the form of (x-n). 
convert it to this form divide the divisor by the co-· 
·efficient of x, or 2, thus you get (x+3/2). Now you can 
theorem. 
3(-3/2) 8 ~ 10( 3/2 )+5. 
;'j 
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Performing the operations and. combining we get the re-
·mainder of -13/4. 
Exercises: The instructor will assign a number of exercises 
on the Remainder Theorem. 
· ·• . The Fnotor Theorem 
Now, if in the F.tbove examples .n is a number, or expres-
, ~ion, such that the division by (x-n) gives us a remainder 
equal to zero, the division is exact, and the quotient and 
the divisor will be two fpctors of the original dividend 
· . polynomial. 
Let us now consider the imnlice.tions when the remainder 
·is o. We have seen that (x-n) will be a factor of the divi~ 
dend. As the name of this theorem implies, the theorem is 
used to determine whether a. binomial of the form (x-.n) is or 
is not a factor of a polynomial. This polynomial must be a 
,., 
;. 
ratione.l and integral polynomial which will be defined and 
illustrated in another section of this unit. As we have 
seen, this binomia.l will be a factor when the remainder is 
zero• Therefore, the factor theorem is in reality associat-
ed with the Remainder Theorem, for if the remainder is zero 
the binomial is a factor. 
Ahother statement of the factor theorem is as follows: 
Factor Theorem: If .n is a root of a rational and integral 
·equation. 
i 
Example 1. 
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Determine if (x-4) is a factor of the equation 
x3 +x-20=0 
Applying the Reme.inder Theorem, we get 
43 +4-20=R=? 
If it is o, then the binomial is a factor • 
. And since R is zero, it is a factor. And 4 is a root of the 
equation. 
. EXample 2. Is -7 a root of the equation x3 +10x3 -2lx-35=0? 
This is equivalent to sHying "Is (x+7) a factor of the 
polynomial of the equation"? Applying the Remainder Theorer~ 
. we obtain R=O, making the binomie.l (x+7) a factor. There-
fore ~7 ~ a root of the equation. 
A mathematical process known as the "synthetic divi-
sion~ is used in abbreviating the work of long division and 
in finding factors and roots of an equation. This method 
of division and its applications will be i~troduced and 
.. •' 
studied later in the course. Also, more on the subject of 
rational a.nd integral equations will be introduced later 
on. 
Exercises: (Your instructor will assign a number of exer-
cises on the Factor ~heorem). 
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Let us return to the study of the quadratic equations. 
First, let us briefly review the methods of solving these 
equations as you have learned these j_n your course in ele-
mentary e.lgebra.. 
I. Solving quadratic equations by fabtoring 
In solving a quadratic equation (or 'of A. higher degree) 
~y factoring the student must factor completely, or into 
prime factors, the terms of an equation nfter these have 
been transposed to one side, grouped, arranged in either 
~scending or descending order of the powers of the unknown 
-involved, and equated to zero. 
A few examples will refresh your memory about this 
method. 
Example 1. 
Exam2le 2. 
Solve by factoring the ecu.atlon x3 -2x - 15 = 0 
Factoring we get: ::· (x+3)(x-5) = 0 
Equating ee.ch factor to zero ('Nhy?) (x+3) = 0 
e.nd (x-5) = 0 
From which we get the roots: x = -3 
X= 5 
Solve x:;a = 42 - X 
1. xa + X -42 = 0 
2. ( ) ( ) = 0 (Find the factors) 
3. Let each factor equal to o, solve and find 
the two values for x. 
·---------
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!I. Solution by comoleting the sgue.re 
Not all quadratic equations are readily facto~Rble by 
inspection and such as to yield linear fRctors of the form 
(x-a)(x-b), nor are they of the perfect trinomiB.l square 
form. The method. of "completing the square" makes it. pos-
aible to solve most of these equations. 
~&e following are the steps to be followed in solving 
an equation by the process known as "completing'the square". 
Exa.mgle 1, Solve the equation 3y3 = 2y + 8 
Steps; 1. Transpose terms containing unknowns to 
one side, 
3y3 - 2y = 8 
2. Divide both sides of the equation by the 
coefficient of the square term, or 3 in 
this case: 
3. "Complete the square" of the left hand 
side. This is accomplished· by taking 1/2 
of the coefficient of y, squaring this 
amount, and adding. We must add this 
same amount to the other side e.lso. Why? 
1/2 of 2/3 is 2/6 or 1/3. Squaring we get 1/9. 
4. The left hand trinomial will always become a 
"perfect trinomie.l square". This is why we 
call this process "completing the square"• 
Now we apply the method of f8ctoring to 
complete the solutt on of this equation. 
FR.ctoring: (y-1/3) 2 = 25/9 
(y -1/3) = + 5/3. 
• . 
. ~, 
6. From 5 we get the two equations: 
a) y 1/3 = 5/3 
and 
b) y - 1/3 = -5/3• 
7. Solving each, we get: 
a.) y = ~ll } b) y = 3 
I!I. Solution by the Quadratic Formula 
b + I ba - 4ac The quadratic formula x = ------"'-...,-----
2a 
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is used in finding the roots of a quadratic equation, the 
general fo~m of which is written as ax3 + bx + c = 0. The 
letters a, b, and o are numerical ooeffioients, but may o.lso 
represent any algebraic exnression not containing the un-
known. Care must be exercised to perform the algebraic 
operations in the formula with the proper signs • 
. Example 1. Solve .the equation 3x~-13x-10 ~. 0 
Substl,tuting in the formula. we hf:lve: 
X= ... (-13) ± J (-13)2 ~-:4(3)(-10) 
2 ( 3) • 
13 
= 
X= 13 
±J 
6 
+ 17 
6 
169 + 120 
x = 30/6,-4/6; or 5, -2/3. 
Therefore, the roots of the above equation ar-e 5 and -2/3. 
Exercises: Your instructor will ass1 n exercises on· 
' the three methods presented above. 
;', 
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Of the above three methods of solving quadratic equ-
. ations the fe.oto:t'ing and the formula methods e.re .the most 
c'ommonly used. A fourth method, the graphical method fo:t' 
, solving quadratic equations, is also used. This method will 
be reviewed and expanded in tb.e next section of this unit. 
Graphical Solution of Quadratic Equations in one Unknown 
· Earlier in this unit we have studied the coordinate 
system and the graphing of linear equations. We can extend 
this method to the solution of qua~ratic equations and of 
·.those of higher degree. 
Purposely we have left this method for the last in 
orde:t'·that we may connect the algebraic and the geometric 
aspects involved and to make the transition from a secondary 
equation in one unknown to one in two unknowns and thus 
. . . 
enable us to introduce the study of the conic sections and 
their properties• 
The solution of an equation means finding the roots of 
that equation, that is, to finl the values of the unknown 
' fo!t .. which the equation will be sa.tisfied. In the example 
above' the equation 3x*-13x-10 = 0 will be satisfied, that is, 
·, Wili be equal to 0, when x has the values of 5 or of -2/3. 
Irt the graphic .method.,. when an eque.tion has been plotteo., 
' '.. . ~ ' . .. 
~·the graph of that equation will cross the x-axis at certain 
·P~C)_iti}sL_a.nd ~ will hav~ _(}_e:t''t;e.in specifi~ ya.lues. When these 
values' are found and. substituted for the unknown in the 
equtttion they will satisfy the equation. These values are 
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the roots, or solutions, of the equation. Some equa.tions 
will not cross the X-axis, but their graphs will be totally 
either above or below the axis. In this case the roots of 
these equations are said to be imaginary. Equations which 
have :real roots (cross the X-axis) may have distinct points • 
. I~ may happen that both roots are equal, in which case the 
graph will cross the axis twice in the same point, or the 
.axis is tangent to the gre.ph • 
. Graphical solution of an Equation 
The following steps are to be followed in graphing e.nd 
sol~ing an equation: 
l. Transpose all terms to one side and let these 
equal to zero. 
2• Find a ta.ble of ve.lues (x and f (x)) and plot the 
equation. 
3. Find the value of x for the points where the 
graph crosses the x-axis. These are the roots 
of the equation. ¥· 
Ce.re should be exercised in plotting the graph and. in 
choosing en appropriate scale of uni,ts. Also, the rea(Ung 
of the roots must be ce.refully estimated. as me.ny graphs of 
such equations will not cross the x-e.xis on a point which 
shall correspond to an exact integer. The synthetic division 
.·.use in finding approximate roots will be discussed. la.ter. 
Example 1. Solve the equation 3x3 - 13x - 10 = 0 by the 
graphical method. 
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Following the above listed steps we proceed as 
follows: 
Step 1. The equation is already in the form where all terms 
are on one side and they are equal to zero. 
Step 2. Give a 
X 
f(x) 
values to x and find the corresponding values of 
f(x). This amounts to finding a table of values. 
= -10 -7 -5 
-3 -1 0 1 3 5 7 10 etc. 
= 420 228 130 56 6 -10 -20 -23 0 86 160 
The next· step is to plot these points on grs.ph paper 
and to draw the graph. 
Let us stuo.y the R.bove table before proceeding with 
the graphing of this equation. 
If we were to gra"Qh this equation for :·the v~.lues betv:een 
·x. equal to -10 a.nd x equAl to 10 we would have the corresnonc1-
1ng f(x) very le.rge. We let f(x) equ.~.l y for the purpose of 
graphing. 
A, few paragrA.phs e::~.rlier we were cautioned to exercise 
care in plotting a graph and we were asked to choose appro-
. , priate scales of units. Doing this for the above data we 
can let each square on the X-axis equal 1 and each square 
.ori the Y-axis (ordinate) equnl 10. This will have the 
.effect of. 11 shrinkil1.g 11 the height of the curve, but will, 
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usually, make the reading of the point of interception of 
the curve with the X-axis more difficult. However, you 
.~hould study this procees of choosing different scales for 
the e.bscissa or ordinate ve.lues. It is a method we resort 
to on certt=J.in occasions in nlotting graphs. Be cert;:tin you 
understand it before proceeding. Consider the problem one 
would have if the £lbove scale 
' of 11 one sque.re eque.l 1 11 for both the e.bscissa and the ordi-
nate. Could you graph the curve between x = .. 10 e.nd 10 on 
an ordinary sized grRph naner? 
If we were required to nlot the above graph between 
these limits for x, and by letting the scale for the ordi-
nates be 11 1 sq. = 10" we would require ~t least 42 sudh 
squares. Between the values for x of -1 and 0 the curve 
would then come d.own and CROSS the X-axis from • 6 of a square 
above to 1 square below the X-axis. The point where the 
curve would cross the X-e.xis would deDend on the curvature 
or shape of the curve. This shape is d.eterrnined by the pre-
ceding and succeeding point. Therefore, it is necessary to 
insure its correct shape. The more points we have the more 
accurate it will be, but it is not always nece_ssary to have 
.too many points. Later we shall learn how to foretell the 
· shape t::md .limits of a curve of an equation by studying its· 
equations, before plotting the corresponding curve of that 
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.. equation. 
Sihce our nroblem here is not mainly the d.rawing of 
the curve of this equatiori but the finding of the roots of 
the equation by the graPhical method, we are Primarily 
interested in finding the accurate noint where the curve 
crosses the x-axis, as this is the value of x for which 
the equation will be satisfied. It is, therefore, impor-
tant to draw the curve accurately and as finely as nossible 
and to estimate this point as closely as nossible. ror 
. ' this reason we shall consider e.nother important conceut of 
analitic mathematics, that of determining between which 
values, or integral values of x, the curve w;tll cross the 
x-axis. IJ.'his is a necessary technioue for the student of 
mathe~atics and is a part of the study of the "theory of 
equation». This is the fact you should learn and under-
stand thoroughly. 
Whenever the value of f (x) changes from a r.>ositive 
value to a negative value between two values of x, or vice~ 
versa, the curve will cross the X-axis and the root will 
In the t:tbove example notice that we have such changes 
.'in the f (x), or y-values, in two places, between x= -1 and 
x = 0 and between x = 3 and x = 7. Notice also that when 
x ~ 5 the f {x) is 0. In this case this is one root of the 
"When f(x) is equal to zero for a given 
value of x, this value of x is one of the roots of the 
' ._._ ... -• ~ ... ,. . .. , .. -~~ 
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,"equation". Will the other value of x, the one between -1 a.nd 
·. 0 also give f (x) = 0? 
'·' 
In order to get a more t:locu.rate rea.ding of the point 
where. the curve crosses the X-axis we may take a limited 
.section of the graph and plot this section only, say that part 
·. of the graph between x = -2 or -:3 and 1 or 2, ~.nd choose a 
· 'la,rger scale in order to spread. Oi .. enlar-ge the graph. A 
·,''scale sUch as 11 4 squa.res equal 1 11 on the X-axis, or abscissa 
'' 
. va.lue,and "one square equal 5" on the y-e.xis, or ordinate 
·value. Do this on graph paper. Compare the ea.se of reading 
.·· .of'r the. point of interception between the two graphs. 
Th~ above discussion has dealt not only with the method 
of solving an equation graphically, but a.lso with the tech-
nique of graphing and with a fa.ct of the theory of equations. 
~~is latter fact, the finding of two integers for x between 
which the f (x) changes in sign can be performed by substi-
. tuting values for the unknown a.nd noting wheh the value of 
the equation, that is the f (x), will change in sign. 'rhus 
· .. you can determine between which two abscissa va.lues the curve 
erose • 
·Step 3.. Gra.ph accurately the above equation in the two ways 
as described above and read off the points where the 
curve crosses the X-axis. These Will be the solu-
tions _OT !'_()()~s, ()_f_the equation. 
·(Exercises will be assigned by the instructor) 
··---~·'-~·····~~----·---~-·--·-···----....--·-..._.,. .. ..- ........ - ..... ~-------· 
·. Special Ce.ses of Gra:ohical Solutions of Equations 
Every equation of the second degree has two roots. 
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· · ·' The :rtumber of roots an equation has depends upon the degree 
of the equation. Thus, a linea.r equation (which is of the 
first degree) has one root; a quadratic (of the second de-
gree) has two; a cubic has three, etc, However, not all 
roots have to be real. Some roots may be 11 imaginary11 , as 
will be explained at the end of this section. The real 
roots need not be distinct, that is, different, but may be 
equal. This, too, will be explained below. 
We shal·l study these special cases through the study 
of some specific examples • 
. Example 1. Solve granhically the equation x3 -4x -3 = o. 
Find a sufficient number of points and olot accurately 
the graph of this equation. Choose a scale of units to 
make the graph fe .. irly large. Find the roo~s. From the 
graph answer the following questions: 
1) In how many quadrants does the graph lie? 
From your gra.ph of the above equation determine approxi-
mately and by inspection the 11 lowest" e.nd the 11 highest" 
·point of the curve of the equation. These are the 
turning points of the curve. 
-
At what point does the graph change in slope? 
Doers the graph (or curve) have a positive or negative 
slope to the left of its turning point? of 
.. - --·.·------ ·- .. -----,----,~-----'---..--- ... 
. In how many points does the curve cross the X-axis? 
6) Has this equation real roots? Are they equal or distinct? A 
,·' ·' 
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;:Examp1e·2. Solve graphically the equation xa -4x+4 = o. 
Plot as inst!'ucted above and on the same gre.ph 
.. paper as example 1. Answer the same set of questions as for 
example 1. 
EXample 3. Solve graphically the equa tlon x2 -4x + 8. 
Plot as instructed above and on the same graph 
.paper as the other two examples. Answer the same questions 
' j ,;· 
,as,. for example 1. 
' ,I' 
Study the three equations and draw your conclusions 
·from the graphical investigation and examination. 
Note the difference between the three equations. Ima-
.· · , gina the graph of the first example to be a piece of wire 
, .... of the same shape as the curve. Move it upward and notice 
·.·• what happens to the points of intersection of the curve with 
the x-a.xi s • 
Using the quadratic formula, solve each of the three 
' ':· 
equations above and check these roots with the roots e>btain-
·. ad from the gra.phs. 
carefully the three equations. Can you tell by inspect-
ion whether an equation will he.ve real roots or not, ahd 
roots will be distinct or equal? (Write these 
separate piece of paper, in any order, then study them) 
An equation such as the one of example 3 above, where 
.. , 
··.the gre.ph of the equation does not cross the X-axis, is said 
::.'j: 
' :.t· 
'· ·--.... ·- ~ ... " -...... . ..... .. . . --- ··.···------ ·----------~---~ .... ,. -·"' -. -·-- ......... --··-~- ~- ····-·· 
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to have no real roots. But since every equation has roots, 
these roots are said to be "imaglnary". These roots oP-.n be 
· exr,>r,ef:lsed in a numerical form involving g new tyoe of a 
number; the "imaginary II number. We shall t::tke UD the study 
of this number in a future unit. 
An equation may have all of its roots real. They may 
be equal or distinct. It mP..y have some roots real r:md some 
.imaginary. It me.y also hHve :.?.11 of its roots imaginary. 
WJte "discriminant" of the general Quadratic Equation 
The charActer of the roots of a quadratic equat:ton mny 
.be determined without plotting. We can tell whether the 
roots will be real or itm':l,ginary, rational or irrational, 
equal or unequal. In order to do this we must refer to the 
formula for the solution of a quadratic equation. In thi~ 
:formula, the quantity under the radical, the 11 b 3 -4ac", is 
called the 11 discri~inant 11 of the general quddratic. From a 
study of the value of this discriminant we can tell the 
charac-ter of the roots. Study the general formula and see 
·, how, this quantity determines this cha.racter of the roots. 
'The.following are the conclusions we arr:lve at from the 
the discriminant: 
I. If 11 b3 -4ao 11 is positive, the roots are real 
and unequal. 
square, roo s are 
rational; .if not a perfect square, 
the roots are irrational. 
f': \ 
. ; 
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III. If "b3 -4ac" is zero, the roots are equal. 
IV. If "bi-4ac" is negative, the roots are imagi-
nary. 
Ap.ply this discriminant test to the above three 
examples. 
Exercises 
Your instructor will assign six quadrRtic equations. 
a) By the use of the discriminant, determine the 
character of the roots of these equations. 
b) 
c) 
Plot each and find the roots as accurately as 
possible. Choose the scale of units that will 
give you the best reading nossible. 
By the use of the quadratic formula, find the 
roots for each of these equations a.nd compare 
these roots with the ones obtained by the 
graphical method • 
Conclusion to this Unit 
To the student: 
This concludes the work of this unit~·and of the 
first semester's work of the course. Our next unit will 
, deal with a continuation of the same and of related topics 
such as the elementary theory of equations and the applica-
tion of the remainder theorem, fadtor theorem, and synthe-
tic division in finding roots of equations. The latter part 
of the next unit will deal with an elementary study of the 
conic sections and their geometric, algebraic, and analyti-
cal as ects. 
Throughout this semester, you have dealt with problems 
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Which involved factoring, performing algebraic· operations 
with signed numberA and signed exnressions, with fractions 
and processes involving the handling of fractions. Instead 
of dealing with these mechanical techniques directly, you 
have stuo.ied them indirectly and used them continuously. 
We shall uroceed with this method throughout the course. 
The purpose of this method is to keep up with the funo.amen-
tal processes of mathematics. 
At the end of the second semester, we shall have 
covered an amount of work equivalent to the usually pre-
scribed course in second year algebra, with the adoition of 
such topics as elementary analytic geometry, theory of 
equations, and other introductory material dealing with 
topics not usually included in such a course. 
In the second year of this unified course, we shall 
concentrate mainly on the coverage of the usue.l courae in 
trigonometry and solid geometry, but so arr9.nged as to use 
and maintain at all times the necessary mastery and skills 
of mathematics. Also, you will be introduced to the ele-
ments of calculus. 
I 
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CHAPTER VI 
CO~TCLUSION 
, .. The units presented in this thesis have been tried 
.out. experimentally in a class of high school juniors and 
seniors. 'f.his class happened to be one of the best class-
:es to come up, and for tlus ree.son, it may be the.t some of 
the success of these units is not entirely due to the con-
tent or methods of this course. However, the writer has 
hnd other classes 11 almost as good 11 which he had taught in 
:the traclitional way, and he can a.raw some compe.risons and 
·. ,' . t'entntive conclusions. Even though some of these conclus-
.' . . . 
'·,· :, ' 
· lone are based on subjective judgment, an attempt has been 
· . made to be objective whenever possible. All the expecta-
.tions have by no means been realized. It will require more 
experimentation, more revision, more study and follow-up 
before anything lilce a scientific s.nd objective eve.luation 
.,_·: 
,, .. 
;,· 
can 'be made. The results, reactions, and. suggestions at 
this time, after only one trial, are solely indicative. 
CJ.ass O:rga,nization and Administration of the Coul"Se 
The \"ll'iter, hereafter referred to as the instructor, 
begart the teaching of this course by giving to his class 
·· , .copies of Unit A, Introduction to the Course, . (Chapter I 
.. in the Thesis). The class was instructed. to. study the 
. unit v·er carefull • During the discussion .periods, all 
-- ·--- -- ·-. -·-. - ·------- --- -· - -- --
. Cl,ueet ions were thoroughly explained. By the end of the 
~ ...... _ ,,., ... -··-~-·· ............... _ ···-~·· . --··~-., .. 
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'first w'eek, the 11 Personal History 11 chf:l.rt was filled out. 
As' soon as this chart had boon completed by the student, 
the ins.tt'Uctor consulted. the student 1 s counselor, from 
whom he obtained the addi tiona.l information for the chart 
as well as other pertinent information. The instructor 
then mad.e a stuo.y of each chart to familiarize himself as 
well a.s possible with each 1ndivia.ual member of his class. 
The part on "How to Study Mathematics" was also stuo.ied. 
and discussed. in class. The chart on "Personal Responsi-
bility" was treated in the same manner~ This vrork consum-
'ed. the first weelt of the course. A noticeable amount of 
interest and enthusiasm for the course was evident by this 
. time. Much interest ~.nd some apprehension was shown to-
ward. the diagnostic work of the next unit, 11 An Inventory 
of My Stock of Mathematics." A chorus of "I forgot most 
of my algebra", and. similar eXpressions, w·~re heara. in the . 
class. This wa.s nothing new to the instructor,· but the 
realization on the part of the individual that he had for-
of his element mathematics was of psycho• 
value for the instructor to·. capita.lize upon, which 
:·, 
. he did.· 
The second unit dealing with the diagnostic tests was 
· begun· d.u!'ing the second w'eek. Each individual was given 
· ceed 
rate of speed. working 
on Test v, some on Teet IV, while some were still on Test 
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~II. This procedure proved very satisfactory as it intro-
du~·ed an element of competition ana. a feeling of self-
testing re.ther than t eating by the instructor. There was 
a total absence of the feeling of being tested, or of 
drudgery or resentment, sometimes evidenced by a class to-
• ward tests, especially toward a continuous series of tests. 
1 
: Those stud.ents finishing the tests ahead of the others were 
''· 
. employed as test-checkers and were glad to help in this 
respect. By the end of the testing program, seven of the 
·· first ten tests on algebra had been scored, and those 
• ' 1 
finishing the tests \vere hand.ed baclt their corrected t~sts 
for analysis. Since the results of these tests were not 
to count toward the grade in the course, each individuf-1,1 
was given the "Student 1 s Diagnostic Test Recoro. 11 che.rt and 
the ·"Diagnostic Profile Chart 11 (graph) to which he trans-
. ferred his score, percentage, ana. statue, ::·and upon which 
he graphed hie profile. The student checked hie :~;~ecord 
chal."t as follows: In the left trmrgin, the lettert-1 corre-
the results were "unprepared, 11 . (U.P.); in blue, if' "suf-
ficiently prepared. 11 ( S .P.) • The first chart was useful 
to the instructor in his study of the ind.iv1dua.l 1 s weak-
nesses; e.nd to the student for planning, with the instruct-
·~~~~ .. ~c_---1'\.,.. 1-s~~t:tia.,--e.~-course--of.-~r.e 
and the removal of the deficiencies by individual retesting 
-I •.,. 
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was carried out simultaneously with the study of the next 
unit of the course, Unit c, "Mathematical Compute.tion. 11 
Whenever a student was ready to remove a "rea. check 11 or a 
deficiency, he was given a brief oral quiz on that part of 
the diagnostic test. If the results sho'\t'!ed that he was by 
now "well prepared, 11 a pencil check was marked in the right 
margin; if only "sufficiently preparecl, 11 a blue check •. 
Blue checks ·were not considered as deficiencies nor were 
they required to be removed. However, students were urged 
to do some reviewing on these it ems. Vfhen the student 1 s 
chart showed either an original 11 WP 11 or a black or blue 
check against ee.ch of his 11 UP 11 marks in the right hand 
margin, he was considered. as having removed all of his de-
ficiencies anCl. his record. was then clear. 
The above procedure involved a great deal of mechani-
cal detail. It required a gree.t d.eal of time and effort on 
the part of the instructor and it required. a great deal of 
ple.nning. Without the aid of student checkers, however, 
~~~:___ __ _..u.u:~~:t..U--WJ..~-.U-..l.U.--U-t;;.._uu;J-V-J;;.J;I-.J.-IJ,..u;L-<;;Wci.U.-~iA.l.-JI.>-C-----.1..1-~~~caci-oua as the 
results of the d.iagnostic tests should be available at once. 
The feature of getting the student to analyze his o~m status 
of preparation ana. his own i-'Teal~nesses, D.nd of making him re-
sponsible for the subsequent remedial study proved very suc-
~~~-----~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~as one of 
----- ·------ --- ------ --------·-----------------~ ---------------
eagerness and. desire to remea.y their deficiencies and with 
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the exception of two students, who le.ter proved to be weak 
not only in their elementary mathematics, but in their in-
dustry and study habits and interest as well, all students 
in the class removed their deficiencies before the unit 
under study had been completed. Thus, by the time the 
basic processes were to be utilized in this course, all 
students had complet eo. a review of basic algebra. 
As successful as the s.bove ple.n has been, the plart to 
segregate the class into three groups, based on the re-
sults of the diagnostic record.s, failed almost completely. 
An attempt to achiev£!1 this segregation was made as follows: 
The diagnostic record chart of the algebra tests were evalu-
ated.. Each blue check 'Nas givP-n a val.ue of l; each red check 
a ve.lue of 3. (A value of 2 would have done as well). These 
points were added and an individual h..cwing the la.rgest score 
was the poorest prepared one. The range in this class vms 
from 6 to 61, with 126 being total failure. These papers 
were then divided into three groups and an attempt was made 
course. The instructor soon discovered that some students 
in the second group were as finished with their work and as 
rea.Cty to proceed with new ,,rork as many of the students in 
the first group, and similarly for students in the third 
.. group --wer-e---· -
not res.dy and. had as much d.ifficulty as some in the slowest 
·, ., 
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Very soon the class merged. into one group. 
Another difficulty arose when an attempt v•1as mad.e ·to 
_dar!'Y' out discussion with the first group while the other 
two groups were expected to r;o on studying. Instead. 1 they 
. , all tried to 11 listen in" on the discussion. The only way 
this plan could be carried out, after groups were correct-
iy segregated, would be to hold the d.iscussions in e. dif-
Either because this class was a very good 
.class, in which the ability spread was very small, or be-
, cause they had quickly reviewed their fund.amental ma.the.;. 
matics and the unit under consideration ·was not greatly de ... 
pendent .upon a large number of elementary processes, this 
· olas~ soon merged into one discussion group. Ful"ther ex-
p'erimentation will show whether the plan is fee.sible or 
. not. 
In the appen<'l.i:X: to this thesis~ a copy of the e.bove 
.... discussed. two charts will be found. These are samples for 
..... 
;one o:f' the students in the middle of the grcn:rp. 
>Teaching Methods and Procedure 
:· ' 
As previously mentioned, many t ea.ching methods have 
. ti.t111zed., especially the indi vidu1:1.l-tutor method. 
i.~he g~~up discussion and social recitation; the board. work 
and. note writ 1ng method.; 
. he lndfviduaf-researchmethod: have l5een u~rea. with--
;' va.ri~d.. degrees of success • 
..... 
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The individual-tutor method where the student studies 
''· .. · 
. \. 
.1rt 6lass and at home on the units, on the references, and 
on the assigned exercises, with the instructor 11 sitting 
down" with him for a con1;3iderable number of minutes to 
:help him, to 11 lead 11 his thinking processes toward the solu-
tion of his problems, proved to be the most effective one 
because it helped the individual with "his" difficulties • 
' ,. 
,It also brought about a closer relationship and understand-
'· 1ng between student and instructor. This method had not 
been used as much as this course demands that it be used, 
.But the instructor is convinced of its value and efficien-
·ay and realizes that it should be used much more extensive-
ly. 
rrhe group a.iscussion, the social reel tation, and the 
board drill should not be dispensed with. Their snecific 
contributions to the individuA-l and to the class are de-
sirable and should be employed. 
The lecture method with note-taking a.na. without re-
opinion of the instructor, substantiated by the opinions 
of his department chairman and by the comments of the 
school ~rincipal, who examined. a set of notes written by . 
·the class on the week's lectures, this method was very suo-
. mathema.tics courses in the high school in order to develop 
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.the powers of attention, of thinking, of note-taking, and 
of writing these notes. The majority of these stuo.ents 
will be exposea. to this method within a year or so in their 
· university courses. 
The individual research method ha.s been used in order 
to provide an enriched. course for the most able and faster 
student. Some selected more advanced studies on the topic 
Of the course, such as: "An Investigation of the History 
···and Development of Loge.rithms"; "The Slide Rule and Other 
Meche.nice.l Computationr.!.l Devices"; ana similar topics. 
Others selected topics not directly related to the topics 
·being stu<'lied in the course, such as: "The Theory of 
Relativity"; "Mathematics in High School Chemistry"; "The 
History o:f' ·Weights ana. Measures"; anc1 so on. These re-
sea.rches were ma.d.e the basis of a term project, and were 
·handed in as a term pf.l;per. Many student developed their 
research initiative and technique a.nd consulted. the school, 
the city, and the state libraries. They consulted with the 
instructor, with the chairman of t 
their par·ents, many of whom are professional men engaged in 
teaching, engineering, and other occupations. 
· The instructor believes that academic students in the 
should be accustomed to do work of high quality 
-.... ~ ....... , .... , ..... ,..ns1-b11ity. He--tried--to e.chieve-some- of~--·--~---­
_ aims through the "Home Work" assignments. Not all 
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this work was to be done at home as some time for work under 
supervision in the classroom we.s provideo.. On the e.vere.ge 1 
the student was required to d.evot e from about three quarters 
of an hour to an hour on home work. The quality of the work 
was to be of a high standard of neatness, orgo.nization, and 
··.·accuracy. The writ ten work, other thP..n purely ma.themfl.t ice.l, 
was to be in good English. ~1enever needed, students were 
·asked to correct their work or, in some instances, to a.o it 
over. When this is adhered to, stuCients will do better 
. work, as they are ce.pable of cloing so when this is expected 
of' them. 
· The Testing Progrn.m 
In consultation with the school authorities, it was 
agreed to adopt a fixed stono.ard of achievement for the 
course. The class vras to be gra.d.ed on this sta.na.a.rd. rather 
... 
than on 11 class average." Therefore, the mnin unit tests, 
midterms, and finals were constructed on this basis. In 
rather than an one hour test to cover the work of the whole 
term. Five tests were given, each of about forty minutes 
in length, with time allowed at the end. o:f' each for d.isous-
sion. Each was built on a 100 points basis. The instructor 
his suggestions and. o.pprova1. These tests, in their final 
form, will have to be improved. a.ntt tried. out • The writer 
·). ·. 
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now believes that a series of tests affords a better cover~ 
age of the whole subject ancl. makes it possible for a better 
testing program~ 
One feature of the tests, other than the final, \1TnS 
' 
the inclusion in most tests of items ~ealing with previous 
topics alreacty stuo.iea in the course. 
As a result of the le.rge number of teats -- thirteen 
in ftll ... - and nn equally large number of quizzes, ee.ch 
based on e. 100 point standard, the students of this class 
· more than those of any previous class he,ve felt that the 
grades they received were those they earn ea. and not some 
grade 11 g1ven 11 to them by the instructor. Also, throughout 
the course, the students felt that they knew vrhere they 
stood at all times. 
The above reactions ana. conclusions are those of the 
·writer after the first trial with this mat~r·inl nnd teach-
ing methods. Much stucly and experimentation remains to be 
done, and this will bring out new problems, more revision, 
one. 
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PART I - DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
, . :_UNIFIED COURSE 1N ADVANCED .tl1QH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS. 
Arithmetic Diagnostic Test I 
Fundamental Opere.tions 
·A~ Addition (Add the following) 
1) 171 
223 
455 
174 
223 
i 389 
,426 
211 
473 
·' 253 
B.- _Subtraction 
4) 679 
382 
7) 33.03 
19.{25 
2) 18.45 
.98 
7.53 
13.70 
36.77 
92.41 
9.18 
51.60 
(Subtract the 
5) 753 
499 
lower from 
8) 13 5/8 
4 3/4 
3) 
the 
6) 
--~· 
9) 
3 3/4 
5 1/2 
10 3/8 
2 1/2 
9 3/8 
1 1/4 
upper number) 
72.87 
16.98 
21 1/5 
14 5L6 
(Show all the work on the back of this 
sheet) 
'"·'; ,:;' 1'0) ,._. 456096 
187 
4 7/8 
4/9 
11) 
by 6 
by 8 
38.994 
.0178 
3/7 = 
1/3 = 
12) 57.0063 
1.932 
Ans. 
--- ~· ----·· -·. 
Ans. 
-- --- ·----------·-----;-·--..-----
' 
... ,i 
D. 
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Division (Show all your work on the back of this sheet) 
15) 164.02 by 27.8 = Ans. 
,16) 70530 by .036 = Ans. 
17) 51.9824 by .636 = Ans. 
Lowest Common Multiple 
Find the L. c. :rvr. of the following: 
18) 5, 15, 25, 20 L. c. M. 
19) 9, 16, 24, 18 L. c. M. 
20) 10, 20, 30, 15, 21 L. c. JVI. 
No. Correct: ~· ___ ,. ___ Mastery 
~'. 
,• 
Status ___ _ 
- : __ - - _. -- - ----- ~---·~·----- "- -----------~- ---··- ____ . ___ :____:_~ : .. ___ -
\ 
'' 
., v . 
. I 
PART I - DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
- -
Arithmetic Diagnostic Test II 
Percentage and Decimals 
·A. Changing Decimals into Equivalent Percentages 
1) 1/3 - ·~ 2) 5/8 -
3) 3/4- (% 4) 1/4 -
5) 3/2 - % 6) 1 1/4 -
No. c. %: Mast • St.: 
. B. Changing Percentage into Equivalent Fractions 
-~ 
·% .. , 
·~ .
1) 16 2/31. __ -'-! __ 
3 ) 13 3 1/31- ----""'---
. , 2 ) 3 7 1/2•f. - ---'-! __ 
4) 250 ·~ 
163 
• 
' 
• 
' 
No. c. __ 1-: ___ Me.st. St.: ___ _ 
~· 
C~ Calculating Percentage (Express each answer to an exact 
fraction or to the nearest tenth) 
1) 15 is what percentage of 45 ? 1) ------1~ 
3 II II 11 
3) 82.5 It II II 125 ? 3) <fl. ______ ,, 
4) 140 II II II 11 80 ? 4) ----------~· 
5) 175 II II II II 280 ? 5) ______ % 
.·--·:~-. -· L.: ... -. ·- -~c:-"--··~--~---No-.~G-.- Mas 
. '.~; . D.' .1. 
E. 
Changing Decimal Fractions into Percentage 164 
,1) 0.135 - ~~ 3) .001892 - if, I 
2) 2.73 ~ {' 4) 101.2 % 
No. c. ~I 19: Mast. St.: 
Simple Interest and Percentage 
1) Using A for the amount, P for princlrie.l, T for .time 
in years, and R for the rate of interest, state the 
formula for simple interest, I. 
2) 
I = -------------------
Find the simple interest on $565 for 3 1/2 years at 
5 1/4 f,. $ ________________ _ 
3) An increase of 100% means the same as 
a quantity. 
4) A decres.se of 50'~ meHns the same as 
a quantity. 
5) A baseball player makes 153 hits in 478 times at bat. 
Show his as a common fraction: a) batting average 
\'• _....,_ 
b) Show his batting average .as a percentage: 
c) Show his batting a.vers.ge a .. s a decimal fr~:wtion :_ 
6) A business shows a profit of $'10520 for the first 
in its profit for the second year, what will the 
profit be for the second year? $--------
7) The cost of maintaining a business that earns a 
~rofit of $4750 on goods that cost $23,725 is 
$5750. What percent profit does the business 
earn? 
, 
No. C.:~---~~=---- Mast. St.: __________ _ 
,_; 
.... 
PART I - DIAGNOSTIC TES~'S 
UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
Algebra Diagnostic Test III 
AlgebrHic ExpresRions Rna. Operations 
With Algebraic Exnressions 
165 
Directions: Perform indicated onerations. Write Rnswers 
neatly and legibly within the space vrovided. 
Do not simnlify. 
A. 1. Write x3 as a product of prime fA.ctors. 1. ____ _ 
Write the following in symbols: 
2. Five times the sum of X ana Y. 
3. A quantity n has been decreased. by 5. 
Express three times this reduced 
quantity. 
4. rrhe difference of ·r from s 
' 
and this 
quantity divid.ed by R. 
5. The product of X ana. Y subtracted from 
z. 
6. The time (t) it takes to travel a a.i s-
t:;mce (d) is equal to the distance di-
vided by the rate of speed ( r). 
7. The area of a circle (a) is equal io one 
half the circumference (c) multiplied 
2e 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
by the rr.ulius (r). 7. 
8. The profit (P) is equal to the selling 
price ( S) minus the cost (c). 8 • .,...._ _ _ 
9. Express in briefer form: (x)· (x)•(x)- (y)•(y) 9. __ ~ 
10. The perimeter (p) of a rectangle whose 
length is L, and whose width is w. 10. ______ __ 
11. A man's present age is A. What was his 
age five years ago? 11·~------
12~-------_---_-~-- ----------------
No.c.: _____ %: ____ _ Mast. St.: 
., 
;· 
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13. Parentheses - Use of Parentheses. 
Directions:. Remove the psrentheses, combine termR, and 
simplify. 
1) 6+(2x -7) 1•= 
2) 5x-(-2x +3) 2.= 
3) 2m - 5n + 11m (2m - 3n) ::J 3.= 
4) (8x + 5y -3) - (3x - 2y - 5) 4.= 
5) -E lor - 4t ( 2r + s) + 5:1 5.= 
6) 
- ~7h + [(2h - 3) - 4h + 3h]} 6.= 
·Direct~: Insert quantities in the parentheses in the 
answer so that upon removing the pnrenthesis 
in your answer you will have the originAl 
quantity. Do not change the value, order or 
number of terms in eA.ch qmmti ty. The tils.nks 
within the ( ) are for the equal numbr'\t1 S of 
terms to be inclosed, but now with the uroper 
signs. 
7) 2m - 3n - 7 = 7.-( ~ . . ) 
8) 
-
5x + 7y- 3z = 8.+( . ) 
--
9) -xy + 4x - Sy = 9.-xy-( ) 
10) 6ax + 5ay - 3a = 10.-a( ) 
11) m + n - 2x + 3y = ll.m+n·¥•( ) 
No.C. : __ .... ~: _ ___.Mast. St.: __ __... __ 
PART I - DIAGNOSTIC 'l'ESTS 
·uNIFIEO COURSE l!'l ADVANCED H1Q.Ii SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
Algebra Diagnostic Test IV 
Sign·ed Numbers and Signed Algebraic ExDressions 
167 
Directions: In all parts in this test give both signs, the 
+ and. the - sign in ~ answer. Simplify each 
answer. Do not le~we answers in 1 rnoroDer 
fraction for~ · 
A. Adclition (Prefix correct sign to B.nswer, + or -) 
... 
. , .. 
1.. Add: 
2. 
3. 
a) +13 
- 4 
a) 
d) 
d) 
- 5 
-15 
Add horizonta11~: 
a) -3+(8) = 
b) 6+(-3) = 
c) -12+(-3) = 
b) -12 
+ 2 
b) 
e) -10 
+30 
e) __ 
d) (-6)+{+6) 
c) +15 
-25 
c) __ _ 
e) 10+(-6)+(+3)+(-7) := __ 
f) -3+4+(-7)+(+10) ~ 
---
Add: (Literal Expressions) 
a) 
-lOrn b) 
-7xy c) 1/5 X 
a) b) c) 
d) 
-x e) 3x f) ·5x-2y 
+6x -2~ x+3~-
d) e) f) 
~--~------ "-- --~-·---
--- -------
No. c. : ~: Mast. St. : 
- -~----·-·--'----·_: ___ 
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a.- Subtraction: (Subtrs.ct lower from upper in vertical 
exercises) 
•.: 
c. 
. 1. a) +10 
+ 5 
-
b) + 8 
+12 
c) -10 
- 3 
d) -10 
-17 
e) +12 
~ 
-
a) 
--
b) __ c) __ d)_. __ e) __ 
2. Perform indicated operations: 
a) 8-(3) "*' __ 
b) -7-(+3) = --
c) +9-(-6) = ____ 
= 
--
e) 13-(-2) -5-(+3) = __ 
f ) -5- { 3 )- ( 5) = _._ 
·3. Do exercisa3 in 3-A above (under addition) and sub-
tract lower from upper. Give answers on blanks below. 
a) __ b) __ c) __ a_) __ e) __ f) __ 
No.C. : __ ~: __ Mast. St.: ___ _ 
MultiJ2lication: 
1. a) 3 b) -15 c) +7 d) -8 e) +6 f) -17 
=L =--.1: .±L _g_ _Q_ ~ 
a) b) c) d) e) f) 
z. a) ( 12 )( +5) = cl) ( +11) (-3) 
c) (-10)(-7) = __ f) (-5) ( 3) ( +4) = 
----
3. Multiply (Literal Expre·ssions) 
a) +4•7x = __ d) (-5h) (-2i )(-j) = --
·b) ~zx· 4~· 3z = .......__ e) (-5a)(-b)(2c)(-~d) = .-. _........ 
--- f) 7(4m)(-.zn) (•1) -·-· - _ _.;.-------------~.--
No.C. : __ ~: __ Mast. St.: 
• J 
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D. Division: 
) -18 1. a 3= __ c) 48 - e) -8 +6- 24-= 
b) ... p7-~9 - d) M= f) -32 = 
-9 +4 . 
2. a) -12 + (-3) :::: d) -63 + 7 ::: 
b) 28 . . (-4) = e) (-81) + (-9) = 
c) (15) . (-3) = T f) 72 + (+12) = 
3. Division of literal expressions: 
a)~= 
-7 
b)~= 13m ---
d) (-16t) + {-t) = --
e) +12z + 6 = 
c) (33s) + (-3s) = __ f) -128xy + ( +4x )= __ _ 
No. C. : __ tj.: __ Mast. St.: 
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Misoe11aneous 02erations: 
1.. Perform theAe opere.tions ana. simn1ify the answer. 
a) 4x + 2y - 7x + 3y + 9x = 
b) 9s -11 + 5 + 6s = 
c) 2y2 + 7y3 + 3y3 - 5y2 = 
d) AO.d ve!'tica1ly: 3s + 5t - 11 
-68 + 2t + 4 
-2s - 7t + 1 
Sum = 
e) Subtr::lct: 12x3 - 8xy + 9y3 
- 3x2 + xy 
Diff. = 
f) On blanks to the right arrange each no1ynomial 
in ascending orcler then add: 
3m3 + 7m 5 
-2m + 6 + 2m3 
-
ma + 8 + 2m3 
Sum = 
No. C. : ___ tf.: ___ Mast. St.: 
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UNIFIED COURSE 11:! ADVANCED HIG·H SCHOOL Ivi.f\.THEMATICS 
Algebra Diagnostic Test V 
A. Order of Performance of fundamental Onera.tions 
Directions: Perform indicated operations in correct order 
and. simplify the fln swer. Do .!lQ.1 fs.ctor your 
answers. 
B. 
1. 7 + 3 • 5 - 40 + 8 + 2 • 12 + 6 ::; -----
2. 24m : 2m + 5m • 15m + 3m - 9m • 3m = -----'"'-
3. Find the value of S in the formula: 
S =_I_ 
rt 
when I = 200; r = .05;and t = 4 (years). 
s = 
4. 450 + 9 • 10 = 
No. C.: _____ ~: _____ Mast.St.: __________ _ 
" Operations with 0 
1. 0 • 0 l. 
3. 15 + 0 3. 
4. {0 • 12y) + (3x) • 0 4. 
5. 48x + Ox + 11 - 0 5. 
• : ·.:,-..._., ·····-··· ··<- •.• 
~--
';·. 
PART I - DIAGNOSTIC TESTS 
UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL M.&THEMATICS 
Algebra Diagnostic Test VI 
Fractions 
Directions: Perform the indicated operRtions and reduce 
e.nswers to simplest form. 
1. Reduce: 
··a) 25 _ 
55 -
4x3 ;y: _ b) 12 X -
) -7xm 8 (5xm-m) = 
c) 4~ = 
172 
No. c.: _'%: Mast. St.: 
---...,--
2. 
3. 
Add: 
. e.) 1 
3 
a) 
5/6 
2L3 
b) z + 2x = 
3 4 
d) ...JL + 2x 
x-3 x+2 = -----------------
e) -3y + 4x = 
X y 
No. C. : _f,: _ Mast. St. : 
--------
Subtract: 
a)~-J_= 
. 5 20 -
) 2X X d X-3"'"X+3= 
b)L_.L= c),;a__.QI._= 
4p 3r - x+5 x+5 
a 
s8 -ts = 
No. C.: _%: Mast. St.: _____ _ 
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'4 •. Multiply: 
a) 5 • §....._ b) 2x:a .§X_-8 -· 15- 3 6xy -
c) x+5 • 2x+6 cl) (x3-4x)(~) = = 
x3 -9 3x+l5 x+2 
e) (6+ 5x+2)(2+ _1_ ) = 
x3 -1 x-1 ----~ 
No. C.: ~: Ma.st.St.: ~I'-
5. Divide: 
a.) 6 • 3 - b) 3 e.
3 b 
= 7 ..... 28- 3ab 
7 
c) ya_ gy . ya + 3y 27 T gy = 
1 1 ', 
d) (m - -- ) + (4m3 - :;)= 2n n ----~ 
No. C.: _'f.: Mast. St.: _____ _ 
6. Common Denominator: Find the lowest common a.enomine.tor 
Write thiA in the b1e.nk space. 
Leave in factor form. 
a) §_ ~ • LCD = 2x ' 5x · ----- b) 2 7 5 • 3x ' 3y ' 3Z • 
'' 2 3 5 
c). s_g ; -'-
,:Y y+3 2y-6 
d) 3x, .Q;L , _g_, .§._: __ _ 
· 1 2lx.. 14y 35 
No. C.: _%: Mast. St. : _____ _ 
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7. Miscellaneous Opera.tione with FrA.ctions · 
a.) ( 1 + ~ )( 3- ~) = X X ----- b) ( x+y- x-~)+(~- A) = y X X y -
c) ( 1 + 1 _ 1 ) + ( ....L ) = 
a · b c e.bc ----
d) 3m_4_.9m3 -16 _ 3m+4 - ---
No. C.: _'f,: Mast. St.: ____ _ 
8. The Signs of Fractions 
a) A fraction has (No. ) ___ signs, that of the __ _ 
and of the and of the-----· 
b) To preserve the same sign of a fraction one must 
change (1, 2, or 3) signs. 
c) Change the signs of this fraction in every possible 
we,y, having in each case only one negative (-) sign, 
but keep the same value and sign of the fra:ction. 
5 
- 8 ~---- :::. _ ___,,__- = ----::: ----
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Factoring 
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A. Expe.nd. Do mentally, writing finnl results directly, 
as briefly as possible. 
1. 2x(m + 4n - 3) 1. 
2. (y+5) (y-5) 8. 
3. (m+3) (m+S) 3. 
4. ( 2s-5 )( 3s+7) 4. 
5. (3ax-2)(3ax+2) 5. 
6. ( 2s-7 )( 3s+4) 6. 
7. ( 4+3x) ( 5-4x) 7. 
8. ( 3a+b) ( 3a+b) 8. 
9. (ls-t)a 2 9. 
10. ( 2x-3y) ( 2x-3y) 10. 
No. c.: '/.: Mast. St.: 
. B. Factor completely: 
1. 4x:a-20x+25 1. 
3. 15xya-3xy+42y 3. 
4. 2xa+2xy-xy-ya 4. 
5. 9ya-12xy+4xa· 5. 
6. 3x8 +7x-6 6. 
-~--
8. x8 +4x-5 8. 
.. _ .... ··: 
176 
9. 9. x4 -8x8 y 3 +16y 4 
10. 6s8 -9st-15t3 10. ________________ _ 
No. c.: -~= _Mast. St.: _______ _ 
c. · Factor into prime factors (sum ancl o.ifference of two 
cubes): 
1. a,3+b3 1. 
'. 
2. as-ba 2. 
3. x3 -8 3. 
4. 27+8y6 4. 
5. (8+y)a-xa 5. 
No. c. : -~: 
-
M~=~.st. St.: 
'.t_, 
l 
··\"• 
;;, 
; :r 
~ 1 
"} : 
:,i' 
-'· 
:1'' 
:1:. 
:.;·::·. 
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Algebra Diagnostic Test VIII 
Equations (Linear a11Q. ~uadratic) 
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A, Some of these equations are Identities, some are of 
Condition. Print (I) or (C) according to what each is. 
1. 3x 
-
2 = 7 1. ) 
2. x:a 
-
2x + 1 = ( x-1 )2 2. ( ) 
3. 2 + 7 = 9 3. ( ) 
4. 2x3 = 18 4. ) 
5. m + n = 15 5. ) 
6. 2x3 
-
7x + 3 = 0 6. ( ), 
7. 7x + 2x = 9x 7. ( ) 
8. a :a 
-
ba = (A.-b)(a+b) 8. ( ) 
9. 2x:a 
-
7x 
-
3 = 0 9. ) 
10. 6s + 24 = 2s 10. ( ) 
No. Correct: ~: Mast. Stat.: 
- ' 
B. Linear Equations. Solve for the unknown. 
1. 3x = 27 1. x= 
2. ax = b+2c 2. x= 
3. = 5 3. y= 3 
4. ~ + 5 = a 4. r= 
5. X 
-
a = 3a 5. x= 
6. 2y + 3 = 7y - 22 6. y= 
7. - .m = b 7. m= a c 
---~~~~--- ---a-;----2-(-x-4-)-=-3(-x-l)+(x-15} -~ 8-. 
----
-- - -·-
- ------ -···--·---
:·. ' 
9. A = ~bh 
10. S = ~(a+b) 
9. b= ----
10. s= ___ _ 
178 
No. Correct:_%:_ Mf.lst. Stat.: ____ _ 
C. Systems of Linear Equations 
D. 
1. Solve by substitution method: 
a) x = 3y 
b) 
c) 
2x y = 15 
2x-9y = 0 
7x-18y= -27 
4x+3z =2 
2x+2/3 =z 
Solve by the a.q.o.i ti on or 
d) x-5y = 1 
2x+5y = 17 
e) 5r-3t = 20 
3r-4t = 1 
f) 2x+5y =51 
5x+2y =54 
No.C.: ~: 
Fractional Equations. Solve 
a) ~ + ~ = 16 
b) X 3 2x 1 
-- =3- ! 4 
c) x+a . x-b b= ,_d 
d) x+l 2x-5 X-1 = 2x-7 
a) x.__ ___ Y. ___ _ 
b) x._ ___ .y ___ _ 
c) x._ ___ _,;y ___ _ 
s ubtrP.ction methods: 
d) X y 
e) r t 
f) X ... y 
Mast. St.: 
for the unknown (x or y) 
a) 
b) 
c) 
---- --------
d) 
e) ~+1 - ~-3 - .§. = o y-1 y+3 y e) ----~-----------
17·9 
No. c. : '1,: Me. st. 
_/r._ St.: ____________ __ 
·E. .Q,uao.ra tic Equations 
Directions: Find the two roots for each equation. 
1. 2ya 
-
18 = 0 1. 
2. xa - 144 = 0 2. 
3. s = 1/2 gta 3. 
4. 2m+3 _ 40 4 - 2m=3 4. 
5. 5x2 -21 = 3x3 + 319 5. 
6. Y' w..gy = 0 6. 
7'. xa 
-
7x - 18 = 0 7. 
8. 3x3 X 
-rr= 0 8. 
9. 2x13 + X- 15 = 0 9. 
10~ (x+3) (x-7) = 0 10. 
No. C.:_ tf,:_ Mast. St.: _____ _ 
F. Quadratic Equations 
Directions: Solve by com~leting the square: 
1. xa + 2x = 8 1. 
2. zxa 
-
9x = -10 8. 
3,; X 2 10 3. 2 + - = X 3 
4 •. Give the quadratic formula for 
finding the roots of an equation 
o-f the type: ax2 + bx + c = 0 4. x= ___ __.._ 
5. Solve by using the formula: 
3x8 + 7x - 2 = 0 5. x= __... __ x= .... __ ___ 
. 
·--·..;..;;.;;;.....;=.;;.o..;....:;;.;.;.;;...;.o.;.;.;;..;.,..:...--·.-.;-----~----~--~--- ------ ·- ----
. •' ·~ -;:-::-- . 
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Algebra Diagnosti~ Test IX 
Powers A.nd Roots 
A;. Powers (Combine, simplify, remove ( ) . Express in 
simolest form. Whenever possible, give the 
numerical velue). 
1. ..,a + 52 = 6. 
ms 
(:j rna 
= 
., j" 2. (6xya)a = 7. (-8x2 ) 4 = 
3. (-2x) 3 = 8. a a • a .a, = 
4. 2"' 
-
23 :e 9. (xS)O = 
5. [ (5x)a] :a = 10. (Jy)a = 
No. c. : ____:.%: _ Mast. St. : 
B. Roots (Express each without the ,j-sign. Simplify as 
much as possible) 
1. J 81 = 6. J x 2 -2xy+y2 = 
----
,:. 
,.· 
2. J 25a2 • b8 5 = 7. :; m•o = 
----
~ 3. = 8. 
. 27y3 = ----
= X a· 
3 
5. J xaa = 10. ;; -1 = 
No. C.: -~:_Mast. St.:---'------
c •. Sim:Qlification of 
1. J 12 = 
2. 3,. 54 :::!: 
3. J a 3 b8 = 
No. 
Radicals (Simplify each) 
4. J 81 
4.-
181 
-
---
5. J 32 = ---
c. : ---~: _Mast. St.:_.,.,.. ___ _ 
D. Non fractione.l ra.d.ica.ls (Simplify ea,g,h so that the value 
under the J is in non fract-
ional form by removing the de-
nominator to the outside of the J.) 
1. ·{~ = 5 4. < j!+b a-b = ---
2. ' {~ = 
a 
5. { 3X; 
3. 1 1 = 
3 
No. c. : ___ '!/a: _Mast. St.: ____ ..,..._ 
E. Perform operations and. simolify answers: 
. 1. j2 · JS = __ 3. 3- 3 s:; 9 • 3J3 = ----
2. (3,/5Y1 = 4. 3J5 + J20 = __ 
5. 2J 45 + 6,jls - ./12 5 + ,.}72 = ----
No. C.: _'{.: __ ._Mast. St.: 
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Algebra Diagnostic Test X 
~he Formula 
A. · Making Formulas: Express each statement by means of a 
formula using the letters given in ( )~ 
. ! 
., ' 
1. The number of pounds (P) in a 
number (n) of ounces. 1 • 
2. The number of feet (f) in a 
number of inches (i). 
3~ The distance (d) an automobile 
will travel equaJs the rate of 
speed times the number of the 
hou:rs (h). Express the distPnce 
an automobile will travel in h 
hours at a constant sneed of -
2. 
45 miles per hour. 3. 
4. The simple interest (i) equals 
the principal (P) invested at 
an iriterest rate (r) times the 
number of years (t). 4. 
5. The perimeter (P) of a rectangle 
is equal to twice the sum of the 
base.(b) and the width (w). ~5. 
No. C.: _-i%:_ Mast. St.: _____ _ 
Splving Formulas: Solve for the letter in the answer. (In each, 1 is the number ~) 
1. A = p + Prt 1. p = 
. 2. A = P(l + r)n 2 • p = 
3. 3. p = 
- -
····:--·•·-·····--~,., ....... ·.1~ ......... - .... , ............ ----···· 
j ,,·! 183 
4. i pr(n + 1) 4. = r = 24 
5. s = 4TT ra 5. r = 
No. 0 . .  %: Me.st. St.: 
C. Eve.luating Formulas: Find the value of each. 
1. S = i gt3 wb~n: g = 32.16; t = 3. 1. S = 
i 2. v = 2 'TTR(R + H) when: R = 14; 2. v = ---
H .. 4jTT = 22/7. 
,, 
3. A = lh (L + w) when: •... h = 6• 2 ' 
L = 3 3. A = 
---
No. Co.: _<f,: _Mast. St.: ___ _ 
•'. 
) ;'. -·~. 
-:-'. ':'t:;,Jl.~i~ 
'' ,i 
., 
; 
i:, 
. . ~ f ' 
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Algebra Diagnostic Test XI 
Ratio - Pronortion - Variation 
A. Ratio (Use the letters in PRrenthesis) 
1. Expres. s the ratio of the height (h) 
of a building to its· width (w). 1. 
2. Express as a simple numerical ratio 
the number of periods you P.re in e. 
me.themf.l.tics class to the number of 
periods in your a.aily progrf.l.m, 2 • 
3. The distance to Los Angeles by the 
Coast Route is approximately 650 
miles; that by the V~lley Route 
about 400 miles. Express these 
distances as a simple- re.tio. 3. 
4. Expl"ess • 3 as a simple fractional 
ratio. 4. • 3= 
No. C.: _c{o:_ Ma~t. St.: _____ ..... 
B. Proportion 
1. An 8 foot pole ce.sts a shAdow of 
3 ft. The she.dow of a building is 
45 ft. Find the height of the 
building (H). 1 • ...-H.;;_=-...-........ 
to each other as their radii. If 
the radius of a circle is twice 
the radius of another circle, 
express their circumferences (C) 
and (c) in proportion form. a. 
3. Express in 
amount (A) 
ny number 
__________ wages_are __ 
simplest proportion the 
one would receive for 
of days (d) if.the 
--.- ----- --- ---·--~---· 
4~ The distance in feet an 
object will fall from rest 
is directly proportional to 
the square of the time in 
seconds. If an object falls 
64 feet in 2 seconds, how many 
feet will it fall in 7 
seconds? 4. 
185 
No. Corr.: ___;,%: _ lV!e.st. St.: ____ _ 
·o. Variation 
Directions: In the following, pl~tce in the ( ) a D 
if the statement is an example of direct 
variation; place an I if the statement 
is an exe.mple of indirect variation. 
1. The amount of money one eF.t.rns and 
the number of days he works. 1. ( ) 
2. The distR.nce e. ce.r trRvels e.t a 
constant rate of speed and the time 
it travels. 2. . ( ) 
3. The rate of sneed and the time it 
takes to tr::wel a fixed cUstnnce. 3. ( ) 
4. The number of orRnges one can buy for 
one dollar and the Drice of each 
orange. 4. ( ) 
5. The intensity of the illumination 
from a lamp and its clistHnce from 
the object. 5. ( ) 
No. C.: _%: M~:~.st. St.: 
'i 
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Algebra Diagnost~c Test XII 
.Graphs 
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·Directions; Obtain a sheet of gre-Dh pe.Der. Draw a hori-
zontal and a vertical line dividing both ways 
the sheet exactly in half, thus making four 
equal parts. In the unper left quarter mark 
11 I 11 ; U!J~1er right, "II"; lower left 11 III 11 ; ancl 
lower right 11 IV 11 • Do e.ll your work on this 
test paner and on the graph sheet. 
-A. a) 
b) 
In 11 I 11 and "II" find the center point a.nd label 
11 0 11 , the origin. Through thiR noint clraw the X 
s.nd Y-axes, and le.bel completely:. 
In "I", plot these nointe and label each as P 1 (3,5), etc ••• 
1. P 1 (3,5) 
2. pa (-5, -4) 
3. p3 (-4, 6) 
4. p4 (5, -7) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
What are the 
values of x and y? 
X y 
X y 
X y 
X y 
\'• 
B. In "II" plot th~se two linear equations. Find in each 
the correEmonding values of y, and complete the tables. 
2. y - X = 5 
3. · What is the ooint (its coordinates) at 
which the two lines (equations in B, 
1 and 2) intersect? 3. ( __ , __ ) 
---~---~~-
. ..J 
... ...; ............ 
In 11 III 11 construct a 11 line 11 graPh for the 'following 
problem. Use the horizontal axis for the tests and 
the vertical one for the scores. 
Test I 
Test II 
score 72 
score 87 
Test III score 43 
rrest IV score 79 
Test V score 92 
In "IVII, construct e. 11 bar 11 grR.ph for the following 
problem: 
The population of a city has increased according to 
the following figures: 
1890 - 2500 1980 8500 
1900 4000 1930 - 18500 
1910 6000 
187 
No. 0. points: ~· _ -,4. Mast. St.: ___ _ 
.... 
·, ' 
i'·· 
. ··./ 
' ' 
I :• 
,. 
. ~ ' ' 
; .. 
. ,. 
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Geometry Diagnostic Test XIII 
Geometric Facts 
True and False 
Directions: If the statement is true, print the letter 
T in the blank; if false, print F. DO NOT 
GUESS A.s the score will be Right - Wrong. 
Illegible letters will not be counted. 
_1. Vertical angles are equal. 
__ 2. A diameter is sme.ller th::m any other chord of e. 
circle. 
:.___3.' The diagonals of a trA.pezoid are equal. 
_4. The diagonals of an oblique rhombus are equal. 
_5. The d.i.agonal s of a rectA.ngle are equA.l. 
_6. The diagonals of 8. square are eque.l. 
_7. The altitude to the bR..se of an isosceles triangle 
bisects the unequal, or vortex, angle. 
_8. A line d.rawn inside of e. triangle aud pa.re.llel to 
one of its sides divides the other two sides in the 
same ratio. 
_9. 
_10. 
The median to a side of a triangle is perpendicular 
to · thP.t side • 
e 
l·. _____ 11. In a right triangle, the hypothenuse 1s the longest 
side • 
.__12. Two triangles R.re congruent ( eqw=.~.l) if s. s. a. = 
s.s.a. 
t--~~~----~~-J..-i'>-.--A--l:i-T'-'l:IH'lQ'-=l,P.--rnay-be-constPucted w1 ng-- - ---- ---
three sides: 4, 3, and. 9. 
_14. 
i 15 
-. 
_16. 
_17. 
.._;__18. 
. . 19. 
-
_21. 
_22. 
_23. 
!f the three sides of a. triangle are·unequal, the 
angle opposite the largest side is the smallest 
angle. 
Each angle of A. square is equal in size to ee.ch 
angle in any :rectangle. 
Two angles to be ei the:r complet:Jentary or supple-
mentary must be adjacent. 
The bisector of an angle in a triangle bisects the 
side O')posi te. 
The diagonals of a PR.rallelogram bisect ee.ch other • 
A right isosceles triangle ig a triangle in which 
the equal angles Rre each 90 , 
A triangle cannot have each of its angles e.n acute 
angle. 
The greater the numbe:r of sides in a nolygon, the 
greater the sum of its interior angles. 
A triangle can have two obtuse angles. 
In the same ule;ne, two or more lines perpendicular 
to another line are parallel to each other. 
Through any given noint we ce.n draw or construct 
at least two p~rallel lines to a given line. 
A diameter perpendicular to a cho~d of a circle 
bisects the arc subtended by the chord. 
No. Right - No. Wrong = Score 
B. Completion 
Directiore: Complete the following statements by inserting 
the best and shortest word or number or phrase. 
and a of 1. If two right triangles have the 
one respectively equFJ.l to the and a. ____ _ of 
the other, the two triangles are equal. 
2. If two an les of a trian le the triangle is 
-----· 
3. The supplement of an angle of 55o is equ~l to _______ 0 
• ··- .• ·'·<- ··•··· 
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4. ·A line tangent to a circle cuts the circle in 
distinct points • 
.. 
5. The supolement of e.n angle A is four times its oomple-
ment. The angle A is equal to 0 
e. !f two parallels e.re cut by any two other parallels, 
the quadrilateral thus formed is a 
7 •. The of the angles of triangle is equal to 0 sum a • 
-
. 8. The equal angles of an isosceles triangle are each 
'I 
'"I ,• 
· tqual to 350. What is the size of each of the two 
o.ngles formed at the vertex by the altitude from the 
vertex to the base? o 
9. Using symbols such as 11 s.s. etc. = e,s. 11 , etc., give in 
symbols the three theorems proving two trie.ngles are 
equal. 
a) 
b) 
c) 
= 
----------------- ----------------
= 
= 
10. State in symbols, and in equation form, the Pythe.gorean 
Theorem. 
= ~------------~----------
11. In a triangle ABC, the exterior angle adjacent to A is 
equal to ____ 0 
12. The angle about a point and on the same side of a line 
passing 
• 
13. Every point equidistant from the sides of an angle lies 
on the · of the angle • 
. 14. From the figure to the 
right, give: 
.. ·~·--··-' --- -fr1g -angies:---~--
_______ and ------- g 
191 
b) A pe.ir of alternate interior angles: and 
-· 
c) A pair of e.l terna te exterior angles: and_. 
d) A pair of vertical angle A: e.nd 
. ' 
·15. From the same figure above, when f!.ne;le b = 30°. 
• e.) What other angles are equFtl to b? _: _: 
etc. 
-· 
b) · Angle e. = ___ 0 
c ) The sum of the angles b, a., f, and h is equa.l to 
0 
• 
. 0 16. Each angle of a rectangle is equal to __ _ 
17. A quad:rilateral h~.s __ _ 
sides; an octagon ----
sides; a pentagon, 
sides. 
18. The sum of the angles of any quao.rilatere_l is equA.l to 
right angles; of a nolygon of n sides, 
right angle e. 
19. If two chords are equidistant from the center of a 
circle, the two chords are 
'20 • ........, _____ points determine a circle.· 
·.; 21. In the a c proportion b = d' the terms and are the 
means, and the terms and are the extremes. 
theorem of eaua.li t A.mong the terms of 
. ·· 23. ·The ·shape, area, and circumference of an inscribed. 
regular polygon approaches the shape, area, and cir-
. cumference of a as its sides increase in-
_e_r_•~---
192 
24. A) triHngle having 1:1.11 sideA eaual is named e.n ___ _ 
trie.ngle. 
25. A part of a circle similar to a niece of pie· is named 
a ____ _ of a. circle. 
C. Ch~ 
.Directions: Underline the best of the answers given in 
parenthesis unless instructed otherwise. 
1.. If a line m is PArallel to H line ~, and a line n is 
parallel to .§., then line 11! is (peroenoiculn.r, oblique, 
pe.rallel) to Q• 
a. If a line cuts a circle in one point, it will cut the 
4. 
circle in at least (1, 2, 3) more ooints, unless it is 
a tangent to the circle. 
The cliagonals of (a rhombus, a square, e. rectangle, s. 
pa!'allelogram, a trapezoio) are equal. 
Which of the figures named in Ex. 3 above ha.ve a.ll D~111~s 
of opoosite sides parallel? (Write in blanks) 
. 
-......------. ............ -.-·.-:.· 
5. Which of the figures named in Ex. 3 ebove have all t.heir 
sides eque.l? 
6. Increasing the unequal angle (vertex) of an isosceles 
triangle (increases, decreases, maintains equal) each of 
7. 
' 
What is the effect of the operation 
side opposite the vertex (t~e base) 
the ba~~ remain fixed in nosition? 
creases, remains equal). · 
in Ex. 6, on the 
when the vertex and 
(increases, de-
8. A line parAllel to one side of a given triangle forms 
another tria.ngle which is (larger, similar, congruent) to 
the given triangle • 
. ~g-. --f~;-~;~~~~~~rf~~~l:: ~-~~~ ·~ ~ -: ~~~~!!~ ;~:-~ t:;~e.~~~~~~~-)-b~--~. --
than side ~· 
' ' ' 
' ' 
.. · .. \. 
1.93 
10. In the same circle, or in equal circles, the greater 
arc subtends the (equal, greater, smaller) central 
angle. 
' 11. The (exterior, inscribed, central) angle of a circle 
is measured by one half of the interceuted arc. 
12. The tangent at a point on a circle is (narallel, obli-
que, perpendicular) to the radius of the circle at that 
point. 
·13. If, in a right triangle, a perpendicular iA drawn from 
the vertex of the right angle to the hyoothenuse, the 
two triangles thus formed are (equal, similar, obtuse). 
14. The area of a regular pentagon circumscribed about a 
circle is (equal, greater, smaller) than the area of an 
inscribed regular pentagon in the same circle. 
15. The areas of the two pentagons in Ex. 14, will become 
(equal, larger, smaller) as the number of their· sides 
increases indefinitely. 
f.,,··, .. ~-' 
1. 
.. : 
,. 
i. 
I ~1 : 
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Geometry Di~.gnq.§_ti_c Test XIV 
Construction 
'Directions: Do not write your name on the construction 
side of your pEJDer. Do all your work ana. 
write all the answers on the "Answer Sheet." 
Draw all figures with ruler, neatly: arid &Q.-
curately. Le.beJ. correctly. Follow instruct-
ions carefully. Show all construction lines 
as dotted lines. Use ruler, protractor, and 
comps.ss. 
Fold your "Answer Sheet" first, in the middle 
s.ncl lengthwise; second, in eaxctly three 
horizontal sections. Mark each of these six 
spaces as: 1), 2), 3), 4), 5), and 6), in 
order, left to right and downward. 
Do the following six problems and their parts: 
1. a) In suace 8), draw a rectangle 32 1 x 12' to the 
scale: 1/8 11 = 1 1 • Label base AB; top DC, left to 
right. 
b) On the base AB mark off a point E so that a line 
EF (draw this) parallel to side AD will divide the 
aren of ABCD in 1/4. Shade this smaller area. , 
Directions: Write the e.nswers below and aJ 1 such answers 
in the other exercises on the back of your 
answer sheet, in the corresponding space to 
that of the problem. 
d) What is the 
sq. ft.? 
e) What is the 
sq. ft.? 
f) 
~ 
area (A) of the 
a reP. (a) of the 
larger rectangle, in 
smaller rectangle, in 
the two rect• 
of these 
ones are un-
! , ·( 
.,.,~..:.... ... ~--·..-:···-' --,--.J ... ·~ .... ····-····-·--~ ...... '-·-' 
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a. a) In space 2), draw in the middle of tltis SDe.ce a 
l.ine X 'X equal to 4 11 • Vli th the use of a compass, 
pi sect line X 'X, t:mcl show clearly ~.11 construction 
lines as dotted lines. Extend bisection from top 
to bottom of space 2), ana. label YY 1 • , 
3. 
b) Mark off from the intersection (0) to right and 
left, upward and. c1ownward, d,i vision marks, ee.ch 
unit equal to 1/4". Mark neatly (under X'X, and to 
the left of YY 1 .) Mark: 1, 2, 3, etc. to right 
and up; mark: -1, -2, -3, etc. to left and clown 
from o. 
a) In space 3), draw high in the snace a line a.~;, 1:: 
long. Under it, draw line CD, 2 1/2 11 long. Under 
this line, draw line EF, 1 1/2 11 long. Now a.raw a 
fourth line so that EF is to GH in the same ratio 
as AB is to CD. 
b) What is the length of line GH, in inches? Place 
this dimension on line GH. 
4. a) !n space 4), draw a circle with radius (r)::: l 1/411 • 
Label: center, 0; radius OR and r; Draw the , 
diameter DM distinct from OR. In the half (semi-
circle) 'Without the r, draw a chord CH. Draw 
dotted lines DC and CM. 
>' ,· 
Answer the followlng on the be.ck of SPP.Ce 6: 
b) DM = II • c) Angle DCM = degrees; 
' 
d) Angle DCM = degrees; ... e) Chord CH 
subtends minor arc 
f) Construe! a tA.ngent ( TG) to the circle at point D. 
2) perpendicular 
b) · Write with three letters, correctly, an inscribed 
angle. 
1) ·Write a central angle (both from the figure.) 
•· 5~' . a) In space 5); draw in the. upper left corner a small 
angle ABC, about 30 degrees. At the bottom of space 
dra.w line XY 311 lon • With X as th.e_ verte_x, .Q.Q.D.-
:I 
. . 
' . ~ . ----.-· -'··-··'-#""""•" .. • .. -- ., 
b) Bisect angle YXZ. Show construction 
clearlx. Label bisector XM. 
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c) From a point P on bisector (make XP = 2 1/2 11 ) draY{ 
perpendiculars PQ and PR to the sides of angle YXZ. 
··d) Are the triangles PQX and PQ,R equal, unequa.l, or si-
milar? Choose the best answer. (Write back of 
space 5.) -
e) Give the geometric reason for your answer in d), Use 
abbreviations or symbols, if posflible. 
f) What kind (name) of triangles are triangles PQX and 
~'r\VfS 
rnAr 
angles? (Write f!.nswers 1noacrcrr-e-). _~--c~-~---c-~~ 
To the Student: Fold your paper and write your name on the 
outside in the upper right ha.nd corner. 
i' ' 
.. , 
I 
. ;j 
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UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL W~THEMATICS 
Geometry Diagnostic Test XV 
Geometric Formulas 
I. A. The Circle 
B. 
Give the formulas for the circle, using the 
following letters: A ~ n.rea; C = circumference: 
r = radius; n (pi) or 22/7; d = diameter. 
1. c = · (Using r) 
a. c = (using a.) 
3. A = (using r) 
4. A = (using a.) 
Triangles 
Give the formulas for the triangles, using 
the following symbols and letters: e., b, c = sides 
of a triangle; A, B, C = angles of a triangle; 
h = height, or Etl ti tude; b = base; p = perimeter; 
C = right angle; c = hynothenuse. 
5. Area A = ------------~ 
6. p = -------
7. (in right triangle). 
C. g,ua.drile.terals 
Give the formulas for the quadr:tla.tera.ls, 
using the symbols and letters: h = altitude; 
b = bases, if equal; b 1 and b3 = bases, if unequal. 
8. At'ea of square, 
with side S, A = 
= 
------· 
--~~·-·· 
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10. Area of a rectangle, A= 
11. Perimeter of a 
rectangle p = 
12. Area of a tranezoid. A= 
II. Annllcations of Formulas 
Find: 
1-. Tl1e a.L·e.et. of a cir-cle vvhoae !'8.d1 us 
is 7 1 • 1. A=----
2. The circumference of a circle 
whose racUus is 21 11 • 2. C 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
Find the radius and the cllameter 
of a circle whose area is equal 
to 616 sq. ft. 
In a right triangle; the base is 
5, and the altitude is 4. Find 
the area, the hynothenuse, and 
the perimeter. 
The base of a rect~mgle is 12 11 
and its height is 3 11 • Whe.t is 
its area and oerimeter? 
Using the die.meter in your com-
pute.tlon, find the circumference 
of a circle whose diameter is 
35 11 • 
of a trtJ.:oezoid are 8' 
n s 
equal to 6'. Find. the e. rea in 
sq. ft. 
3. r 
4. A 
hyp. 
P. 
5. A. 
P. 
, .. 
.. 
6. c 
7. A 
Two circles he.ve their re.clii equal 
to am" and 87 11 , respectively. 
Find the ratios of their cir-
cumference in simplest form. a. 
The radii of two circles are 2 
t-:t me s-J:ar-g~r-i-s~the~area--of-t-he 
larger circle thEm the area of 
the smaller? 9. 
. 
_, 
-
,. ';.· . 
.::·· 
)!·'r 
.:.:' 
,!·1 
' j'· 
··,.; 
·.,.: 
10. A line parallel to the base 
of a triangle outs off one 
side of the triangle 2 1 
from the vertex angle. This 
side is equal to 10 1 • The 
other side of the trir:mgle out by 
the parallel line is equal to 
15 1 • · What are the dimensions 
of the two segments in which 
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this line is cut by the pB.ral-
lel to the third sid.e? 10. ·----
11. A triangle has the following 
angles: 350; 75o; and 70°;. 
Find the exterior angle 
adjacent to angle of 35°. 
18. The length of a city block is 
400 1 , and its width is 300 1 , 
WhF.tt is the distnnoe one 
saves by walking across a 
diagonal path rather than 
along the sidewalk? 
, .. 
11. 
-----
12,.__ ___ _.. 
t; · .. 
:, 
' 
'! 
1.; 
:r 
. I 
I 
::; 
- . 
. :. 
; 
·~"' ,, 
_ _!£TSWER KEY S.AlvJPLE 
Alg~bra Diagnosti?_Test VIJ __ 
Factoring 
-----------·-
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. Directions: Follow general directions. 
In A, terms may be e;i ven in any order._ 
In B, factors .may be e;i ven in any order. 
In 0, #5, the larger factor may be 
expanded and terms combined. 
A. Answer:fU 
1) 2xm+ 8xn -6x (, -\ ......... 
2) y2 -25 ( 8 •. 
3) rn2 + llm+24 ( 3 •. 
4) 6s2 -s -35 ( 4 •. 
5) ~a2:x2 -4 ( 5. 
I 
--------------------
6) 6s 2 -13s -28 ( 6. 
7) 20 -x -12:x2 ( 7. 
8) ~a2 -r 6ab + b2 ( 8. 
~) s
2 2 
4 ... st+:t (9. 
10) 4x 2 -12xy+ 9y 2 (10. 
Me.st.st~tus: ~.: 
9,10 
- WP 
Mast. St.: 
7,8 - SP 
6, or B. 2 
less -UP (2x-5) or 
1) (2x-5)(2x-5) (1. 
---------------
2) ( r + 7 )( r-:-7 ) (8. 
3) 3y(5xy-x+l4) (3. 
4} ( x + y) ( 2x-y) (4. 
etc. 2 5) (3y -2x) (5. 
6) (3x-2)(x + 3) (.6. 
7-)-(-7-+-t-)-(-7-t-) (7. 
8) (x-Jl'·(X +5) (8. 
Test VII - Page 1 
'l_t 
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Fr::~.ctori.ng 
A. Expand. Do mentally, writing finDl results directly, 
as briefly as possible. 
( 1.. "I 2x(m + 4n - '"l.) 
.l.o " I 
2. (y+5) (y-5) ( 2 •. 
3. (rn+3) (m+8) ( 3 •. 
4. (2s-5)(3s+7) ( 4 •, 
5. ( 3a.x-2) ( 38x+2 ) ( 5. I 
6. (2s-7)(3s+4) ( 6. 
7. ( 4+3x) ( 5-4x) ( 7 . 
8. ( 3a.+b) ( 3e+b) (8. 
( 9. 9. ( 1 s-t)a 8 . 
10. ( 2x-3y) ( 2x-3y) (10. 
No. c. : %. : Mast~ St.: 
B. Fa.ctor completely: 
1. 4x2 -20x+25 
( 1. _______ _ 
2. r 3 -49 (2·------~------------
3• 15xy2 -3xy+42y 
(3. ________ _ 
4. 2x2 +2xy-xy-y2 
(4. ________________ __ 
5. 9y 2 -12xy+4x2 
( 5. ______ .;._ __ 
6. .3x3 +7x-6 
(6. _______ __..__ 
7. 72 -t4 
C7-. -- ~--
8. xa+4x-5 
(8. __________________ _ 
.. -:;,-;-,:;-.-,-···' 
:~:r 
. r~ 
:·r·· 
! : ~ 
. ~ . 
,._,. 
·i·:' 
:.:. 
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UNIFIED COURSE IN ADVANCED HIGH SCHOOL MATHEMATICS 
UNIT B: Student's Diagnostic Test Record (Diagnosis) 
Name: ______________________________ Date: 
Teacher: __________________________ _ 
" ===================~=====================================~= 
Arithmetic 
Test 
I Funclamental Operations 
A: Addition ••••••••••••.•• Score: ____ ~%: ____ Status: ____ 
B: 
C: 
Subtra.c ti on ••••...••.•••.•••• 
Multiplication •....•.••.•.... :::: -
D: Division •.................... __ 
-E: L. C. IVIul t . .................. __...._ 
II Percentage and Decimals 
III 
v 
A: Change Fractions into Decim •• ____ 
B: Change percent. into fract ... _ 
C: Calculating percentage ••••••• ____ 
D: Change Dec. Fr. into~ •..•••• ________ _ 
E: Simple interest and~ •.....•• ____ 
Algebra 
A: Operations With Algebraic 
Expressions •...••.....•••• 
B: Par en theses . ................. := 
A: Ad~i tion .... .................. ______ 
B: Subtraction •..•........•..... __ 
C: Multiplication .•...••.......• _ 
D: Division ..................... __ 
.E: Miscellaneous Operations •.••• _ 
A: Order of Operations •••.•••.•• ____ 
B: Operations with 0 •..•••••..•• ____ 
-
--
-
Test 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
FrF.t.ctions 
A: 
B: 
C: 
D: 
E: 
F: 
G: 
H: 
Reducing . .............. . 
Addition •... ,.... • • 
Subtra.ction . ................. ·---
Iv'Iul tiplica ti on .•••.....•.•. · • ·-
Divielon ..................... ·---
Comm. 
Misc. 
Signs 
Den •••..• 
Oper •.. 
frr>.ct •• . . . . 
............ ·-
. ........... ·--
............ ·---
Factoring 
A: EXpRnding Expreseion •••••••••• ____ 
B: Fa.ctoring •............. ·. · · · · ·--
C: Fact. by coml.squares ••.•••••• _ 
D: Fe.ctoring cubics •••......••• • ·-
Equations 
A: Identities and Condition •••••• _ 
B: Linear Eqts. (Solving) ••• ·····----
0: Systems of Lin• Eqts •••.•• ····----
D: FrB.ctiona.l Eq ts ••...•••.•.••• ·-
E: Quadratic Eqts. (roots) •••..•• ____ 
F: Quadr. Eqts. (Solv. and Form). ____ 
IX Powers and Roots 
A: Powers . ................... · · · •__. 
B: 
C: 
Roots • ....................... ·-----
Simplifying Radicals •........• ____ 
D: 
E: 
Rational,. zing.~ •.•..... •. ~ • • • ·-
Performing Oper. with 
radicals •. 
. . ·---
X The Formula 
A: Making Formu as •.•.•••...•...• ____ 
B: Solving Formulas •.•..•••• • · · • ·-
C: Evaluating Formulas. • . . . . •. ·-
XI Ratio-Proportion-Variation 
A: 
B: 
0: 
Ratio . .......... . 
Proportion •.. 
Variation ••••• 
..... 
······-
..... ·--
. ........... ·---. 
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-
-
-
-
--
-
-
-
-
-
- -
-
-
Test 
·'i XII 
XIII 
XIV 
x.v 
it I 
. ~ . 
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Graphs 
A: 
B: 
Cartesian Coord. System ••••• _~:_Sta.tus :_ 
Findlng T.<=~ble of Vplues •..•• _ 
C: Line Graphs ................. ____ 
D: Bar Gra,phs • ••.•........... • • _ 
Geometry 
Geometric Construct lens •.•.•.• ·-
Geometric Formulae •......••.. ··----
Geometric FB.cts •.......••••• • · ·-
-
- -
-
-
IOCJ. 
80i 
i 
\. 
! 
75 ' 
70 
t· 
; 
.50. 
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